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the

apparently fruitless period,

should * churches or

neither

individuals.

The

assumption that revivals imply an opposite extreme is just as absurd as the assumption that all progress implies doubt

or denial of first truths: just as though
the alphabet

must

literary studies,

be forgotten
and

the

of algebra.

in, the study

table denied

in new

multiplication

Register for 1881 gives the statistics for

and

the year closing in April, May or June
1880, not December 31, 1880. Moreover,
it is impossible—Napoleon said impossible was the adjective of fools, and I shall
risk being numbered with ‘that
respectably large class—to secure absolute accuracy in the gathering and is
of

which might follow some eccentric effort.
Let the'evangelistic talent in the church
be called out and encouraged.
There are
God-gppointed evangelists, adapted to re-

statistics

of

denominational

work

much

more

permanent,

vival: work ’ chiefly,

if

than

vot

village four miles to the south.

that

which the Apostle Peter spenks,

wife has been

exclusively.

few distinguished evangelists like Moody
and others.

They could, or would,

His wife

studied contempt and manner, came the reply :

‘was one of Miss Crawford’s school girls,
and they have been married several years.
This seems to
one of those cases of

Mafly bretliren of this class are shrinking
from the work, by comparison with a

and

‘NO. 7.

16, 1881.
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LVI.

do im-

in subjection

where the

to

her

§-The Senator 1s a person with whom I do ‘not
care to bandy epithets here or elsewhere, least

of all. here.”

Mr. Conkling resumed his writ~

ing and Mr. Butler departed for the cloak-room
arm-in-arm with a brother Senator of* * chival-

own

ry. ”

husband, who though he obeyed not the
Word, has, without the Word, been’ won

£3

ONE BILL A LAW,

by the conversation (conduct, or manner

The military academy bill, the least

of life) of the wife.

portance of the eleven annual appropriation
measures, has received the’ signature of the
President. From the date of this letter, but 18
or 19 legislative days remain for the two houses

It is rarely,

growth, - Clerks of churches, Clerks of
mense good, if called out, authorized and
Quarterly Meetings and compilers are all
yencouraged by the churches. Many brethfallible and liable to make mistakes. Our
ren of this class are disgusted and disYear Book is probably as trustworthy couraged from the work by the damaging
as that of any religious body. Still ano- eccentricities of many so-called evangelther remark ought, in justice, to. be made. ists—wit, sarcasm, domination, impu-

if ever, that a Christian

5,171." The -addition of these badies
brings no real addition to the Church of

| younger brother were

I think,

woman does right

in marrying an unbeliever, as this girl did.

The risk is a fearful ome,

though

haps no greater in India than

in

per-

in

im-

to agree to the 10 remaining bills. The *““Consu-

America.

lar and

Diplomatic,”

“Army,”

“Navy,”

and

‘Would that more women who do marry
“Indian” appropriation bills have passed both
unbelievers could’ ‘bring their life partners houses, but are now in Conference committees,
Whatever is attained should be retained ;
d those doing the *‘ will of God must Some churches and some Quarterly Meet- dence,—attracting and” moving people to Jesus’ feet. Only so can they become which means more wrangling and discussion.
The Post Office and Pension bills await the
have patience ” and ‘‘ having done. all ings make no returns; churches change more by such peculiarities than by sound: truly. wedded to them.
The Sabbath at Dantoon was my first action of the Senate.
from one Quarterly Meeting to another; doctrine and the Holy “Spirit. ‘Pastors
stand.”
and new Year- often have been justly cautious of inviting there since the station was occupied. On| “The Legislative bill is now being considered
The divine philosophy and laws of new Quarterly Meetings
ly
Meetings
are
formed;
and
other ¢hang- evangelists to their aid, though: doubtless former inspection trips Jellasore and San- in the House. It appropriates over $17,000,000: ©
mind may be too deep for us, but there
and provides for the salary of all officials of the
es
like
these
are
occurring
which
help to have often erred in not discriminating be- tipore have always claimed my Sabbaths, Government. Two bills, the ¢ Sundry Civil,” i
are afew facts in human experience
I say to thee,do thou repeat
80,
Dantoon
has
had
but
a
bit
of
Saturday
tween
the
objectionable
and
the
worthy.
make statistical information unsatisfactowhich plainly, bear upon this subject:
To the tirst man thou mayest meet
=.»
and “ General Deficiency,” have not yet been: '
Trusting The church is in great need of evangelists, “or Monday. Besides the baptisms we had prepared or presented to the House.
+
1. “This is a busy world, and" worldly ry and sometimes misleading.
In lane, highway, or open street,
Bengali services and the Lord's Supper.
In the light of past experience and the inevit-That he, and we, and all mien move
men are closely occupied in thought and that these preliminary remarks are clear- competent, devout, unambitious, dignified ‘This little church. is- weak, but .I believe.
and courteous,as. dis
from. many.
able confusion of an expiring Congress, an
Under a canopy of love
feeling, in pursuit of worldly objects; and ly understood, I desire to present the folbrighter days are before it. Some of your
extra session of the 47th Congress might with
bearing- the title,—men who emphasize
As broad as the blue sky above.
lowing
figures,
which
are
both
instructive
do not ordinarily turn their attention from |
readers will recollect the English Bible confidence be predicted, but there- will be a.
Christ
rather
than
self,
ind
win
to
him
by
That doubt and trouble, fear and pain,
these pursuitéy withotit some special means and humiliating. In view of them we ‘preaching his plain gospel and exhibiting class my dear father began with the babus: shaking up of the House employes if: that body :
And anguish, all are shadows vain;
to that end: Pople generally are convinc- may well pray that the spirit of grace and his blessed spirit. Let the ‘churches call of this place. I called on several of those is re-convened under ‘Republican organization,
That death itself will not remain;
and the Democratic members may so attend to:
ed, but their” attention must be secured or of supplication may be poured out upon out these good men and sustain them.
men who spoke very tenderly of his interThat weary deserts we may tread,
business as to avert such calamity to their ap-us.
they are st.
:
Pp
Again, lay brethren and sisters should est in their behalf. On Sabbath morning I pointees, numbering Some 200-or more.
A dreary labyrinth may thread,
The
Year
Book
for
1880
reported
a
toheld an English service at the bungalow
2. All men are largely controlled by
take on more encouragement and -responThrough dark Ways Undergronnd be led.
77,641. The compiler, | sibittty. Pastors are wot, perhaps; too }-and there were twelve of ‘these Bengali
_ COUNTING IN A PRESIDENT,
1 habits;-and-by
mental habits. Most men | tal membershihip of
y ot, i we will one Guide obey,
It was a great crowd that throngdd towards
need no more arguments for repentance however, ‘made the mistake of counting highly, but certainly often wrongly esti: gentlemen present. Pride of social posiThe dreariest path, the darkest way,
tion, fear of social ostracism, and a blunt-| ‘the Capitol from 9 until 12 Wednesday, and
>
and the service of God than the drunkard communicants belonging to the Mass. mated.
Shall issue out in heavenly day,
Quarterly
Meeting
twice.
Deducting
ed sense of God’s claim upon their service found really nothing very extraordinary to see.
Any
pastor
is
wrongly
appropriated
and
does to convince him of the evil of intemAnd we, on divers shores now cast,
Persons without a ticket had no showing
perance and the duty of “sobriety. Nod |_from the total membership 2,089 (see damaged, and sooner ‘or later the fact will are the chief causes that keep these men
' Shall meet, our perilous voyage past,
whatever, as vigltors will remember when they
from
following
their
best
convictions.
betray
itself,
who
assumes
or
accepts
any
page
32,
Year
Book),
the
true
number
of
Allin our Father's house at last,
/
impenitent man can give any valid reaintend t6' witness any great occasion here.
While
at
Dantoon
a
young
Brahmin,
— Archbishop Trench.
The Year work which the membership ought to do.
son for neglecting God and duty, but he communicants was 75,552.
‘The corridors, halls and
immense rotunda
who
first
visited
me
at
Midnapore
last
0-0-0
Public
work
and
work
with
families
and
Bhd
an an
were completely filled with disappointed eitidoes so simply because he has been do- Book for 1881 reports a membership of
September, came to call me to his village,
individuals should be done, not a little,
zens and tourists. The galleries of the House
ing so. He has no reason, but simply 78,012, making an apparent gain of 2,460.
REVIVALS OR DEATH,
Pastoral visitation is | Daininari, eleven miles to the north. He
by the membership.
presented all that gala appearance of a fite
But
a
closer
examination
of
the
Year
continues 8s he is by that marvelous force
BY PROF. R. DUNN, D. D,
and his family,
he said, wished to become:| day af the Capitol and glittered and shone with
not enough.
hoy
y
Book
quickly
dissipates
any
feeling
of
of habit. And to break such. habits or
Christians.
Purna accompanied him home
all the colors of the rainbow. The Diplomatic
We are sure, after all, that revivals,
The forest trees are not continually lead a sinner to make the necessary effort felicity which these figures may "seem to
on Monday and I followed on Tuesday: I sgallery was resplendent with foreign uniforms
genuine
revivals,
must
come
chiefly
of
a
growing through the year, bat perfect requires something more than ordinary favor. Two new bodies appeari;in the
godly character and devout spirit “on the was like the voice of God to Philip, send- and decorations; the cloak-rooms were crowdtheir annual
development in the soft
reasoning and common means.
The Year Book for 1881, the Ohio and Ken- part of the church, the pastor and his ing him to the Ethiopian eunuch, and I ‘ed with hundreds of ladies, wives, daughters
state
in a few days. Fruit trees do not
heart not only becomes habituated in self- tucky Yearly Meeting, with a member- people. Good preaching, good praying, tarried not by the way. I found all as the and friends of members, awaiting th: expected
blossom nor. bear
fruit continuously.
ishness and. unbelief but to the regular ‘ship of 1,171, and the East North Carolina good singing, these are not to be depreci- young man had said, and better. «He, his motion, soon offered, and then poured into the
House, filling every available seat and space.
Most animals grow more in three months means, 80 as to render them less and less with a membership of 4,000, or a total of
mother, his sister and her husband and his'
ated, but holiness to the Lord is the chief

@he Woming Star.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1881.
“70 EVERY CREATURE.”

than inall the rest of the year. The
human body has times of special development. This seems to be the law in all
organic growth. The same general law
is seen in the development of nations gnd
civilization.
By new types of govern-

ts,

new

discoveries,

schools,.manufactures

or changes

or

commerce,

in
the

sleepof centuries is broken and more.
progress attained within a few years than

for a thousand

years before.

Voluntary

societies present no general exception to
this law of variableness. Political parties
of all types, reform associations of every
kind, and every organization

public feeling and purpose

for moving

have

times of

special activity and success, and times
~ simple endurance.

of

Religious i
characterized by
these same changes in activity and influence. All religions, in all ages, have
their fasts, feasts and general festivals,
and Whenever these seasons of special at-

tention are neglected the religion dies.
The Jewish economy, so unlike all others
in many respects, assumed this peculiar
demand in the nature of things, and in
_addition to the daily offerings and weekly
worship, provided several special series
of meetings each year and occasionally
whole years of -religivus cessation from
secular employment.
Jesus Christ himself ¢¢ went about
doing: good” with various, degrees of
success. At times, in the midst of wonderful revivals witlrarge, excited congregations from different and distant towns;
again, *‘ unable to do many mighty works

because
ascension,

of their unbelief. »
and

“After

his

the protractéd meeting of

ten days in prayer in that ** upper room,”

‘when the day of pentecost had fully
come " the apostles witnessed one of the
most - wonderful and glorious revivals
ever known.
The whole history of apostolic churches
is little else than the history of revivals ;
-and the history of revivals would cover
four-fifths and more of all the progressive

work of the Christian church.

Luther but a revivalist?

and

What was
what

were

the labors of Wesley, Whitefield, Edwards
and their respective associates but revival

labors?

ject until the public is moved.

In persua-

country generally from the overwhelming
ing a hundred

years ago,

under the labors of Edwards,

but revivals
Tenant

and

such like workers? And what gave" thie
Baptists who with a hundred years of
regular, steady, practical work, had secured a membership of 80,000 members
(about a quarter as many as the I'ree Bap* tists in the same lengthof time), the inspiration which secured 2,000,000 during

their second century, but revival efforts ?

As to the success of the Methodists it is
almost universally in the use of such
means. The rise and growth of the F. B.
denomination was almost exclusively
ing revivals :/ and unquestionably more
than three-fourths of all the members and
mindsters
their churches were convert-

in. these

‘seasons of

There never ‘was;

and

refreshing.”

never can

be,

social or moral questions.
And this class
is by no means small.
How
many men

was transferred

from

the Ohio

a time to reap.”

of 2,460,and

general

public

influences.

'If any

thing is taught by analogy and nature, by
the history and success of the church, we

There may be ritualistic, State churches
which

neither

grow

nor

waste

while

national support continues, but where is
there a living evangelical church which
has not had revivals? Of course all
public waves of all

kinds,

upon all sub-

jects, will move many who will

not con-

it is seen that in our

conflict

‘« gradual,

do uct report any accessions.

effort has been tried for a generation, and
where are one-half of
our country
churches? Just where others will be soon
unless saved by special efforts and special

manifestations of divine power. We must
© -0-o
0-9

AND FIGURES.

BY REV. G.8. RICKER.

° My, article on

‘The

*’

Dearth

of Re-

vivals” in the Star of Feb. 2, did not
do justice to our Presbyterian friends. I
have learned since it was written that

Dr. Cuyler referred to the net gain of the
Presbyterian churches. The additions
were over 26,000, and after deducting the

was still a net gain, as stated in my previous article. I bave learned also that
the Baptists have made even larger additions than the’ Presbyterians.
While
rejoicing that these. great~ bodies of be-

lievers have been so fargely ble$sed in
the ingathering of souls during the

past

year, we may well grieve "that buer~own
people, instead of miking any gains, have

really met with serious losses:
I will preface

the

°°

following ‘facts

and

figures with one or two remarks. No
injustice is done a church, even if its additions are not reported in any one

Register ; for these additions will * appear
in the next one. The twenty-five additions

to the Biddeford

sumably made
made

up and

after the

and therefore—unless our Year Book is
at fault—only four hundred and sixiy-

church were

pre-

statistics

of the

calendar year, and thus uniformity

in respect to time be secured.’ Naw, the

audiences

take

REVIVALS,
BY REV. dr

be, for the time, wholly
sion.

without

expres-

Besides, this holiness of heart

and

this deveut spirit constitute a condition of

access to God which
tute.

It is

faith,

nothing

can

earnestness,

substiconsecra-

tion, and a pledge of fidelity, on
ground of which God can, 8s he could
otherwise, safely

commit

the
not

new-bern

souls

to the keeping of the church.
We express our firm conviction

when

it

requisite soul qualifications

revival

have

and

the

use

hand.

Let

the
every

church seek the baptism of the Holy Spirit,

and,

so

endowed,

undertake

Dan on an a

great

INDIA LETTER.
MIDNAPORE, INDIA, Dec. 28, 1880.

ripe

and

harvest

Jog4endency. £0: look. to. evangelists,

be
The-

pastor may not be able to call out the mul.
titudes at once, as might’ ‘some

evangelist,

‘but he may, under God, encourage the
church, gradually ihcrease - the congrega-

tion and the public interest

io’ religion,

constitute

a

branch

of

will visit

ism. _

Sachitanada Rai, the young man just referred to in the last paragraph, seems to
have received his first impressions of divine truth from a little book
entitled
¢¢ Peep of Day,” which he bought of me ten
years ago this very month.

I was

pleased

Christians even in this pagan

land,

when

out the glad thanksgiving of numerous native churches.
We live in the days of
great promise and our hearts, if we fail
not nor faint, shall be filled with grand

and jubilant

réjoicings” over, the

larger

conquests and more signal triumphs of the
Great Redeemer’s Kingddm in this land of
Satan’s strongholds.
Fresh courage, then,
‘for the New Year just at hand, and more
cheerful, faithful gifts for its work.

of

December

disciple of our Lord,

and

when

dying
in

father of thesflver-

~ The Senate appeared at 12, headed

by’ its

presiding officer, and the venerable Captain
Bassett, bearing the mahogany boxes—flanked.
on either side by 4 gpecial policemed.
VicePresident Wheeler, as President of the Convention, broke the seals of the certificates,
handed them to the tellers to be counted, and:
then announced the result to the assemblage.
The question of Gegrgia’s vote was met in this
manner, as pre-arranged, it having been cast
upon a day provided by the legislature thereof,
and not upon a day provided for by the Constitution of the United States: * If the vote of
Georgia was to be counted, the total result
would be, whole number 869; of which J. A.
Gartield received 214, for W. S. Hancock, 155;
if not, the vote would be for Hancock, 144.”
The Vice-President thea said: “I do de-clare that James A. Garfield “of the State of
Ohio, having received a majority of the votes of
the whole number of electors appointed,is duly
elected President of the Uhited States for 4

to find the date ‘27, 12, 70,” traced in pencil by my own hand across the title page of
the little book that had brought light and
years commencing on the 4th of March, 1881,”
hope to this dark household.
This ¢ase which was greeted with loud applause.
cheers us to sow the seed in faith, looking °
The case of Georgia is thus left in abeyance
for future decision.
:
for the golden fruit that must surely come
in’ God’s own

appointed

time.

Sachi

has

given me the little book of which I have
spoken, and I value it highly. One family
won

from idolatry by

its

silent

teaching.

matter

a

perfect

secret.

But

Home news cheers us mach.

These last days of the year, commemorative of our Saviour’s passion, have been

wished the Bible placed under his head

earnest,

This will

his

mind has never been at ease till now.
I
anticipate not even the semblance of persecution in the village of Dainmari, So
the Kingdom comes.

g

token of his faith. The

yet set

ample.

of their
their ex-

whole

at

though, the usual harvest season is considwill

This Brahmin family stands high

once?

means

erably past, God’s

laborers:

village.

the

Pagan

things in the name of the Lord.
Why not
a movement all along the line, and at

and

found me in the saddle midway between
This
opening
Why this dearth of revivals? Is it ate { Feliasors and Dantoon.
week of the month was given to Dantoon,
tributable to the revival jof business?
my work in Orissa having closed with NoMust prosperity in business’ every time
vember. Purna Chandra Basu, the native
proveta curse? Must God
‘¢ curse our
blessings” to save us? Does. this moral preacher in charge, was feeling encourblight come of the prevalent criticising up- aged, and ‘spoke hopefully of several inon the Bible, and experimental, conscious
quirers in villages he had visited within a
religion and our future‘ destiny?
radius of ‘seven miles. One afternoon I
went to the village, only a mile or so. from
No matter what, it Is upon us, and may
God help us. We say no matter what the our Mission bungalow, where lived and
cause or causes ; for doubtless the essential died that man Sam Set, of whom I sometimes spoke at home.
He was a secret
remedy against one would operate effectual-

ly against any other. May we not hope that

and

May these in turn bring. others into the
light. . This young man fell in with. the
Roman Catholics two or three years ago,
and was secretly baptized, as he says, by
the priest, who charged him to keep the

talents

Sunrise of the first day

BAKER,

Jesus,

in

Thank God
sub- | the converts every month.
for a new breach in the ranks of Hindu-

on

jects of thought and states of feeling, affected by the presence of some
positive
spirit,—some burdened soul,though the fact

sions by baptism. The blanks in the great, multitudes of Hindu and Mohammefirst column of the statistics are altogeth- "dan converts shall hail this anuiversary of
er too frequent. Is it not quite time for precious memories with unfejgned joy,
and when from village to village, from hill
our Elijahs to put their faces between
and dale, city and junglé alike, shall ring
their knees and pray, while their servants

were |' themselvesat work in good
forwarded to, the proper reap gloriously of the great

statistics should be made up to the close

that often whole

independent

have been blessed with; delightsome and impressive. - I -am lookconverting ~ grace «and saving power. | ing forward ‘to the good time coming"
| In several instances whole Quarterly when there will be a real significance” to

of coming clouds? May there be speedily
not only a sound of” abundance of rain,
but may the swiltest runners be overtaken
and overwhelmed with the floods -of
grace that shall 5 poured out from the
wide-open gates of heaven !

Lord

the Dantoon church, and Parna

and

three churches

shall look away toward the.sea for signs

the

of spirit with spirit?
Experienced Christian workers are
not, without
evidence

by baptism,

Mgetings have failedto report any scces-

have revivals or death.

FAOTS

de-

of

church of Christ sq planted iin that

contact

not by unseen

a good

te the

the name

joyfully baptized

in the community, and some
neighbors will doubtless follow

if

was getting tired of ** protracted meeting
revivals ” and that we must now labor for
The

influences mind, and must it always be by
physical action or outward
signs?
Why

and the salvation of souls,

nomination, exclusive of gains by the
reception of other -religious bodies, was
2,372! These figures are absolutely appalling !
Nine hundred and sixty-nine churchés

growth.”

may be felt as a power, in the ‘absence of
all vocal or outward expression. Mind

might not effect and enjoy

certainly if moved to action in any other
way. Thirty years ago the writer heard

continuous

we believe,

under the caption *¢ Increase” on page 77
of the Year Book for 1881, we find the
total increase was 1,182; adding the numbers in the next column, we find the
total decrease was 3,56564,—or, according

to these figures, the net loss

that he

Holiness itself, alone,

we sayj\that the churchis an exeeption to
the ral\which, witlf*or without a paster,

tinue in action, but such would fail just as

a leading and good minister say,

power.

with the world, we have really lost 1,260
souls! Adding the numbers appearing

authorities.
The statistical year closes,
before them? . Let pastor of churches
a with some churches, as.early.as April.and, |

oppose all éxcitement is as absurd as to
; oppose all maternal love because some

ridiculous. .

Meeting,

must conclude that in morals and religion
as elsewhere ¢* There is a time to sow and

such

~Tiglon 1{ Tov and love is'a feeling “and Additions oN aftér such time must lie
not a thought.’ There" may be updue over for the
nxt Register. "The writer is
excitement and extravagant love, but to ‘of the opinion, that, in all cases, the

themselves

gain, leaving a real loss of 2,711.
This,
again, is not so bad as it appears, for one

River Yearly Meeting ; I am inclined also
to think that the churches constituting
the balance of the Yearly Meeting may
have been connected with some body belonging to the Denomination previously.
In that case, the net gain from the absorption of other religious . bodiey would be
3,725; deduct this from our apparent gain

change their political or religious purposes, positions and relations without

"conversion Without oxoitement,- for re. in all cases, I think, as. early. as. June,.

mothers make

Christ, and this number should be deducted from the number 2,460, the apparent

sion to action after truths and claims are
admitted, personal influence is generally| body, the American Association, containmuch stronger than
logical force, and ing 275 members, has dropped out of the
Scioto
society or public influence than that of Register \ besides the ¢ Little
single individuals. Until-there is a public Quarterly Meeting,” comprising the largmove many never decide at al) in political, er part of the Ohio and Kentucky Yearly

What saved our schools and the losses by ¢¢ deaths and desertions ” there

tide of infidelity so general and threaten-

ed

impressive.
3. All men are influenced more or less
by “society and public sentiment, and
large numbers never move upon any sub-

“All the

Benevolent Societies have paid their bills
this year” writes one from the Boston Anniversary meetings in October. Thank God
for this! Now for bigger bills to pay for

more work

at home and

in India!

The

Inter-Seminary Missionary, Convention

something
-gshould

have

to

thank

God

welcomed

for.

such’

a

I

meeting

twenty years ago!
I felt that it was surely coming, and it is the cheering augury of
a missionary revival in the home churches. I was proud to find-our own Bates
represented in that magnificent meeting at
New Brunswick, N. J. The other day
there cme such a package of friendly letters from dear brethren from N. B. to Colorado!
One spoke of ‘ the man for India.” I'm glad he is heard from. Now he
is born and at school we shall wait more
patiently for his coming.’
The Lord speed
him, and more of the right sort to our
very Reedy field.
4
Good bye for 1880.
LL. P
w
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WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 10, 1851,
NEW YORK AND SOUTH CAROLINA.
On Monday

last, the Senate

was

proceeding

to businessin its usual methodical manner,
when alittle episode occurred that spiced its
deliberations.

Mr.

Butler

(he

of

tion should be mét_in the future. Probably
three-fourths of thé%e present, both léislators and citizens, were in attendance,and remember

the intense excitement of 1877 upon

a similan-

occasion, when the country fairly trembled up--

on the verge of civil war through the inadequacy of law to meet these and kindred subjects.
CABINET

MINISTERS

IN CONGRESS.

The American people, inventive and progressive, original And,
dick
of perception,
seem tobe tardy in’
dopting new
methods
where
they antagonize old traditions.
We

predict that the time is not far

distant,

as in the

‘the

British

Parliament,

when,

executive

‘heads of departments shall be heard in the de-

is

How

‘The Senate immediately retired, each house
resumed its legislative business;—the country
has escaped from certain revolution, had the:
late election been close and Georgia's vote
made a difference; and still there is no definite
provision, by which such a portentous dnes-

Hamburg

massacre fanie) arose, and «from a defense of
the methods in taking the late census of. South
Carolina energetically launched out upon a

somewhat abusive and swaggering attack upon
Senator Conkling and |. apon one or two of his
recent campaign speeches in, New York.
Upon the conclusion of Mr. Butler’s tirade, the

smith on ‘whom I called the other day in
the same, village was a like believer, ang 2, New York Senator arose, and with that exas‘hope to meet: both of them with others of { perating manner snd tone, of which he is such

liberations of
national legis¥ition.
Senator
Pendleton, of Ohio, has again agitated the question of the‘Cabinet being present and taking
part in discussions of business pertaining to
their respective branches of the service, answering questions, &c., thus avoiding the delay of formal written documents, red-tape processes, &c., that consume so mueh time and
clerical labor.
:
Such a method would greatly facilitate public
business, is not.a proposition that in any way
conflicts with the Constitution, and has received the assent of 4 Republicans as well as 4
Democrats of the Committee from which such a
resolution is to be appropriately presented to the
Senate. The ministers are not to have any vote,
however, but,’ 'as a matter of public economy,
they are to be present, hastening legislation

and adding dignity to national proceedings.
AN

APPROPRIATION

COMMITTEX

!

STUNNED.

The River and Harbor bill was discussed in
the House on Monday.
It appropriates over
$10,000,000, and the facts were develo; ped that
over $9, 000,000 of this more than average sum
for such purpose, redounded to the benefit of
the States represented by the members of the
Committee on Commerce.

1

It had an ugly appearance to both Democrats
and Republi¢ans, especially from remote and
inland States, and when the previous question
on its passage came to. a vote, the unusual
spectacle occurred in the emphatic rejection
by the House of an appropriation bill,prepared
‘by its appropriate Committee.
It was a little
too much for the generul sentiment of that
body, filled as the bill undoubtedly was, with

jobs and lobby

schemes, which the

1
:

*¢ Third

He. - house” thought, might be forced through amid
very. coolly. remarked:
+h interesting-olass-de-our Father's home:}:A-perfeetomaster,
_had not. heardiall the Senator had said, but. ‘The anticipation’ and Interest commeered with’

abové. ~Sarup Kamla; ‘the-stlversmith, is}

not far from the Kingdom.
I hope he ‘may
have courage to confess, Christ.
Y

On the fifth of December the Lord
clously granted us the first baptisms
Dantoon, ‘The candidates were a man

and finally enjoy a revival as considerable, | thirty and his

fother,

from

Babukha,

graat
of

a
LR)

should have bocasion to read It to-morrow in
the ‘ Record.” -If he deemed it of sufficient im-

“the approschiog-eléctoral prodecdings’ na the

;
shortness of the session,
pertanceé he would reply to it, but the present | "The State of Texas alone; came very: near
vaporings of the Senator had ho’ concern for | getting a cool million by ‘the operation,
many other Southern States jn favorable rat
him”? Butler retorted, * that'the swaggering
It now goes back to the Committee for a little
insolence of the Senator from New York, is-a

matter of no concern to me.”

Even with more

cutting down.

ELLIOTT.

pe .

>

we
Jo
ing

id

.
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the faith for which

READINGS.

T.
W.

Hispower over evil spirits. Luke4: in
He heals the blind and dumb.—Matt.

T.

34.
He heals,

¥.

The power of faith,

NS.
S.,

The scribes murmur.
The law of cleansing.

Matt. 9: 1-8.

Luke” 6: 6—11.
Lev. 14: 1-20,

GOLDEN Tex:
“ The power. of the Lord
was present to hat them>—Luke 5: 17.
Luke 5: 12-26,

Notes and Hints.
at ‘Nazareth,

Jesus

went to Capernaum, where he was gladly

received, and made that city his home.
¢In its neighborhood he gathers about him
his former disciples.

He

calls

Peter, James and John, while

the lake.
preaches

Andrew®
fishing

on

demoniac and afterward cures the mother

After the sun had set he

heals many others. Early the next morning he rises to pray, and then departs to
preach and heal in the adjacent cities and
villages.”—Andrews. On this, his first
tour in Galilee, he healed the leper, as
described in this lesson. The same is told
in Matt. 8: 2—4, and Mark 1: 40—45.
12. Full of leprosy. It seems to have
been a-case of greatseverity. The name
leprosy signifies smiling, because the
disease was believed to be the direct
stroke of the hand of God in punishment
upon the. person afflicted. The victim
was kept apart from all persons, through
fear of contagion, and was cerdmonially unclean. It is used as the type of
moral uncleanness and well represents
the odius
and destructive
nature
of
sin. Thou canst. Ando “oné’ else can.
No physician pretended
to cure this
disease, but the’ leper believed in the power
of Jesus to cure his diseased and loathsome body. Make me cleany This was
avhdt he needed, not a healing of the surface, but a thorough cleansing of the
fountain of life. Jesus makes clean every

~ whit and leaves nothing to be desired.
13. Immediately. Jesus is ready and
willing to heal

at once, and able to

cure

instantly. = One touch of the Son of God
can make clean and pure the vilest sinner.
As soon as the man is ready in heart Jesus
says, “I will.”

14.

Tell no man.

His mission was to

save men’s souls, and he did

not wish

to

give his time to curing their bodies.
He
sought no notoriety ; he did not wish to
excite the opposition of - the priests.

«If

the prohibition did not find ifs motive in
~thg inner moral

condition of the

man, its

more probable reason was, lest his own,
stiller mission should be hindered by the
untimely concourse of multitudes,

Fae

drawn

to him in the hope of worldly benefits ; or
xin the ‘expectation of seeing w nderful
‘things ; or lest the violence of his‘enemies
should be prematurely excited by the
fame of his mighty deeds.”—Trench. A
testimony. To show that he was no
longer a leper, and that he meant to observe the Mosaic law.
15. The leper could not refrain from
telling how he had been cured. It was

hardly possible that he should, so great
was his joy'and. gratitude. Naturally
enough the people came together in great
crowds, to see and hear and be healed
-+their diseases.

of

16. In the midst of all this popular
:attention, Jesus took time to go away for
iprivate prayer.

None need

more

to

do

this than they who are full of business
and cares heavy to be borne. Public
teachers and hearers need hours of quiet,
restful devotion in which to renew their

wasted

energies.

We can not too care-

it may be

feared,

who strive to imitate Christ in this matter of private devotion.
There is an
abundance of hearing, and reading, and
talking, and profession, but

is there,

the

of his cure.

26. The evident presence of God filled
them with reverence and awe.

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
%

I. They who wish to be blessed of
|J esus should come to him with humility.
II. We can not tell how much is done
for us in answer to the faith of our
friends.
« JI. All things are alike easy with
God. RE

GLEANINGS

AMONG THE NOTEMAKERS. |
oy
Will he heal?
Can the great * hysician «heal such a man? and *will he ?
Serene and lofty and sweet, Jesus stands,
while at his feet the leper lies, disgust-

ing, loathsome, rotten.
‘heal him ?

Look

into

Can he, will he
his face

of

lofty

tenderness.
Jesus is
moved—moved
with compassion. He stretches forth his
hand and laysit on the hot head of the

A

certain day.

** One

of

on duty. Do what you
your soul shall live. Perof Him who sent us here

to-

overcome, failure will*be

written

across

the dark heavens of your dying hope, but

the end is not yet. Your meat is to do the

I

questioning how much p8wer man has'to

do right, begin the performance of the
first good act you can, Help the needy,
be kind to the undeserving, ‘deny your
own wants for some one

more

in

want,

8S. Teacher.

Here
is a two-fold lesson for
we conscious of disease and
cleanness? (Is. 1: 6.) Let
Christ like the leper. (See Ps.
“hyssop,” see Lev. 14:4.)

us. “Are
moral unus go to
51: 7; for
Have we

Let us bring

them

state?

to him,

by pleading

with'them, influencing them.

But will it

not seem “odd ” for us to interfere thus ?
Not so much as opening the roof and let-

ting this man down.—Dr. John Hail in S.
S.\World.
Pr
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ibe supplied |that Lis mans sins were for-

to begin with.
ft is true that, at first, too much

‘en undertaken.

is oft-

No'more is required. of

lack in love, in faith,

in

confidence?

your soul fettered with undesirable

Is

con-

little band of Christians,

for

which

the

this church, whatever

its

conditien,

be-

longed to that branch of God's people to
which we had pledged the service of our
lives. We love this people because we
believe in their professed
principles.
We think,” here the lady’s face relaxed
into one of those indulgent smiles which
people wear now-a-days when they touch
upon

the subject

of denominationalism,

“we think it is about right in
al teachings. »
It is generally thought that
to a sect in these days is to
minded, and that he lives a

Ag:

;

wisdom’ a

;

a

The above bit of real experience is. on-

ly a fr agment’ ‘of thé minor history of the
sectarian

church.

There

churches

heroically

struggling

apparent defeat because

are

in

many

against

their

they desire to do their especial
their own religious home,

loyalty

work

where

in

Provi-

Read, then, the following bit of

rhetoric

taken from an address by the Rev.
seph Cook :

Jo-

;

** When I go to Lake George in the hot

tree.

I have

made {my

nest

personal

cogitations., But what code, of religions

Union.

oi

.

bio

’

;

t

d
i

Po

ha

great ability will either be educated, or,
they will edugate themselves. Called

men of small ability. will be called, we |
think, these times, to get an education,
Called men of no ability, do not exist,
Preachers are born, not made. You may
from now until the’
a numbskull
trai
n

world’s knell rings and he will be a numb-

BY REV. E. M. COREY,

come to the next scriptural qualification,
the possession of ‘sound doctrine” aly
‘“sound speech.” There must be devated
‘adherence to the Bible.
The Bible’ is
‘* Authority.” A minister should not be
given to *‘slivering up” the Bible by accepting one part and denying another.
The elear teachings of the Word are the
true rule of faith and

practice.

Ile

does’

or because friends desire you to, will result in severe disappointment. He that
serves *“ his own belly” will find his appetites very often ungratified.

A man

should preach

heaven, for.'God.

for

The

love, for

shame

of sin,

shotld cause sleep to depart from his
eyes. The woes of the sinner, should
cbill the very marrow of his bones. The
hope of the lost in a risen Saviour, should
fill his mouth with shouts, and his days

with glad proclamations.
The Word of
God should be bis constant theme.
The

uot fall headlong over the miracles.
He ‘perversity of man in rejecting or in caredoes not try to twist the Bible around to lessly disregarding that Word should fill
The unutcrooked systems of infidel philosophy. He him with the deepest alarm.
is not all the time quivering with terror terable danger of eternal ruin should
{est Darwin has overthrowa the account inake him to éry in a lamentable voice,
of the creation, or * Ingersoll has dried “Woe-is unto me if I preach not the gosMoses up,” or ‘* Tyndall has disproved pel.” The minister should be more than
He should be a fiery
Providence,” or the
Bible
shall
be ** a good fellow.”
hurled back among the refuse of the ages. enthusiast about salvation. Otherwise he
Let-him preach
He has no idea that Confucianism .is bet- has\no excuse to exist.
ter than Christianity or that Buddhism is in the thunder of Sinai, with the agonized
Aye, let him
its equal. He knows better. He knows pleadings of the cross.
:
that the gospel is *‘ the power of God un- preach.
——
eb
meme
to salvation.” Jesus Christ is the Word

of God and none other is.
can be no other way

saved shall reach heaven, the lost shall
fall into hell, thezetributions of eternity

are eternal in duration,

TEMPERANCE.

There is and

of salvation. , The

the

saved

never fall, the damned shall never

8hall
rise,—

these truths must enter into all gospel
preaching.
The terrible urgency of the ‘Scriptures
should appear in the preacher's opinions,

his spirit and his utterance.

If they do

“In
setts
At
been

224 towns and cities of Massachuno licences are granted.
~
Denver, Colorado, a movement has
started to employ no physician who

uses or prescribes intoxicating

liquors.

A man cannotindulge himselfas a smoker without degrading the women
who
manufacture the medium of his sensual
enjoyment.
=
{
Carthage, 111., has a city ordinance

a temporary nest on -a single branch.
I believe God's word and to preach it. It
have imitated my neighbor, the squirrel, is a wholesome sign that our pulpits ‘are
the leaping grey lightning of the sum- fot often guilty of the crjme of crimes,
mer woods, and he makes his nest in the failing to declare thes whole counsel of
heart of the tree. I would build my nest God. Few men dare to preach in our
where all the branches of the denomina- churches what they know .is not from
tions come together into the one trunk, God.- When God has warned this mad,raving, woe-struck world: about everlasting
Almighty God.”
Well, nobody but JoseplmCook could ruin, true men repeat the warring. Death

need them(?), are fined.
It is estimated that there are 800.000

at first—I have not

tried

to

build

even

ments of the

broad

and

liberal

culture

but withal there shall be such a “spirit “of
self-sacrifice, and

charity

towards

other, that it shall indeed
be

like

each
* tear-

ing down partitions in a palace and mak-

ing one vast hall, full of fire-places
all sides.”
:
A

....

.

on

]}ho.oo

OUR FEEBLE CHURCHES,
_ ‘WHAT CAN BE DONE TO SAVE THEM ?
#
This

BY/REV.R. LD. PRESTON.
iis a vital

question,

and

dr who

are lovers of God and the denomination
are deeply interested in its solution. As
a denomination we can not afford to let

From these little flocks come
forth some of our most efticient ministers
aged. But we urge these friends not to
give up. If there" are but.few, ‘hold
the fort” until Jesus comes. . Keep up

the prayer-meeting. What our churches
need all through the denomination is’
more of that yisly which comes th
consectation
;
“figavens and etrth a
kd
Wot ‘become of his sheep if ‘they ‘Our doctrines are generally Well'received; |

A

storm-beaten

Called men of

whereby physicians who furnish slcoholi¢

not on any one branch, as 'T tried to do

obligations wold eventually arise out, of
all these “individual notions the future,
alorle would have to decide. The: Lord

ed is a consistent member of a so-called

j

who “enjoy their instruction,

ragged,

not he should never be ordained.
Most
of our ministers are humble enough to

and gospel workers. They are not able
to support preaching. - They are discour-

philosophical

ministry,

melancholy,

wreck, to frighten away.

A previous article enlarged upon the
scriptural qualification of character. We

circle

‘them die.

his own

churches call a minister. If one can not
give him: an ample support let two
churches, or even more where it is convenient, unite and give him a circuit.
Our ministers are able sand willing to
work. Our teachers in*“our schools are
men who know what self-sacrifice means,
and they teach those preparing ‘for the

a

might well seem to human
‘great sacrifice.

to a

teachings of all theology, ancient and
modern. To be a broad, intelligent
Christian one must embrace electricisms

with not
a few additions from

been let down from Heaven, and shall we

not grasp it and ascend? Let the feeble

i

|

the ministry because it is a nice business,

to voluntarily attach hetself

confined, scrimped religious life” who
does not familiarize himself with the

‘experience and

not clothed with the Holy Ghost.
God ywho depends upon educagion alone iis one
is waiting to lift us up. The ladder has of the same kind. He is or soon will be

QUALIFIATION TOR ORDINATION.

once what points of congeniality there
are between them: For such a person

its doctrinto be loyal
be narrow‘pinched,

{

which would limit her social relations
and contract her sphere ‘of usefulness

faculty of making strangers find out. at

|.

\

skull still. Education is of great benefit
to great minds. Ordinary men will fail
without it. Men of no brains will anyway.
A man has little basicese in the pulpit
unless he is driven there by the whole ©
force of his spiritual being.
To enter

were not responsible. outside its sectarian limits if it will ‘only.
dear, good peop
But, indeed, p6 deeply were they burned ‘but cultivate that spirit -of vhion which
into the very heart of its history, that the more and more characterizes its churchchurch is still suffering from them to- life. It only needs to drop that pharisaiday.
There are very few persons of cal creed which says, “If the churches
wealth or social standing connected with want to unite why do they not come over
its membership, and without their loyalty to my church? There may be religious
added to the faithfulness of the whole lit- denominations still, the world has a right
tle band, it could not have survived. But to its moral opinions as well "as secular,

farmers put grafts into old trees.”
should become ‘scattered ‘in the wild
“up in his heart, and+Jesus at once recogAn
average
of
more
than
three
ow:
pasture-land
of Speculative ard liberal
lo
was
nided it. '* Their ‘whole object
*Sunday-schools for every day of the
v1
theology.
*
4
Jesus,
of
présence
the
ih ring the patient inlo
fifty years has beer or anjzed by miss ak
But this lady whose welds I sate quotol and this not being |possiblein ‘the ordinary aries of the American Sunday-school
/

|

:

that the way to Heaven is a cross-bearing
way. Letus arise
in. the name and
strength of.wur God, and the coming year
shall witness the onward march of God s
cause in maty places.

es of one

us than our present strength can accomplish. ‘She hath done what she could”
is the\ highest possible eulogy. Do jou

hord.f
~~ Some+ thus:.p
flourish
in
the
courts
of
our.
God.”
Few | wi
whore in the progress of everiia it sprung

3

and

friendships. Nay! her home is a meeting-place for widely different spirits, who
find a concentrating influence in her spirit and through her become charitable towards each other. So that it has been
said of her, .‘‘ She possesses the happy

commence the conquest of all evil in ‘months, I sit often in a summer-house
your nature and life, and your spirit will over “which. a great tree spreads its
grow, for such acts are the richest spirit- branches; and one of my neighbors is a
grey squirrel, who comes out in the
ual néurishment.
But what if there is not in me sufficient dewy morning$ and leaps from balcoof the great boughs.. I
strength of goodness to begin and contin- ny to balcony)
have
learned
in
the last ten years,at
ue suth service?
We have generally more strehgth than least, to leap from balconyto balcodenominations
we think, and any one left in this trial ny of the "Evangelical
and
of
religious
literature,
all branchworld may presume that he has enough

will, be thou

those

way, they took the very unusual method

do they shut her up to a few loves

will of God, and just so sure as you abandence has seen fit to put them. Such are
don not his service but pursue it with
| bot merely sectarian, they are’ loyal “to
just such strength as you can command,
their duty in their own sphere. God has
you are sure of success. Here is one, a
led them to himself along the narrow
prisoner in the meshes of unsolved myspath, it may be, of some limited denomiteries. What shall he do?
nation, and it matters not so much
to
Begin to serve and the meshes will
them how wide the place of service may
break.
be, as how faithfully they shall perform
Take the Bible and read it for awhile
its duties.
instead of reading and.ghinking about it,
But there are a great many people in
and instead of querying¥what prayer is,
the world whese wisdom excels that of
just commence praying, and instead of
the unpretending writer of this sketch.

clean.” More quickly than it can be
written the man felt that the leprosy was

. At Norwich, N. Y., (Dr.E, Taylor,
pastor) not a book
was lost last year out
«days.” Already the learned leaders were of the Sabbath-school Hirary of 700
watching him to find fault more than to volumes.
“Qthers|
learn of him.
To heal them.
- The Sunday-school of the First Pressuffering from disease.
byterian thurch in Reading, Pa., held a
18-20. A new case is brought to Jesus. sunrise service New, Year's morning.
This man could not help hirfiself, and The exercises consisted of hymns and
perhaps had no faith in what his ‘friends chants and responsive readings of Seripwere doing for him. No mention is made
ture.— Congregationalist.
of .any exercise of faith by him, and it
It is a late remark of Theodore Cuyler,
seems very much as if the cure was wholin the Evangelist, that ** conversion. in,
ly in response to the faith. of his friends;
the morning of life commonly means
80 we ought to bring to Christ the cases
a whole day's work for the Lord; but
of thosé whose conversion we desire. He
conversion late in its afternoon saves
will often honor quickly our faith in their |
only the--sundown. The thrifliest, trees
“behalf, This he does by bringir thin go’ in God's field were Planted. there when
«trust in him for, themselves, - It Gan rot they ‘were! splings. “Thode who sare
17.

stronger

stitution or habits? Call up those things
that conscience approves and get about
them. If you fail you can try again, just
gone, and stood up before his" Saviour
so long as life lasts you can renew the
have expressed it in such a fascingting
clean.
:
struggle.
way. It must indeed be
as to
alone.
left
But in-all this we are not
The condition on which Jesus heals.
frisk
about
in
such
an
extremely
lively
He
yet.
world
this
forsaken
not
THere must be a coming to_him, a per- God has
There are powers manner from one denomination to anyou.
forsaken
not
has
sonal application . to him. This
must
into noble other. There is a tempting charm about
spring from a deep sense of our ' spiritual above us that infuse eflicacy
such airy flittings from creed to creed,
leprosy and palsy, and be the expression efforts.
Geyl is surely on our side when we snatching an acorn here and there from
of an implicit faith in his willingness and
v ictory is as- ‘some denominational branch to keep
‘ability to heal and forgive.—Rev. Dr. fight against evil and our
to
sured, and every yigtory is new food for one’s self in spiritual food without,
Meredith. =
our straggling spitits. ‘We are weaker speak in prose, having earned it. Bat
7 will, be. thou clean. The leper’
to-day than we should be because we what if every body should. take to this
doubting ¢ If thou wilt” was met by the
What
if
have not fed enough on duty. We: will leaping squirrel existence?
Saviour’s assuring “I will.” Jesus first
there
should
be
no
denominational
balco-,|
now
are
we
if
future
be stronger for the
assured the leper of’ his’ willingness befound carefully studying the will of God nies to cling to? What if. there should
fore he spoke words of power. That
gave
the doing of his will is the be, to carry out another of the same gento the afflicted man all the faith
that he to do it; for
tleman’s rhetorical figures, no ¢‘ immense
which we are made ike him.
needed for his restoration. / Then came’ ‘process by
family of fire-places lighted up all across
Bn Se gn ono
the command, ‘* Be thou clean.”
this continent at which to warm
his
A FRAGMENT.
hands?”
The
history
of
many
of
the
dePrevailing prayer.
Secret prayer was
BY IDA HAZELTON.
nominational ¢ fire-places” has been one
one of the most striking characteristics in
«T
can
never
tell you,” saidacultivated of patient toil and sacrifice. Somebody
the life of Christ. He knew by personal
lady, not long ago, referring to a former has'staid atjhome to keep the fires burnexperience the value of the injunction,
which he gave to his disciples, to enter church-membership, « what a sacrifice it ing that the world’s wanderers might
was for us as a family to connect ourselves havea fire-side at which to warm their
into their closets to pray.
The reason
with that church. Few churches are fingers. Nay, nay! if there is nothing
why so many busy men fail may, perhaps,
upon, I hope, to experience such better than a kind of Wandering Jew recalled
be found inthe fact that they neglect
dreadful trials as it had passed through. | ligion to be substituted for that of denomthis source of wisdom, strength and comfort, Certainly, if Christ felt the need of You would not ask me, if you knew all, inationalism, the latter is preferable. The
to rehearse the wrongs inflicted upon that church can easily resign all the alluresecret prayer, men can not get along
sufferer, his lips move:

friends around us in an unsaved

gether with all this a due proportion of
private prayer? Are believing men and
women sufficiently careful to be alone
with God? These are humbling and
heart-searching questions, but we shall
find it useful to give them an avswer.”—
Ryle.
:

br

on

without it.—M. C. Hazard n National S.

fully imitate our Saviour’s example. Pray“er was to him a delight and a source of
- refreshment; and in all things he set a
perfect example for us. ¢ There are few
professing Christians,

ever

from him.
22. Jesus was and is a discerner of
the thoughts of men, and must be divine.
23, 24. Jesus gives proof of his divine
|'
power by curing the man of his palsy,
and so establishes his power and authority
to forgive sins. The lookers-on could not
deny the miracle wrought before their
|
eyes, and ought to have been convinced
on all points claimed by Jesus. None are
so blind as those who will not see.
25. The man gave proof of his cure
hy going home, and of his gratitude by
‘praising God. He Fecognized the source

On the following Sabbath he
in’ the synagogue, heals the

“of Peter's wife.

was

T do to become a

personal

ship weak in numbers, influence and social standing. The lady i$ one of those
precious few who are especially formed
by nature for society. Though she limits
her Christian faith to a written creed, the
affections of her heart are ot bound nor

BY REV. C. D. DUDLEY.

What shall
Christian ?
Live more
ought to and
form the will

a

sacrifice, as far as human wisdom teaches, in connecting herself with a member-

watch, and which he never saw without
and it will be stremgthening meat to your
marking, and in those needing anything,
richly rewarding.”—/J. F. and B. When spirit. Notice that this method is, to be."
stopping a
men are thoroughly iin garnest they will | ‘gin action immediately, not
c¥the matter
take any pains necessary to accomplish year or a month to first
their object. They find a way or make over. Duty should not be done thoughtone. We ought to understand that pains- lessly, indeed.
The purpose to do should be a. considtaking and diligence are justas necessary
erate
one, but we must not wait for great
in the care of our souls as of our bodies.strength
to begin with, or expect that we
Palsy.
Paralysis.
Through the tiling.
shall
know
much about. the great quesEastern houses were built with flat roofs,
‘tions of theology before our service is
easily removed.
21. Men will find fault when they can dedicated to holy living. Begin to live a
not deny the'truth. Of course none can strictly conscientious life and don’t give
forgive sins but God, and of him alone it up, and the soul will grow. You will.
should forgiveness be asked. Words find much to do- You will encounter
which weuld have been blasphemous on multiplied antagonism, you will find
human lips were simple and reverent yourself weak, and at times completely

Luke9: 37—45.

After his rejection

he

sectarian church, and ‘made

DUTY A SOURCE OF STRENGTH.

faith, for

The sick man had

foticegt

BL. Christ healing the sick. Luke 5: 12-26.

and forgives sins.

P)

orn Commanirstions.

+Jesus proclaimed his sins forgiven. ‘“ But
Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers)
we learn that his hearers had the same
or fiith, and that Jesus marked it as a faith
CHRIST HEALING THE SICK.
“which -was not to be defeated. This was

«Ax

OE

7

here described, of accomplishing theig.bu
object, and 'succeeded.”—J. F. and B.
Jesws saw their faith. All the Evangelists
agree in calling it their faith which Jesus

Lesson.--Feb.27.
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our schools and our methods of work

are

all right. But how we do need an anointing from on. high!
Out sermons and exhortations often fall

ineffectually

upon

the ears of the ungodly because they are

is on the track of that

herald,

that

tells

notof the dangers of the time. ' An exasperated city would hang the watchman,
that sounded not over the sleeping city

fos

of the horrible tempest of fire,

already blazing to the clouds. . Men love
not to be torn from midnight sluxbers, to
fight the flames; but this ¢hanges not the
dary of him who is to burden the air with

the boom of ¢dreadfill bells.”
Some
men keep silence on these subjects, in
the pulpit, because, they say,these subjects
are disagreeable. Such a course is childish,
weak, and dangerous in the extreme,
¢ Cry aloud, spare not, lift up

like a trumpet,” is the

thy

yoice

plainest daty

of

common sense.
:
A still more unmanly way of introducing the same unbelief is found in several
kindred opinions. The teaching that the
wicked shall be annihilated, that the
dead sleep, that there.is a probation be-

yond the grave, are specimens.
amazed at

the

intellectual

We are

somersaults,

the perversions of Scripture,
revelations on themes where
fatal, by means of which some

the new
to err is
men

sup-

port themselves in false opinion.
The
devil has placed sqme of them in pulpits
where they may insinuate their errors,
may introduce unbelief, may sneer at the

solemn words of God, may laugh at
“forgotten lore about hell and evil spirits.” These men claim to be true followers of Jesus Christ, they are indignant
that others should disclaim” their new
views, they are martyred when they are
agked to show their

true

colors

and

re-

quested not ‘‘ to steal the livery of heaven to serve the devil

in.”

The

duty

of

the church is plain. Such men should be
honestly, and clearly rejected. "Men already in the ministry that teach such
things should be warned, and if . they do
not repent, they should’ be kindly but
firmly admonished as to what is their
true place,
and
they. should be

compelledto take

it.

Whéh ‘men have

prescriptions, save for those

drunkards in the United States, of whom
one fu ten dies cv ery )yg -but the ranks
are quickly filled up.
Miss Frances Willard is to make the
dedicatory address on the

1st

of March,

when Mrs. Hayes’ portrait is hung in the
State dining-room at Washington.
Dr. Charles Jewett, while arguing for
prohibition, once said: *“ Why not pour
whiskey in the gutter? It is destined for
the gutter at last; why not pour it there
at once, and not strain it through a man

and spoil the strainer in the work?”
M. E. Servoss has written a hymn entitled *¢ What She Could,” in which Mrs.
Hayes’ action in banishing wine from the
White House is immortalized.
Copies
ofthe hymn are for sale by Miss Willard,
for the benefit of the Lucy Hayes fund.
At least 250 million gallons of fermented and brewed liquors, and 85 million 7 “8
gallons of distilled liquors, made “in the
country,
together
with
20
millign~ ~-}
gallons of imported tions ge consumed
annually in the United” States;
the total
cost of which is estimated

at $700,000. -

000.
The burning question “in politics just
now, is whether there /will be anything .stronger than tea served to guests at the
White House during the next administration.

There

is

reason

to

suspect

that

in this as in most things, the Wkite House
will be in harmony with the people.—
N. Y. Tribune.

:

The National
sharply criticises

Temperance
Advocale
those religious news-

papers which publish flattering notices of
Hop Bitters, and says, that *‘ according
to the careful analysis of the State assayer
of Massachusetts, these so-called whole~
some and harmless ¢ bitters’ contain eighteen per cent. of'alcohol, an infinitesimal
quantity of ‘hop bitter’ and extractive
matter (less than one per cent.), and the
balance water. These bitters, are, therefore, about three times as strong in their
alcoholic composition as lager-beer.”
John B. Gough suys that

the

only time

he was ever overcome by embarrassment
while addressibg an audience, was in
Providence, R.1., many

years ago.

He

was addressing an audience of children
on the subject of good habits, and taking off his hat to give three cheers for
¢old water, scattered a number

of

cigars

no faith in the Atonement it is our duty to ‘which had been given hiaf, among the litut his
have no faith yn them as ministers. tle ones. This was bad enough,
discomfiture was completed by a little boy
Ability, good ska, a certain kind creeping up on the platform and handing
of success cannot atone for false teaching. him one of the cigars which he had picked
The effort of the world in this seductive up
Phe habit of cigarette ‘dimoking is bemanner, to make captive the church,
almost universal among the boys,
ought not to succeed, and we thank God, coming
and little shavers not over seven or ‘eight
is not succeeding. The Congregational years old may be seen on the street aland Methodist denominations, are not most any time puffing away at the nasty
represented by such men as Beecher and stuff in the poisonous paper. These baby
smokers are not all of the lower class by
Thomas. *
any means ; the ‘ darlings” of respecta-.
is
he
that
feel
The applicant should
‘blo and well-to-do families affect the
called of God. . This may atone for some weed and show by their air that they
deficiencies, but a man that has “a call” hie it smart to.get out of their parents’
and take a pull at their cigarette.
is called to improve, and we, think the | 8
A man who ‘sels cigarettes to these
eople will be called fo hear him.
Eduup
JoF. LIL = A os
heat ib hugh “supp
Jt o"of tli6 Gar He would
0
do no worse
ota
Hattiral “ability to
teach.”
"| themso much poison, “and if what the’
can be fitted to ‘preach’ by education scientists say be true, the urchins: would
alone. Youn may as well undertake to i be apt to suffer any ‘more if they is ac-a
The JSigarelie
epted the poison.
educate yonder scarecrow to use his
ile compound and is doing
much tothroat of straw. ' A scareerowis a pow- A sapping the strength of our boys.—
erful preacher of one ‘kind. 'A preacher Ithacaod 7) Journal.

:
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MISSION

WORK.

out heathendom, to find the names of he-

.

BY REV, G.C. WATERMAN
———

CONDUCTED

: roes and heroines who

counted

not

bad one.

their

Miss.

- yard just beside the hill where I write, I
Jan. and Feb., under the above title.
find, oft molding tombstones, the names:
the
We can not do a greater service to
of Wernicke, Stolke and Carl Gottleb
a
of
g
readin
cause than to ask a careful
Niebel, who finst gave God's holy Word
third (and the last) «t Musing,” of the to the Nepalese in their own tongue. Is
same ** Medical Missionary.”
the old missionary spirit dead?
So
WORK,

TO THE

CONSECRATION

mused I awhile amid the mountains,

to

so wonderfully

The world opening

the gospel, calls for higher and heartier
consecration of men and money to tho
great missionary enterprise. I have been

thinking that we all need to pray as did

the disciples, ** Lord, increase our faith.”
We naturally cry out, * Who is sufficient
for these things?” The blessed Lord’s
parting address to his disci-

words, in his

* Verily,

and hearten us:

ples, reassyge

unto you, he ‘that believeth
verily, I sdy
on me, the works that.I do shall he do

also, and greater works'than these shall

MN

he do, because I go unto my father.”

My musings may be all wrong, but I

firmly believe that we need greater consecration of heart to this missienary

We needit at home in the church-

work.

es, and also in the foreign field.
Can a stream rise higher than its fountour

Can

ain hea?

in

churches

native

Asia and Africa and Rolynesia reach amy
‘great
Can

our

development?

of spiritual

hight

as

become

Christians

native

strong and sturdy, as maturé and symbenevolent: and

metrical in life, and 4s

Christlike in their exertions [for others,

possi-

it is

that

as the Scriptures tedch

it is their

ble, anli as we all know

duty and privilege to become, until
American and Européan churches

our
be-

and.

our

model,

Bible

come true to the

brethren at home more conformed to the
will of Christ? How frequently these

queries press in.upon my thoughts!

The

+ other day I heard an Ameriean missionary telling our annual conference of Tative Christians how ‘ministers at home

strive for the first places at such meetings, and relating how a certain Diotrephes, * who loveth to have the pre-eminente among them,” was disappointed in
his untiring efforts to preach ‘the great
sermon”

of

the

occasion!

More

than

once I have heard a missionary who
some little experiences while at home

had
on

furlough for his health, and saw the selfish side of our church life pretty thoroughly displayed, tell the Hindu converts
that even now they were fully abreast of
their American
Pd

brethren, indeed, in some

a single church
more than the
gives for For.year!
Another

reads that many Christians wast¢ more
money, forty-fold, on tobacco, than they

contribute to the great missionary’ enterprise. Still another's quick. eye catches
the paragraph that full one-half of our
home churches give absolutely nothing
for carrying out our Lord's great commission, and publishing his glorious gospel to the nations!
What shall I say ef
the hydra-headed monster worldliness,/
that makes sad havoc in so many of
churches? Our secrets“are now spread

out before the heathen!

The ugly skele-

inconceivably

below

the Rev. J. C. Smith,D. D., of New
York, his subject being ¢ The Theistic
Basis of Evolation.” He began by set-

does

ting forth the theory or doctrine of the’

The Rev. J. E. Gladstone, a cousin

the

Church

more abortions which’

are

the

advancement

upon

the original force;

of the ‘work

of

creation as set forth in the book of Gene-

sis, and would bridge “over an interval,
which science does not claim to have
been covered by the discovery of fossil
forms,
lower

coordinating the

human

tribes of animate

er said, that as

the

life.

interval

with ruins, many of them in a

state of preservation, und

lectur-

once

sup-

evolution

detract

book of Genesis

as

work of creation.

a

keeping an

How

eye

our student

to the

mice

places

are
at

home, so few of them responding to the
bitter wail of poor Africa, to the agonizing cry of China! The little native child
put a solemn truth in a plain . way, when
asked why she couldnt

believe

that

all

the good folk in America knew about
Jesus Christ and the way of salvation.
** Because,” answered the child, *if they

all knew this,

more of

them

. over here to tell us about

it.”

would

be

Do we

not need, desperately need, a deeper
consecration of both men and money to
Christian work ? Let the home churches
ariee and shine. Then light will, shine
across every sea, on every mountain top,
into every pagan land.
And this consecration is needed no less
in our missionary ranks. Sometimes we
. wonder at the lowering of. the old-time
standard on foreign soil, One man sent

to the heathen

by the home

heard to say: “Why

should

church,
I

is

sacrifice

and suffer beyond my brethren in America?
Dll work here awhile, then some

_one else can come and try it.”

Did Ca-

rey or Judson or Duff ever talk like that?

Avother is complaining about Lis pay,
and crying out: * If you don't give me

-more I'shall have to give up this. mission.” Has this the ‘ring of Xavier,or

+ Moffat or Brainerdin it?

ShAme on us!

“0 ye of little faith.” Let such men go

home—they'll mever, be

foreign field!

0d missionar

missed

in

irit, which made men.

oe is me if T preach not the

‘gospél’to the perishing heathen.”
:

any

Oh! for a revival of the

Give |

there

has been one period

original

of

the

Even in that narrative

¢ Uncle

for

immortal

creatures

going down to eternal woe.
Must we go to Serampore and St. Helena, to the Isle of France, and the scores
.
.

|.

and

thousands

had defined
movement,
trayed its
continuous
er accounts

of years

of

Tom.”

He

was

consistent

Sore

of unbelief.

He charged infidelity

having, been

the’ curse,

Female Complaints.

only

had

been instrumental in saving at least

one

»

v

vig
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PREPARED
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phys-
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BY

ALL

DRUGGISTS,
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Orders
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for $2 worth,
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PINKHAM'S
COMPOUND.

The Positive Cure

THIS PREPARATION; RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS
THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND
STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE 18 radical and en
tire,
Itstrengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC RE.
POstrioN.

THAT

FEELING

OF

BEARING

DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, I$
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED DY ITS USE,
It will, at oil times and under all circamstangees, actin harmony witha the laws that
govern the female system.

Tor thecure of Kidney

(Complaints of either

«sex, this Compound is unsurpassed.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

is prepared atthe proprictorsiaboratory.
No, 238 Western Avenue, Lynny Mass,

Price, $1. Six Bottles to one address, $5.

Fifty years ago, Elder
i Downs was given up by his

TDIKE

No fami should be without Lydia Ii, Pinkham'
LIVER PILLS. They cure LotsIpation, Bilious.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver.
20 cts, per box

sacerdo-

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents
Sold by Druggists,

this JEléxer,i*was cured
and lived to a good old age:

SEMINARY.—Pike,

Wyoming

Co.,-

New

IRVING B. SMITH.

AINE

showed what ‘these two influences had
done in France in the eighteenth century,

CENTRAL

clusions: * France in thosb days had
confiscated church property, had
abolished her national religion. Were the
b. 040. ikctlonlt
y
able.l... Were.

INSTITUTE.

— Pittsfield,

issues that-came of it successful¥ If
pt away the
establishment,”

sexes.

A.

Aug. 2, 1880.

of study.

sexes.

Secures good influences.

Students

For further

formation address the Principal
Secretary, Rochester.

in-

“or A.J. Russell,

Wis.

teachers.

.Regular

courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college
in
New England.
Tele
hy a Specialty.
st
teacher of Penmanship in the State,
HXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 23,
1880, Winter Term begins Nov.
15, 1680. Spring

the System,
Makes
the Weak
Strong, Builds up the Brokendown,
Invigorates the

Term Begins-Jan. 31,1881.
Summer Term begins
Apr. 18, 1881, Summer Term closes June 23.
Send

for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
4 ness, scientific

1880. For further particulars, addres: 8 the
cigal, ‘or ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
. Lebanon, Me.

terms of ten weeks each.

The courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and ScientificBoard,

For

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY

(Including

‘A. M.,

ATES
—For

papers, princed alternate

same size, but the LITTLE
class of readers than the

superior

paper.

beautifully illustrate:

MYRTLE,
Terms: single copy, each, =
Packages of ten or more to one address,

each,

-

-

-

35 cents,

-

%5 cents

Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed en money sent.
!
;
Sample copies sent free.
S. 8. Quarterly.

:

This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the International lessons for three months, .ictionary,

are

:
Series,

printed

for both

monthly. at

adults

the rate of

ene address for $5.00.
Payment
Discontinued
when time expires.
sent free.

Hymn

Book, exten.

Sheep, $£0; MorocTurkey wilt, 1.50,
Morocco, 65 cts;
i

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
. Life Element, TRON, infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Life into all parts of the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, jts energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reac-

Rio

Grande,

COLLEGE
further

rent)

$2,15 per

apply

to A. A.

Gallia

week,

Mou

Co., Ohio.

THEOLOGICAL

information

address

SCHOOL.
the

AARON WW, Foss,
N. H., Aug. 7, 18%,

Centre Strafford,

FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.

THEORY OF MUSIC
Is the ONLY work that teaches

:

and COMPOSITION

found. cloth,
three less

songs.

post-paid.

062t20

of

the

denominational

:

ing

A.M. JONES,

Term begins Mar.

Baptisls

the

denomination,

and

our

general

It 18 published

by au-

$160

Et

June 16, \85t.

pal.

For catalogue uddress the Princ
|

of Bal,

a

Price

life

converted

all the questions
author’s views

postage, 12 cents.

by the same author,—Prof.J. J. Butler, cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
excellent

help

for

Sabbath

schools

It is an

and family

reading. - $1.00 ; postage. 12 cents.
/
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel.
lent book for all who would ‘search the Bcriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, ©
CLs.
;
?
6
Minister's Manual,
:
designea especially for ministers.
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different Inectings | Formulas and Suggestions. *
Tke Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet

very concise and well airanged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of

iberative bodies. Price, Flexible
cents.
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable

little wrok,

and

de-

Leather,
:
vi

every

75

Christian

yond be benefited by reading it, 26 cts; postage
ots.
Rules of Order.
.
.
are the same as those the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10. cents.

3

Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for

Pastors,

Deacons,

Clerks,

Treasurers,

Sab-

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and about 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church. Price
$3,00, including postage.

Biographies of
Geo. T.Day,
William

-

Burr,

-

-

-

a3,
-

R.

09

| EE

¢

B84

05.”

715

Daniel Jackson, «
= 40
n
6 2. 5
John Stevens, - - - + B80
Ye
4”
OH
Close or Open Communion.
An Experience, and an Argument.
175
ages. Price 20 cents.
[%
¥
Christian Baptism
. . atbook of 113 pages, Price 25.cts.; poscage 3’
‘egnts.
.
Sabbath School
are for adults and

estion Books
children.

LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,18, postage [02
STORY of Jesus,
=
W187 “
2
£02
WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, 13,
:
1s upon Thought.
hh
= ong | Small book for young men. The title
y
describes it.” Price 5 cents.
1]

rach

not

stereotyped

years, and we can

ots.
jos!

furnish

id

3

till within the last tew
only the following:

7

per dozen ;50 cts. per bundred,
ion, which comtains a histor.
statement, and a brief notice of our doe.

trinal basis,church polity ana institutions.

Lyndonville, Vt.

BL

experiences

Randall.

Butler's Commintary

8, 1881.

with
Me. Rev. T. F. ENINARYTb
'Preparato] s. Nor1 competent assistants. College
mal, Classical and Scientific courses of study for
Board, $2.50 per week. Total exboth sexes.
por yeur, $125. Rooms for self boarding,
nses
© to $4 per term. Training department for teac
ers free. Spring term begins Jan. 24, 1881. Sum.
Anniversaky day,
mer term begins April 1), 1881.

by

discusses briefly, but clearly,
of dectrinal theology,
and the

Sec.

tantra victen deta

sermon

are those generally accepted by the denomination..

Sec.

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY~Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
ithe first Tuesday of Sept., Déc., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
oreollege.
For fu
‘particulars address the

published

heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Butler's Theology

i
August 23, 1881.
‘all Term
A first-class school,
Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Séientific, Ladles’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
4
SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,

A

-

:

Free

in church-building.

The ‘only
10 cents.

*
Lewl ston. Me.
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with ‘competent as
slstants.
A
Winter Term begins Nov. 80, 1880.
:

PALMER’S

of our

the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,
or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Sermons.

Pres.

1ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
A \ of the school is to prepare the students for col:
lege. The course of ‘study extends over three
years, of three terms each. Expenses are moder
ute. For Citalogue address,

Sold by all Druggists,

sup-

thority of the Genexal Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
.
‘
Doctrinal Views
is a small book in pape covers, embracing

For further information address,

_ SETIY'W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 86

by

usages

ble rates.

tion, but are permanent,

early events

$1.00, including postage.

JAemorials
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No 0
could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof, Edison, who authorizes the publication of the following *
:
MENLO PARK, N. J.
I CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
KNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS MADE
ACCORDING TO FORMULA DEVISED AND
USED BY MYBELF.
"
.
THOMAS A EDISON

God,

evolutionist school to show that logically, if not formally, andby their own con- |

SS

antrophy of this course.

MRS. OFLYDIA
E. PINKHAR,
LYNN, MASS.

and that the physical organization of man
has been developed from these lower
forms of animal life finds a constant confirmation in the development of the human embryo as observed in the investigations of modern science. To meet the
difficulties of those who do not believe in
a personal God, he proceeded to adduce |
several considerations, and quoted from
Herbert Spencer and other writers of the
is
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liver a lecture at the time. That lecture had
made an abolitionist and had been the means
of making a Christian.
The old colored
man said that he saw the man was in

of the earth, something which had been
created before, and many of the acts of
Deity as there described are rather acts
of shaping or readjusting that which already existed, rather than
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absolute creation.
The various stages of the
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whirl them
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and one only; and since then the land has
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with their cattle, but neither build nor
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of creation when it is shown to have been a church somewhere in Carada, and said
in all its multifarious stages involved in he was meeting with fair success. Canathe imitial step, and that there is no gain da was a refuge for the colored people,
to theism in the conception that new ele- and it also served ada refuge for a good
ments have at different stages been intro- many ‘Whites who ought to be in Texas and
duced where the general course of evolu- ‘who left their country for their country’s’
tion was interrupted. Nor, as the léct- good. He was on asuburban train the other
urer apprehended, would the demonstraday,when a man called him by name. The
tion and general acceptanee of the’ theery stranger claimed -.to have met him in
of a continuous
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contributed to the demolition of the mon-

posed to exist between vegetable and animal life had been fully closed up by the
discovery of forms partaking of both the
vegetable and animal life, there is an

Gratifled with the result upon himself, he tested
his discovery upon others who suffered from nervous
pein, and in every case the relicf was perfect.
3
The cures performed by his gifts of Polyform be-.
came so cefpbrated and the demand upon his time
and attentiongo
, Prof, Edison finally yielded
"to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed
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the next succeeding stage the hypothesis
must include a renewed application of
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reasoning :
Se
religion: Even among Catholics it fos. In the progress of this evolution there ters a Calvinistic spirit which in many
are three conspicuous epochs or périods, cases induces individuals to set typ their
that preceding the appearance of life" in judgment against the wisdom of the:
any form, that immediately following, church.”
:
3
and that beginning with the appearance
2¢ Sadlier’s Catholic Directory and Ordo”
of human life. The theory of the evolutionist Philogipliers is that the whole ex- for 1881 gives important statistits of the
isted potentially
in the first period, and ‘progress of Roman Catholicism in the
thence was evolved by orderly and se- United States. There are now 12 archquent changes till the present highest de- bishops, with 48 suffragans, § vicariates
velopment was reached; that the same apostolic, and 1 prefecture apostolic. The
law was solely operative in all these number of priests returned is 6,402, and
changes, and the original force was suffi- there are 1,170 ecclesiastical students preparing for the priesthood. The churches
cient to produce them all. It is urged
by some who ecriticise this philosophy in the country have increased to 5,856,and
~at' 6,377,330.
that the facts do not conform to the theo- the population is estimated
ry, and that for
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Great Britain is said to receive from
thirty-five to forty-five : million dollars
every year from China in duty on opium,
while all its missionary societies expend
only about $350,000 to make know
the
| gospel to her millions of people.

evolutionists as predicating that the material universe, both organic and inorganic, animate and inanimate, emerged originally from matter as it lay in chaos, and
through various attractions and integra-
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Winter Term begins Nov. 29, 1880,
convinced that he must become his own. physician
Spring Term begins Feb. 28, 1881.
and seek,by experiments, for the desired relief. He
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| derful discovery for alleviating pain, For years he
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THE THETIC BASIS OF EVOLU-

ganic conditions,
and intelligence.
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"After much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been

THE GREAT VEGETABLZ

He feared for the nation, not, of

course, for individual religion,

not believe that Moses was the

BOSTON MONDAY

ever

The Rev. James Freeman Clarke

God than that which provides for a direct
interposition of Deity from time to time;

One of these Hin-

which

zation.

ciples to follow.

our home church life!

fathers.

¢«t while I was musing the fire burned.”
:
M. M.
Darjeeling, India, July, 1880.

herent probability of corresponding’forms
of existence connecting the human and
lower animal species. He proceeded to
argue that thiscview is more consonant
with the highest conception of a personal

du Christians reads that
edifice in New York cost
whole American church
eign Missions in a whole

Englishmen

and

particulars, they were really far ahead of
them!
All this may .be true, but bow
foolish t» bring such trash before the native church!
Better bring a higher
standard than a lewer for these weak disBut everybody knows how the English
language is spreading in India, and how
greedy these natives are for our English
books and papers. What a picture many
of these books and newspapers present of

nation

since it was a nation had had a religion,
openly to proclaim itself a Godless ‘and
Christless corporation, and to declare that
atheists might blasphemein the Minsters |
where saints had sung, was to do a deed
of ignominy and shame which would sink

lives desr unto
themselves for the
MORE MOUNTAIN. MUSINGS.
sake
of
saving
lost
men from hell and
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We have already given to our readers winning them to heaven? In"a graveReview for
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and a Registrar appointed by the governmént; in consideration for which, it asks
such legislation at the hands of Congress

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY16, 1881.
==
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F. MOSHER,

Editor.

as will enable it to carry out its designs.
By calculations which have been made,
based on the operations of the Western
Union Telegraph Company. for 1879, and

rit
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ter is handled at an expense of $100 per
mile, while the telegraph companies are
paid an average of $150 per mile for their
service for the same period. The com-
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for publication
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parison may be carried still further, but it

is sufficient to say that postal statistics
show that multitudes of business eommu-
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PRETENSE.
* History is nowhere more instructive
than in showing 11s how error repeats it-/
self. There is but little that is new under
the sun. The marvel that misleads and
deluges

for a time, when investigated and

ht

proves to be but an old

| nications occupy

deception

ong ago exposed and exploded,

but re-

It is
. presented as a novelty with a name and
form adapted to its“ purpose, bnt its es-

~vived under specious appearances.

sence is the same.

.

There is old Gnosticism, once a great
philosophy, assuming to be deeper and

broader

than all other

Gnestics were the

systems.

knowing

The

ones, who

knew everything and could explain every
thing; andrit might seem that wisdem
and light dwelt only with them. Time
“tested them and showed them to be pretenders and their wisdom folly. The
proud philosophy was found false and fell
into contempt.
Never since has it been
able to lift up its head.
But it is not dead. If there is no transmigration of-souls, there
is of error.

It’

lives again in a new garb
So, though
Gnosticism can no longer be mentioned
but with shame, its spirit is manifest even

+ at this day. Now it is not Gnosticism—
‘the all-knowing,
but Agnosticism—the notknowing. The old system knew all about
the orgin of things, forces, government,
issues. The new knows nothing absolately but phenomena, facts, the eleiments of induction, without the power

of

combining or inferring. Not that it is. dis-

trustful of self, or cautious ‘or modest.
‘On the other hand it is no less positive
and dogmatic than its old .prototype.

That knew things were so and

so; this.

knows with equal assurance human ignorance of their great sources. Both errors
are essentially one, as appears from their

outcome and tendency. Bothi'are atheistic and destructive.

Gnosticism

rejected

revelation and the God of revelation,

supplied mere forms of the

and

imagination.

Agnosticism with its negative does in substance the same asthe old with its positive. “That knew there was no supreme
-ruler and

creator;

this does

not

Sh
in
or
A
BO
an ka

an important question of*bygiene,

this Should
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‘no God.

The fool is wiser in his conceit

be

considered

means for temperance

our

is

recom-

mends it to the attention of all reasonable people. Itis easy to perceive why

being. From him cometh every good
.and perfect gift.”
Of the. vain pretender, under whatever J
name or form, it plainly and justly affirms :
* “The fool hath said in his heart, there

brings

‘tional institutions, and moreover,

In the
¢¢ The
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as

it suiiagly within the jurisdiction of educa-~

of God; and
and

a

hopeful

reform:

let

the

children of to-day learn that alcohol is a

poison and that it injuriously affects the
system as other poisons do, and there is
less fear of their becoming drunkards or
upholding the general traffic in intoxicat-

ing drink.

The

text-books which

the

Woman's. Temperance Union seeks to in‘than seven men who can render a rea- |
troduce for instruction upon this subject
: son.”
.
are, Dr. Richardson’s
(of England)
Choose then the path of heavenly light
«
Temperance
Lesson-Book”
for normal
“and trath. Cast away vain conceit and
schools and
advanced
scholars,
and
prétense. Acknowledge your own weakMiss
Julia
Coleman’s
work
(prepared
ness and dependence, and gratefully acunder the direction of the Union) on ¢“Alcept the provisions so graciously extendcohol and Hygiene” for young scholars.
ed.
Youknowina measure your tieeds,
which naught can satisfy but the precious

Gospel of the Saviour. Then in the ex" ercise of faith, hope, love, obedience,
every want shall be supplied, and your
powers developed and prepared for life

eternal.

.

or

2?

STATES POSTAL TELEGRAPHY.
The recent consolidation of the leading
telegraph - companies in this country,
suggesting, as it does, the immense power that may‘hg combined against the interests of the people, has given fresh impetus to a

movement

for

postal telegraph system,

Mrs. Mary

a government

An

States Postal Telegraph Company,

which

is at pres-

try. A Following her recent work .in Connecticut and Maine practical results are
already noticed.
The faculty of the

School

at New

Britain,

Conn., have resolved to teach temperance
An that institution, and the Maine Educational Convention, last month, passed a

resolution recommending that the books
referred to above be used in the schools
of that State. Text books on the hygiene

of alcohol are already used in. the public
echools of several towns in Michigan.
:

The New York
lengthy
W.

Tribune publishes a.

communication

from Judge

A.

Tourgeey, author of ** AFool’s Errand”

has been incorporated under the statutes

and * Bricks without Straw,” in which he

of Iowu and the laws of the United States,

analyzes that element known in the South
as * carpet-baggers” while replying to

_avith a limited capital of one hundred mil"lion dollars; the same to be. issued

at a the many critics of himself ‘and his

writings. Mr. Tourgee shows-tha ‘‘the actual

fixed rate per mile, so fast as the line may
be constructed. The Company proposes number of Northern-born persons who
40 divide the United States and its terri- have gone south of Mason and Dixon's

“tories by the 16th ‘meridian of longitude. line since the war ig not more than one-

west of Washington,
~

into two districts,

and to establish a uniform

tariff for the

transmission of messages, of twenty cents

r

2:

ges to turn over to

the government on
f of its capital
stock, fe actas a bar against-the disposition ef the property by lease or sale; to

allow
a gov: mont Director in’ {£8 Board,
}
bi"

soa

asserts

that

its

tenth of one per cent, of the entire population ; that the negroes outnumber the
whites in only three States; and .that accordinglya large portion of the Republi-

NOTES.

ins in our garden ,and the crows in a neighboring field Bave all made a mistake, spring is at

greatest

hand. But we doubtif they are any more
liable than Mr. Vennor is.

ness” of its white , population, as due. to
their living ¢‘ in most remarkable isolation for two hundred years, their chief

re-

The peaceful and orderly manmer in which
the electoral votes were counted in Congress
last Wednesday,
and ‘General Garfield and Mr.
Arthur declared elected to their ‘respective
offices, suggests an occasion for thankfulness
that the country is not to pass through the distracting experiences of four years ago. The
verdict at the polls was too- decisive to be

mental aliment consisting, meanwhile, in

“and the members
gf his own church are
becoming more and mhore attached to

there whose owners, when tried, were found
wanting. Thank God, ‘they are few. A
large proportion of themcame to us, with

him. Revival work is being prosecuted

Bro: Day, , tainted characters, from other demomina-

in the Spafford N. Y., Q. M.

pastor of the church at Fabius, is making ‘tigns. There's a lesjon to be gleaned
strenuous efforts to infuse new life into from this. Can we see it? God help "us
the Q. M. and his patient

sacrifices

are

this old, tattered Register.
The church in Attica is byeT

being blessed.

having a gospel and temperance

revival.

This is-right, for ‘no

can in-

drunkard

To the Women of our Churches.

Ball has been assisting Bro. - Steele, the
Bro.

Po iinwrs

0-0
-¢
*+o+o

‘herit the” Kingdom of God.” : Rev. Du.
pastor, in especial services.

. DEAR ‘SISTERS :—
;
Our qudrterly remittance

Don-

to

India

of 4

ridicule;

masse to Protestantism. The Archbishop hav-

ing closed the doors of the church against. the
apostates, about two thousand of them signed a
petition to the evangelical ministers at Turin

praying them to come over and preach to them,
which the Turin clergymen
for several weeks.
Bo

for

his

The charity known as ‘ Hospital Sunday”
was started in Birmingham, Eng., ten years
ago, the plan. contemplating a charity sermon
to be preached in all places of worship upon
some set Sunday, which was to be followed by:
a general collection for the relief of the sick
poor. The same plan was adopted in London
two years later, and the day has since been

observed with increasing favor and success. It’
has been in operation in New York city several years, more than a hundred churches, embracing nearly all religioys denominations, uniting

inthe work. It is being introduced in other cities, and the benefits which it gives to a needy
and deserving class are likely to be greatly increased.

the matter

and

not enough

listening

de-

naturally

in the State

Pross.
he sta-

for the year 1857,

increase the- criminal class.

W. Turner, No. 192 Missouri St.,

apolis, Ind. -

‘the reformation

of

character

thing under the sun.

is

The famous

a

Wood-

York a few years ago, now appears in
London under the name of Woodhall,
and says that she is a

wronged

woman,

Indian-

roe

h

season

favorable

for

is

we have

the

little

acorns

father

.of .the

that

David

ili

’

changes we find.

:

to

ing in the earlier

issue.

And

Free Baptist but is interested

is

of

what

true

in the chro-

nology found in the last two Registers?
The two tables of recapitulation show a
gain of one third as many Yearly Meet-

ings, while the Quarterly Meetings

true to

and thelr presence
same.

it

direction.

things attributed to her.

Of course not,

probably in no winter so far, huve there
But the fathers, where are they? Gone!
been better results than at present ;. there
. -,
haye been large numbers converted, very But departing, left behind them,
"4 Footprints on the sands of time.”
many reclaimed and the churches have
taken on a deeper and purer. religious ~ One, in commenting on the death of
Ripley, said : ¢‘ Men may come, and. men
life.
HE
_ There has been a wonderful work in may go, but the 7ribune goes on forever.”
the Otsego (N. YX.) Quarterly Meeting .Just as that stalwart paper still feels the
impulse given it by the mighty energy
under the labors of Rev. A. Deering,of N.
H. The situation of the Oneonta church of a Greeley, and the literary -ability of a

ment, and it was

this state-

Woodhull ‘who ‘wrote

the articles in question. Without any
further reference to that matter it should.
be borne in mind that the reformation of
character involves something more than
the form of spelling the person’s name.
Otherwise the cleansing from sin would

depend simply on an Act of the Legislature—a theory that would work great

one

mischief in society, so long as the Legis-

seemed doubtful if they could ever rally,

year

ago

was

precarious

and

it

Ripley; so does the

proves

to

be

Freewill Baptist

interest in the meet-

The

claims is disproved by the records of the
time, which show that-only n very meager

percentage of offices was ever filled -by
Northern men. . The Sauth is held fo be
-

hd

.

/

philosophy of a ‘person

inter-

of the Ifoly Ghost, *The pastor,

very large and interested

congregations

Sabbath:

necessary

have taxed thé cup
evening

it was

which

of his church.
to

last

fill the

religious interest, and a large number have
professed conversion, and new cases of inquiry

appear at every service.

We understand

that

"Mr. Penney proposes to continue these services

fhroush

the

winter,— Kennebec

Journal,

Feb. 8.
;
The statistical report of the Biddeford church

is made to the June

session of the @. M., so

that the additions referred to in the Inst Star

would not
naturally appear in the present Regv
ister.

et

;

Mr. Geo. N. Howard, of the Biingor Theological School, has engaged ‘with the Parkman
church for a year, and is now laboring with

Bro. Hill in a series

of meetings

East Bungor

have inyited Rev.

church

there.

The
R. L.

oward, of Bangor, to preach for them onée

a

month, their former pastor, Rev. A. W. Reed,

not being able to engage with
account of feeble an

them

«sess Several

again

on

churches

in the Exeter Q. M, are destitute of preaching,

and laborers-are greatly needed.

New Hampshire,
Rev. John Fletcher died recently at his home
in'reedom, aged nearly 80 years.
a
. The Pine St., Manchester, church is having a
season of special religious interest; meetings

de-

nomination still feel the life imparted to it

changing his The whole village is, being moved. and
Forty years the Free Baptigt church will receive large

ago some fanatics dressed, themselves in
white robes in anticipation of ‘the resurrection morning. Mere externalities are
of small account in such matters.

accessions. The local papers speak in
terms of highest praise of the ability and
piety.of Bro. Boyd. . He is fast making
himself felt as a power in the community,
/

we,

-

aisles with settees to accommodate thqse who
were in attendance. These sermons have resulted in awakening a very
mafked degree of

the

|

name on account of his sins ?.

oq)

Mr. Pénney, of the Free Baptist church of this
city, bas been delivering on Sabbath evenings,
for nearly three months past, has attracted

have

the scandalous

Meanwhile the

turn sincere thanks.
%
The series of illustrated sermons which Rev.

see a greyever

Rev. Wm.

generously remembered at the Christmas tree
and a donation gathering, for which they re-

very

of his choice,

«

Rev. A. ¥. Hutchinson, and family have been ~

that

deserded the denomination

Rev. H. Small, assisted by

great work

tabernacle these sturdy shoulders of 1881

haired sire who is too

Mate.

in the all-cleansing blood of Jesus.

death stolemr#ll thy priests that erst carried thy sacred ark to certaip victory?
Let us look and see. Can it be the same

Yes, for here and there, we

Eastern.

-

est im the church and outside is deepening andspreading, and a foundation is being laid for a

like asking’ the denomination,
aileth thee?*- Has” the robber

are carrying, that.once rested on the
hearts of the fathers?

of Dec.,

the

ings, which have been held in the Academy,
has steadily increased.
Several young persons
have found the Saviour, backsliders have been
reclaimed, and a goodly number are seeking
full salvation by entire consecration and faith

more than doubled.
But the ministers
and churches have increased in a mueh
smaller ratio. The total membership has
increased nearly 34 per cent.
When we
come to the two columns marked 4 increase and decrease;” they tell a sad story.
In the old Register but three Yearly, Meetings report a loss and in two of these the
loss is because of the dismissal of Quarterly Meetings. In the other the loss is but
fifteen. With what grief I face the figures
of 1881. How I wish that, in this case,’
the figures might be found to lie. Oat ‘of
41 Yearly Meetings but sixteen report any

I feel
“What

from

Ministers and Churches.

venient.

have

and that she never.wrote

for it is Woodhall who makes

Taking the Asso. as a whole,

north, the

morning

Ford.
:
:
Late last Autumn repairs were commenced
ou the church building at West Lebanon, both
inside and outside, which ‘were very much
needed, and for which the people have contributed willingly. The ludies deserve much praise
for furnishing the carpet.
The interior of
the houseis rendered neat, pleasant and con.

want-

the losses thie others haye sustained,

especial

when, after a blow

ed by

;| 8ain; and the figures look so small beside

efforts for the salvation of the impenitent
is upon us and most of our churches are
strivingto ‘‘redeem the time.
Although the Association employs no
regular Evangelist—a wise course to
pursue—it encourages each pastor and
church in their own way to hold extra
meetings during thé winter,
and, so
far as funds will allow, assists in that

once, and

the last

Rev. L. A. Proctor has been doing good service for the Rangeley church the past year.
A
lodge of Good Templars has lately been instituted in the town as a part of its temperance
work.
.
hy
Rev. J. W. Moore, one
of the aged ministers
of the Prospect Q. M., died very suddenly, but
peacefully, on Feb. 3.
Ilis funeral services
at the Swanville meeeting-house, were conduct -

what

The alphabetical list

pine

degrees in the middle of the day; and
plants ard flowers have been in blossom
in my front yard, and butterflies have
been flitting about on them like July in
the North.
[ made my garden last
week.

:

ministers, that is so convenient,

ths

ofthe time since I came here, the thermomeler has ranged from 65 to 75 or 80°

of important events in our
iddontents,

new part of

mercury went. down to 28 degrees above
zero, and of course it froze a little, - but it
moderated the next day, and a great part

lines on its pages have an unpleasdint effect.
And then, how some of us miss the
blank pages that we were wont to fill with

compare

comparatively

have not seen a frost even, but

that was on

Year|

index

ina

ing of the Bible and the Star is my prin:
cipal Sunday-eccupation and enjoyment.
Isee bythe papers and letters from
friends that you are having a very severe
winter North. You will doubtless see
accounts of severe cold in the South, but
I anu so far down on the Peninsula, that I

the growth of the society.
But, in some
minor points, it seems, the later issue has
degenerated.
To me
the many
dotted

we

The

woods, there are no religious meetings of
any kiud within reach of me, so the read-

firmly

dignified

Book ; for this growth forms an

interests.

the ‘State, or in other words, in

with most of the changes time and experience have made.
Of course my : denomina- |
tional pride is pleased with the enlarge-

ment, until

S.

could not think of living without it; for

or ¢ evolution,”

like the monarch

W. M.

-b-O
0

as well as it§ particular

——

sayings

GES

Sec.

reading of itaflords me a great deal of
comfort, and spiritual food for the soul. I=

As I enter into a comparative
examination of the two volumes, I am well pleased

When

Oentral Association Notes.
The

new

seemed

the memoranda

A.B. B.

:

>

THE VOWEL AS A
TRANSFORMING
AGENCY, The use of the vowel letters in

work

aslam

from

own lives.

required csn be had by addressing Major

with complacency and make no effort to iE
]aBlbPZLZ-Z

oaks

Home

Dr. 1. H. Hedge, whom many of our
readers will remember in comnection with
generous gifts to our benévolent causes,
writes as follows from his Florida home,
under date of Jan. 27:
I receive ‘ the good old Morning Star *
every week, and it keeps me posted in
regard to our denomination in general,

seated on the throne of Israel.

Even if

Benominational Hebos.

name. It isqindeed
remarkable that
Christian people can regard this - matter

ae

‘Tall

Sn.

From the Sunny South,

or anyferm you please that expresses advanced results from small beginnings.
The wee thing seemed like the stripling
son Of Jesse going out to meet the boasting Goliath;
while
the last Register

sense

the prohibitory law has anything at all to do
with the result which Judge Goddard reaches,
whieh we seriously doubt, it is quite likely that
a different result would have been reached if a
tH
longer period bad been covered.

to be con-

of

man ;” and*hosts of wise

before the prohibitory law went into effect,
with those of 1880, the result being considerably in favor of the former year.
But we doubt
if the comparison js a valid one, for the year
1851 was an exceptionally
favorable one in
point of crime, while the year 1830 was by no
inveans better than the average, to say nothing
of the demoralizing effects of the war, or of the
increase of foreign, population which would

sons as early as the child can lisp its own

a

ES

—

C. Haves,
dd

Other Days.

lustrate * development,”

tistics of crime

and,

tracted through the example of older per-

EE

A,

J. H. DURKEE, Cor. See.

should .of course be the chief reliance in this
important work, but a good knowledge of hu-

In a letter to the Portland, Se

that his

mitigate the evil.

-well as the right.

is that churches and pastors are pushing
out into the outlying districts and carrying\the gospel to those who do not regularly attend church service.
EE fn

vigorously

forward because of the enthusiasm and
faith in the heart behind the left hand as

Holy Ghost has fallen with power during

~

es-

the work do not falter because of our negli-

gence, but more, that it press

Baptist

whole

ag the

work can not be done!
Let us see to it, in
this year of our Lord 1881, not only that

churches.
li addition to churches named
there are scorés of others on which the
the winter.
A pleasing fea'ure of the

us

Sis-

toilers

they may ply the good right hand, their

num-

ber and efficiency of her Free

fre-

sential left hand without which, eagerly as

ministry.”

her place beside other States in the

grow;” and ‘“ The child

Judge Goddard, of that city, compa

the public,

vice. It is likely

the

of

more

enthusiastic

“over the sea, depending on

‘| may not be far distant-when Pa. will take

voice of the Spirit that will reveal the whole
truth.” The wisdom that cometh from above

if the State would in all cases deal with
Oolored Free Baptists in Indiana. ‘them rigorously in the stern execution of
the law. A similar offense is that of comThe call for help which Brother Turmon profanity, among both old
and ner has sent out from Indiana to the
young, on the street and elsewhere in churches of the Free Baptist denominapublie, which if it is less’ noticeable be- tion,is one that should be heeded witheut
cause so very prevalent, is even more any delay.
These brethren and sisters
_ pregnant with evil than the utterances of who have gone from North Carolina to
the infidel. In this connettjon we note Indiana are thorough Free Baptists and
the fact that two young men in Canasera- wish to remain with the denomination of
ga, N. Y:, were lately fined $5 eaeh. for their choice. A little money spent now
profjuity on the street. The army of the in their bebalf will return tous in a _fow
law ought to be.able to oftener reach and years with great interest. As Free Bappunish this violation alike of the moral tists let us enter into * this work in Indieode and of ‘social decency; for in our ana with a will that shall tell these our
mixed communities it is . frequeatly brothers and sisters from the South that
one of the very first beginnings of a we are still with them. ‘Any information

life of

ters, think of those

There seems to be indeed a fnission for
the Central Asso. in that field. The day

think

to the

man nature and the dictates of common
are not,to be despised.

act was%malicious.
It would, we believe,
produce a salutary effect upon
these

blasphemers as well as upon

and

appropriations

quent contributions than ever before.

A correspondent referring to the question]~
“ How to conduct revival meetings,” cites an
Some time ago, In looking over the paexperience of thirty years in revival work, and
pers of one of the faithfil lovers of our desays:—* I do not believe any man can give
nomination,
I chanced to find an old Regisminute directions, as to the best way to conter. Eagerly I rescued it" from the rubduct revival meetings.
God alone can and will
bish that seemed but ill company for a reldirect in each peculiar case.
No two men ean
ic so precious. I brought it home and
or will use the same modus operandi, nor will
laid it along side of its pretentious offthe same man use the same means in different
spring-of ‘1881. The contrast made me
revivals.
There is too much machinery about

defendant's pleaof the right of free speech
ground

denomination

£4

our

this year and are looking to the women

have done much to establish confidence in

the

increased

our churches to send larger and

lent results. This district is in the vicinity from which the churches formerly
called * Brethren in Christ” have come to
us.
A brother writing from that locality
says of the work done by Brethren Aldrich
and Ball: “The labors of these brethren

will doubtless serve

We have

from the Harrisburg church. Rev. G. H.
Ball and S. Aldrich have’ been doing
some evangelistic work with the churches

A large new map showing the stations of the
American Baptist, Missionary Union in India,
Burmah, China and Japan, has been issued by
Mr. W. G. Corthell, the publisher of *‘ The
Missionary Magazine.”
The mechanical work
a useful purpose in ' familiarizing those who
consult it with the operations of the Union. It
is printed on both cloth and paper.Paper maps.
by the way, are a great nuisance—the greatness of the nuisance not by any means depending on the size of the map.
:

DeMeritte, Dover,N., H.?

of debt

at Deanville and Oakland, Pal, with excel-

is well done, and the map

fiance of the law of the State. I say to
you that the law of this State is against
the insulting of God by reproachful or derogatory language or expressions, and
exciting the passions of the people by
treating their religion, with contempt.
The judge related a case in point, decided by one of his predecessors on the
bench, who sentenced ‘‘an impudent
reviler of Christ” to imprisonment, the
being over-ruled on the

the burden

doing

~.

to what some consider the reproach of the
people of this city, no man-stepped forward to call him to account

have been

assisted to remove

lature has no power to displace the Ego. but making a united effort they secarsd 127
1 fallen
/ Amon
g the hetoes.,
names in the old Register, we being held wvegy evening. On Sunday the
pastor. baptized four who had recently found
can party in the South consists of’ South-. Cqme to think of it, this use of the.alpha~ Rev. D. Boyd as pastor. This church
| Christ. Ip the midst of these meetings Bro.
-ern-born whites:
The ery that, a host | bet:isnot-a-new
thing either.
Rowell 18
:
is the ‘bas continued since Bro. Deering left.
of Northern adventurers invaded - the ‘My. Winslow, fof instance. What
ee
wee, who was burled last Friday.
Pid

{ Southat the close of the «war and took
possession of all lucrative. offices, he

SJ

suggested

facts

to look candidly at these

inordinate doses of self-laudation.” He
nocker, the Evangelist, has been doing $618.00 is due Feb. 25. As yet we have
expatiates upon the results of this, drawgood work during the winter. The church bat $99.00 in the treasury for this purpose.
ing a contrast between the social qualiat Harrisburg, Pa., seems to be of the Will all who hold funds contributed to the
ties of the Southern people {and “those of trifled with in Congress.
a,
| Apostolic order, for there is ** being add- Woman's Missionary Society, and all
Northerners tothe intended advantage. of | Foreign despatches report a case of whole- ed to it daily (each Lord's day) such as whose hearts prompt them to make such
the former—for Judge Tourgee spares sale conversion, the Catholic town of Bertolla, are in the way of salvation.” The Asso. contributions send them at ounce, however
small the sum may be, to Miss L. A.
not his pen where merited criticism ap- near Turin, in Italy, having gone over en never did a better thing than when they

hull, who figured so inglorjously in New

Or

A GLANCE BOTH WAYS.

such a

system seems to be made by the United

of Massachusetts,

who has this Wark in charge,

either by pur-

approach’ to

Hunt,

ent on s\lecturing tour through the coun-

rchdse of existing’ lines or by. construction

of new ones.

H.

State Normal

UNITED

[4

and

doctrines to contempt and

steps of the whole temperance movement.

his handi-work.

»In him we live, and move

less,

Dealing with the subject scientifically,

but in part, but there is One who is

showeth

or

ly so; for if the effort succeeds, it is likely to mark one of the most promising

When the true philosopher, the earnest
seeker for truth,studies these infernal and
' -.external evidences, he says, I am limited;

the firmament.

words

The efforts of the Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union to have the subject of
temperance adopted as a regular branch
of study in the public schools, are meeting with considerable favor,and deserved-

would elose our eyes upon the whole, and
shut us up to darkness and unbelief.

infinite in knowledge and power.
-words 6f heavenly
wisdom:

pty

OHILDREN AND TEMPERANCE.

know

of nature
with ‘all their manilestaLions of intelligent design, as the work
«af an almighty hand; but this conceit

heavens declare the glory

the South,

of telegraphy as this: Company proposes:
may be operated ‘profitably both for the
government and for itself. The telegraph plies, and he is, withal, severe when insystem in Great Britain is performed dignant, irrespective of friends or eneea
through the Post-officé Department with mies. He says:
increasing satisfaction, and at cheaper
One of the good results is that the
rates than prevail here. Why could not Southern man never disguises himself in
the system be so managed in this coun- the attempt to imitate someone else. He
18 so proud of being a Southerner that he
try?
:
ge
: can not afford to depreciate
himself by
In this connection let us note the facili- becoming a counterfeit. In this the South
ties for rapid
_telegraphy. With the is in strong and happy contrast with the
‘¢ Morse instruments,” now generally in North. Nothing can be more disgusting
than the slayish imitation of everything
use, sixty words per minute may be con- that is thought to be English in form or
sidered fast work for an operator, yet the character in the eastern portion of our
¢* Rapid Telegraph Co.” transmits mes- Northern States at ‘this time. Clothes,
sages over short circuits at the rate of ornaments, horses, wagons, houses, paintings, and even the miserable drawl of the
fifteen hundred words per minute; and it cockney, his mutton-chop whiskers, his
is claimed that with wire of increased outrageously bad manners and insuffersize and conductivity, circuits of a thou- able arrogance, are studiously cultivated
sand miles in length could: be easily ac- by the greater part of the youth of that
of our country which most boasts
compl#hed. A late patentee affords in- portion
of its intelligence. If this Anglican apishdubitable evidence of his ability to trans- ness continues much longer we shall be
mit and deliver two thousand printed indebted to this very spirit of the South
words per minute, by a new and original for preserving the American type from
process; also to furnish fac:similes of sig- extinction. Thereis another result which is
altogether pleasant. The language of comnatures, maps, profiles, drawings, sheet pliment becomes the common chafige of
music, et¢., in the minutest detail. ‘Van
society. In a gathering of ladies and
Choate’s repeater” acts automatically as a gentlemen the latter seek every opporturelay, either on the ocean bed, for cable nity for the expression of admiration. It
is undisguised and constant. The only
use, or overland,” making practicable a
requirement is that it shall be neat. Livtwo thousand mile. circuit for printed ing in this atmosphere of adulation, the
matter. New discoveries in insulation ladies become more self-possessed and vihave also been made, and experiments vacious than their sisters of the North.
are now in progress to prove the feasibil- It gives to the more refined classes of
them a charm which is readily distinguishity of placing wires underground, and able; and without having the knowledge
thus avoid the constant repairs and over- and general intelligence of their Northern
sight required when stretched upon poles. sisters, they are generally far better conThis is especially true in
Of course there are objections to such a versationalists.
comparison with the ladies of New Engsystem as is here proposed, but the busi- land and some parts of the Middle States.
ness interests of the country do not relish
the recent drift of aftairs in New York, and N
17 JUDGE COMEGYs Fecently charged
will be likely to resist a tendenty that
the grand jury at Wilmington, Delaware,
would soon have them completely at the
with especial emphasis on the, crime of
mercy of a conscienceless combination.
blasphemy,
referring to a recent lecture
The feeling is quite strong that if the
government ever proposes to include tel- by Col. Ingersoll in the following words :
Blasphemous language was used near
egraphy in its postal system now is the
where we are assembled by an audacious
time to strike for it.
disciple of the defamers of revealed re————,
ligion, for the purpose of exposing its

that there is any, which
amounts
to the same. We behold the works

know

tw

from which itis inferred that sucha system

BRIEF

because of its ostracism of all persot8 of | Taken all in all it is a valuable and safe rule
Northern ideas, and its sullen unwilling which teaches that conclusions ‘thoughtfully
ness to submit to the logic of events which reached in calm moments should be firmly held
its own leaders precipitated. He candidly in times of special temptation and excitement.
points out the many admirable features of ~~ Unless the flies on our windows; and the rob-

the cost of transporting
the mails in the need is a broad and universal education.
He explains the ‘exceeding sensitivesame year, it appears that this mail mat-

YROF. J. FULLONTON,
D. D:;
« PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. D.,

.

responsible for its own ‘misgoverniient He

Rev. J.

.

Sg

Ruonells tenders hid thanks to the

Tamworth church and. eongrégation, together
with many

friends from

Madison,

for a gen-

erous donation, Jan. 18, amounting to $112.
shown themselves

mighty men of valor.

We blush to see some

names

standing

"Rev. S.F. Bean,of Melvin village, is so much

improved in health that heis supplying the
Water village church. This church is ready to
A

.’

a
a

seii—

—

~~.

ee.

Falls, Feb. 15.

Bro. W. J, Fulton, of Meigs Q.,M. Ohio, and
assisted in
the present pastor of the church,

15. The
holding ‘extra meetings since Dec.
harmochurch and pastor work together very

A _the work. The meetings closed Feb, 2nd and
niously, and God has blessed their efforts:
resulted in 19 accessions to the church, the
sought and found the

aumber of young people
churchSaviouf, They united with the other
have held
and
Prayer
of
Week
the.
during
es

the

found

have

thei

Some sixty

Star. ‘We have a model Sunday-school under
the Superintendency of Bro. Jas. L. Shaver.

every Sunday for
Have not failed to meet
of 80 scholover two years with an attendance
and internumbers
in
increasing
still
ars, and
est.”
<>
2

;

revival, which has been in progress. 5 weeks.

and young. It fs hoped that many more will
follow. Profs. D. J. H. Ward and V. K.

Rev.

tracted meeting with the Third Rutland church
with good

went his bail, He will not be likely to trouble
the church any more at present, and there is a
general sense of relief. It is gratifying to know
that the Wheelock Q. M. at Newport Center, passed resolutions fully endorsing the
:
:
‘course of Pastor Sherwood.
Sung. Feb. 6, Rev. C. S. Frost, pastor of
st. Johusbury chureb, administered the ordinance of baptism to three persons, two of

:

Michigan.

bath filling the

The church in Burlington is in want of apaslike, to correspond with &
tor and would
good energetic man, who can settle and spend

an

ful church all paid for, a geod choir, and

intelligent congregation, in a village of about
500 inhabitants, surrounded by a good farming

;

country.Address, D. F. Austin.
Illinois.

D. Jones, pastor of the church at Albany, assisted by Rev. IH. Lockhart, with good result.
..+»+.The pastor of the 1st Sheflield church,
Rev. M. Afwood,at the last monthly meeting
received two new members and 15 as candidates

Fan-

North

There has been a revival in the

church in

don F. B. church, resulting In seven additions
to the

looking for others to join foon,

state-

showing

built

the church has

a

for

paid

and

house of worship, 10 have been added to the C.
Baptist church a few miles away, the Grand

Malvern scribe.
Dea, W. M. Dow in behalf
‘of the church furnished all necessary informa‘tion, and the council proceeded to examine the
‘candidate, Mr. Bickford read a clear stafement of his religious experience, the tenets he

More

as pastor ofthis church.
This was conducted
in the following order:
1. Organ voluntary
and Anthem by the Choir.
2. Invocation by

WOLFBOROUGH

Q. M.—Held

the 1st Wolfboro, church,

Rev.

joved.

It was

ren present.

CHAS. W. CRAIN,

ty to correspond with any minister desiring to

sionary Society, auxiliary to the parent society, with an interesting public service for the

do so. Address Elijah Mount, Ames, N. Y.
The church has raised $600 on repairs and
* former indebtedness, during the two years past,
besides current expenses.

meeting is to be protracted.

Next session in the Kennedy District,

to be quickened
his

MARION (0.) Q. M.—Held

sermous were very practical and profitable.
‘The church last year was in a very low condition but since last April has greatly renewed its

strength. New

carpets, chandeliers and other

things attest progress. The 8.dchool is now
very interesting and
well attended. At the
«lose of our meeting a temperance mass meet-

ing began under the’lead of Bro. McKelvey, a
noted speaker, and there is now a good. tems
perance revival, Many tipplers have already
signed the pledge.

The following

was by some means

omitted

Pennsylvania,

The F. B. and Methodist congregations at
‘Gaines united in the week of prayer and cons

tinued the meetings for, ubout three weeks.

About twenty were converted or reclaimed.
Seven gave their names for membership in the
F. B. church.

Rev. T. H. Drake, pastor of the First church

at Harrisburg, writes as follows under date

February 7; “1 baptizéd five persons

Inst

‘evening. In the morning, I gave the right‘band of fellowship to nineteen ' persons,
six of whom are heads of families. Altogether

it was a blessed Lord’s'Day to us here! We
Je
hree.

reached the ears of immente
Sabbath
a
ch! BYE

}

8

:

audiences,
ed

-

i

dillerent feattres of the subject of Baptism‘this strong Pedo-baptist city. The Lord has
opened sume hearts to the truth.” o*
*
Province of Quebec.

«Rev. R. W. Colling and wife gratefully
knowledge

the receipt of gifts and

ac-

donation,

Amounting to $38, from the church and people
of West Bolton. and vicinity.

last

bronchial and

For sale by all druggists, and E.
Platt St., New York.

ageut*for Star.

Next session
May.
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Jan. session
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large a turnout of delegates as could be desired,
The discussion of a nimber of subjects by fhe

brethren was both Inigresing :and instructive,
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WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED.
If you intend sometime to get a copy of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary,

“DO IT NOW.”
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£8 is
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Sce Webster's Unabridged, page 1164, Biving the name of each sail,~Showing the value of

DEFINITIONS BY ILLUSTRATIONS.

Free,
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for Hand
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Agents Wanted. $5 a Day made
sellingour PLARFORM FAMILY
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As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the VIGOR is
praised for its grateful and agreeable perfume,
and valued for the soft lustre and richness of tone

it imparts.
,
;
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DR. J. C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.
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often renews the growth;

It
surely restores its olor, when faded or gray.
stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy cativity,
and preserves both the hair and its beauty. Thus
brashy, weak or sickly hair becomes glossy, plia-

o
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Rev.A. H. Morrell, soliciting agent for Storer
College, authorized to receive fundus tor the-Insti -

mediately

;

ne etc., sent C. hh0, D. to be examin vi
ANDARD AMER:
1CAN WATCH CO., PITTSBURGII, PA.

stamp

by long and extensive use,

that it stops the falling of the hair im-

FIGHT BEAUTIEUL WORKS OF ART FREE
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AWAY,in Premiumsan
than most establishments grow.
Our
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a complete Treatise on the Rose, 70 pp. elegantly illustrated,

VIGOR,
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has prove}
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All Lithographed Chromo
10c¢. Agts. big outfit, 106.

19 for 5 26 for 84
for $13.
We CG VE

hair gray, and either of them incline it to shed premature!
Vi

and harmless. It cures dandruff, heals all humors
and keeps the scalp cool, clean and goft—under
which conditions, diseases of the scalp are impos;
\
sible.

30 LARGE HOUSES

all labeled, for$13 12 for $23
38 for $6378 for $103 10

VITALITY. ’

AND

disappointcare,
Advancing years, sickness,
ment, and hereditray predispostion,’ all turn the

ed; thin hair thickens and faded or gray hairs re-

Northfield, Ct.

establishment making

Bz. ie Xs

“

hl Gold, Figured, and Actress
Agent’s Sample Book, 2c.
Northfield, Ct.
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world

COLOR
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New
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offering

for sale at low prices and on easy terms over
4,000,000 acres of land.
.
£2 descriptive circulars and maps giving truth1 information, address
w. IH ARRAMS,

THE DINGEE
BEAUTIFUL

No pay till cureil.

MR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon, Olio.
;
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Land Commissioner T. & P Ry., Marshall, Texas.

10.00
15.10
7.84

t

to 20 days.

M

HAIR VIGOR,

For Restoring Gray Hair

Morphine Habit Cured in 10
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business.

section now

is now

AYER’

Sewing.

L

open to settlement.
In it the TEXAS AND PACIFIC RAILWAY is now being extended west-

ward over one mile per day, and

has

of over 9700 Names.
Publishedby G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass. .,

WORLD

& CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

other

Ships,

New Edition of WEBSTER,

And Seeure Happiness.

ary

Ravelin,

4600 NEW WORDS ahd Meanings,
Biographical Dictionary

&

BOOK,

Manago

fruit.

row

Phrenology,

{ pages 1164 and 1219) Steam engine, Timers, define 343 words and terms far better
than they could be defined in words.

Cultivate all Farm Crops.
rest & Cars for Live Stock.
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pictures in Webster under the 12 words.
Boiler, Castle, Column, Eye, Horse,

Moldings,

HENRY

Sell the NEW

of timber and water than

JAng the next quarterin evangelistic work, aside
from their regular pastorates. ‘A number of

Hill, on the C. & St. L. R. R., be-

7 7)

COMMERCE,

Offers greater attractions in way
of good, cheap
lands, healthy
country, warm climate, abundance

ministers to spend all the time ‘they could diir-

at

BOOKS

‘The
Beef,

NORTHERN TEXAS

All money contributed for the Mane State Mise
sion should be sent to. Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
;
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and Guide to Success in farming.
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session a resolution was, passed askin gall our. |

‘our brethren went to work in earnest and: the
result is, there hus'been, a revival in nearly every’ church in the Q. M. and an aggregute of
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137 Madison St., Chicago.
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Free,
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SONG BOOK.
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235 South Third St., Philadelphia.

duced 33 per cent.

STANSTEAD Fal
Q. M., at 4he Martinville
sohool-house, in.
West Clifton, commencing March

5.
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VANDUZEN

~The
International SundaySchool Lesson Hymnal.—140 orighymns, with music, covering
the leswhele year, 32 choice old pieces 8

415

4t2eow

Address, R. 8. HARTZELL

Center

S: B. YOUNG,

WARRANTED.

opening and closing—183 pieces in all. Arranged
for both old and new tunes.
Price $5 per 100 cop-
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days. We nesday P. M. will be devoted to Misgions. Ministers’ Conference the Tuesday preceding at 2, P. M.

™<ohodls, Fire Alarms, Farms, ets.
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SUMMIT

4th of March, at 7, P. M.

March 2, at 10, A.

CHI-

convenient article ever offered to Housekeepers.
One Agent made 9144.67 in tea
days. No freight charges.

full delegation is earnestly requested.
. FP. SmItH, Clerk.
WESTERNR:1, Q. M., with the Union church,
commencing

Avenue,

Stove- Pipe Shelf .—THE HOST

Clerk.
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Every Great

Our Experimental Grounds in

A MONTH

Send for circular and

Sh

’
H2tf
ORGANS! CAGO,
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

which we test our Vegetable and
Flower Seeds ire most completes
and our Greenhouses for Plants
3 acres in glass), are
covering
e largest
in America.

DAWN

mailing, and receive the People’s
choice literature free for 6 months!
Pr. W. ZIEGLER & CO., 915 Arch

a.compass.

Address, .

Will be Mailed Free to all who apply by
Letter.
i

in this Life through the Dark Valley and the Life
Eternal.
Illustrated.
Sells fast.
Pays over
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church 1st. Friday in March, 2, p. M.

with Manchester‘ church in
JouN G. ENGcrisa, Clerk.
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Dorchester, Mass.

& CO., 1032 Race St., Phil-
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GARDEN

Osgood.

' Nut with other ingredients, invigorating and agreeable alike to
invalids and persons in health.
To the sick it yields a delicate
and tempting beverage, When
other nourishment is unpalatable
and indigestible. As a diet for
children it is invaluable.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
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Quarterly Meeting Notices.
CHENANGO (N. Y.) Q. M., with the Norwich
church, Feb. 25—27.
Rev. M. H. Abbey to preach

degree of interest was manisted. The churches

Campbell

A.

BAKER'S

~ Hotices und Jppointments.

session

accessionsto the membership of about 82.
Next session with Looney Spring church

Miss Martha

H., Feb. 6, by Rev. O. J. Petter-

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

B.F. MCKENNEY, Treas.
God, Bro. Griffin re
to Hillsdale Q. M.
CORRECTION. —~In receipts for Storer College in
committee to solicit’|
Star of Feb. 2, instead of Mrs. A. Vavghn, N. H.,
off h room for some
Me.
read Mr. A. Vaughn, Farmington,

Hillsdale

N.

so

World’s Fair for Thirteen Years.
{Prices $51, $57, $66. $84, $108, to
$500 and upward. For easy pay.
ments, $6.38 a ‘quarter and upward,
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Durkee,

grew, Mr. Simon E. Emerson, of Barnstead,
Miss Eldora M. Lougee, of A.

Make

with good acceptance and success. They are
young men of good ahility and are loyal to

Theological student

Mr. James S. Fisher and

J. H.

860 pages.
Saves minny times ita cost cvery Season.
140 Illustrations.
Send for Circulars and terms t to

those’'who attended the session. Bros.
Burns,
Griffin and Chase are laboring in this 3
.
the denomination and to
was appoimel messenger
urns was appointed
>unde for for the
the furnishi
furnishing

Y., Feb. 5, by Rev.
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NEW AND INPROVED STYLES THIS SEASON.

¢

ddrees,
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D. LOTHROP & C0., Publishers,

W. J. HOLLAND, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

°

in which

adephia, naming this paper.

¢ Mid-

enjoyed

!

Rev B M fdwards,

When death was hourly expected, all remedies having failed, and Dr. H., James was experimening with the many herbs of Calcutta,
e accidentally made a preparation which
cured his only child of Consumption.
His
child is now in this country, and enjoying the
best of health.
He has proved to the world
that Consumption can be positively and permanently cured.
The doctor now gives this
Recipe. free, only asking two Joon stamps to
pay expenses.
This Herb also cures nightsweats, nausea at the stomach, and will break.
afresh cold up
in twenty-four hours.
Ad-

dress CRADDOCK

Att

$1.25.
$2.00.

Binding,

Special terms for introduction.

MEN, from 25 to 35 years of

advertisement,

Rev J W Scribner, New Hampton, N. H.

AN ONLY DAUGHTER
CURED OF CONSUMPTION.

churches were all well represented dnd a prof
wus

:

tubercular

form

net elsewhere

. age, to learn how to sell my Bible,
and then to manage the sale in ten different states
at the West and South.
Men of good education

N, H.

Cloth
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and of great energy, self reliance and good judgment will after a short trial be paid $1000 the first
year and $2000 the second and a share of the
profits. Give age, experience in life and save this

D Crockett, Jackson,

Edition,

are in clear type, contain 605 hymns and 350 tunes.

CT

TEN

binding,

We think an equal amount of Music and and Poetcal Matter, in iype equally clear and legible, can

Bradley Garretson & Co., 66 N. 4th St., Phila

TE

cloth

This collection comprises the best of the
tried, and the best of the more modern
1t is designed for Sabbath Worship, the
Meeting and the Sunday School.
Doth

ablesand miracles of Old and New Testaments; the twentyfour Sermons of Christin their order: the eighteen miracles
of the Apostles. 1020 pages, 45 illustrations,
vrice, $3.75...
ixtra terms. Sclling ust. Agents making $200 to $400.

amonth,

Edition,

Extra Cloth Red
Edges, 75
Binding Gilt Edges, $1.00.

Rev L P Rickford, Westford, Conti.

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject

8. D. BATES, Clerk.

goul-refreshing time

Seth

Small

books of Bible; how the earth yispeopled from Noah; par-

B

Large

$1.00.
Extra Cloth, Red Edges,
Morocco
Binding,
Gilt Edges,

WA

per week selling goods

nutritious

W Younz—R

A F Bennett, Manchester, Mass.
.C K Richardson, Spencer, Wis.
Wm Walker, Scottsburg, N. Y.
Rev J 8 Dinsmore, Paloma, Ill.
Rev L D Boynton, Maotua,O.
f

has cured thousands |

and general debility.

and

O

xe

-

On entire Bible ‘in una volume, ever published.
Endorse.
ments by 200 ablestscholars. Adapted toall; embodies latest
research, Conta ns Life of 8t. John; tables showing time of
each patriarch, prophet pnt king; authorship apd dates of

D

. BY MAIL.
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scrofula

Wallace—L

of two or more book agents and 10 cents

York for coughs, colds,

M

hy

IS NOW READY.
Price,

WSF COMMENTATOR 215%

Tay-

John Ford, West Topsham, Vi.

Complaints.

to anytaddress.

J

.

W.H.8chieffelin & Co.( lee taeda) NewYork

8 T Dodge, Prairie City, 111.
D. D. Mitchell, Mmoeapolis, Minn.

Cherry

consumption,

RIVER RAISIN Q. M.—Held its last session
itable,

free

most mild, bland,

Mis-

with Wampler’s Lake church, Feb. 4—06.

3

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

Jan. 1st and 24 with the Big Island church.
Rev. A. H.” Whitaker preached the opening
sermon, acted as Moderator and added much
to the interest of the
meeting. Churches
delegation.
reported by letter and
mostly
Grand Prairie reported revival and 15 acces
sions.. Resolutions were adopted: favoring a
“ Loeal Option Law” in behalfof temperance;
that parents encourage their children to attend 8, 8. by attending themselves; also endorsing the action of the Ohio State Asso, in
efforts to raise funds by securing life memberships, and the appointment of Rev. J. A. Sutton to act as agent to this end in this Q. M.

:

from the items from Stephentown two weeks
ago: A donation gathering, Jan. 19, realized
$82.42 towards the pastor's (Rev. W. Fuller)
salary.

its

Pamphlets

B

Paper

did

BA, BEST

Sold by Druggiste.

purest and best.

up

i

:

medicinal virtues and purity.
London, European and New
York physicians pronounce it the

Forwarded.

*

dle Ridge.” June 3—5. O, C. HiLLs, Clerk.

Dr.

weeks apd

Lung

fr

Co—Miss

&

is'superior.to any in delicacy of taste and smell,

J

$125

free. Address Daniel F. Beatty

—

ST

|

or Consumption,

Messrs Emerson & Garland, Farmington,N. H.
I.H Sparks, Triumpb, O.
hoa

for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St., New
York.
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
1y34

was examined for ordinat!
and approved.
McKinney
Butler,
Preaching by Rev’s. Hills,
and Warren. - Sixty-one testiffed for Christ
on Saturday afternoon, one forthe first time at
Q. M., and several rose for prayers. The

A number profess
several
backsliders

Books

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS

rst. They raised in cash $7.20. BY request
-of the Delmar church brother. G. 8S. McKinney

The special meetings at Attica closed after

Ball assisted for a part of two

occupied by the Woman’s

White—S C Whitcomu—Mrs
Young—Y NM C Asso.
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Syrup

Make from $25 to $50

Clerk.

Tioga
Co.
Q. M. —Held an interesting
session with the Delmar church. Ministers of
the churches were most of them present. Sat-

urday evening

M Winsor—M

ever

Fowle & Sons, Boston.

Bro. M. Young commenced a sariés of

Ames and Marshville for their annual donation
of $130. He has resigned his pastorate at Ames,
to take effect Apr. 1st. The church is at liber-

of Grace.

etc.

meetings, the week previous and continued
them some two or three weeks after, with the
Wesleyan minister, which resulted in the conversion of some 25 persons and grately revived
the church.
Rev. A. J. Davis from Medalia,
Minn,, was present and stayed till Friday following the Q. M. and assisted in the meetings.
Next ses§ion with the Freesoil church commencing Friday, March 4th, ». M. We hope to
see
a full delegation and some visiting breth-

Cherry Creek, Cheiftauqua Co., N.Y.
Rev.J.M. Langworthy thanks his friends at

H Whitcombe—J

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,

a session with

Root R1vER Q. M.—Held its December session with the Beaver church.
The weather
was unfavorable vet
a good meeting was -en-

Rev. Wm. U. Edwagds will close his labors
with the Cottage and
Payton churches Apr. 1.
Any desiring to correspond with him can do so
by addressing him at Cottage, Cattaraugus Co.,
N. Y,, for the present, dnd after March, to

work

and

Roger—J

H Turner—Mrs

W.

of Wild

A

Mass.

THE MANUAL

Debility, }
Scrofula,
Rheumatism

N. J

Washington,

Kim-

Wilmarth—W
Whitefield —-Mrs C P
White—A
Watson—C D:-West—R B Wentworth—Mrs
H E

It cures Coughs, Colds, BronCough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

The Peruvian

Keb, 4—5.

True—Mrs

Die

Balsam

sumption, and all Throat

CUMBERLAND Q. M.—Held its last ‘session
with the church-in Portland.
The attendance
waa very good, the social meetings were inter| esting and spiritual and the preaching was instructive.
Since we have prefaced every sermon with. a prayer-meeting,
the ministers
preach easier and the. people hear better and
are more profited thereby.
Location of the next session left to the clerk.
J. M. BAa1LEY. Clerk.

Yori.

seem

Wistar’s

always at hand.
chitis, Whooping

an unusually interesting session. Signs betoken
arevival.
Eleven dollars were given for benevolent purposes. B. F. PARKER, Clerk.

Joshua Coit (Congregationulist). - 12. Hymn
1129 announced by Rev.
D. M.
Graham.
13. Benediction by the Pastor.
The religious interest in the Haverhill church
is deepening.
Several have
recently found
the Saviour.
Four persons were welcomed into the church Feb. 6.

by the

Have

Quarterly Weetings.

ure Reading by Rev. G. 8S. Rigker.
5. Hymn
1123 read by Rev. N. C. Lothrop and sung
. by the choir. 6. Sermon by Rev. E. W, Porter
from 1 Tim. 3:15, 2 Tim.
4: 2—7. Prayer
of
Installation by Rev.
D. M.
Graham.
NS. Charge to the Pastor by Rev. C. 8, Perkins, 9. Hand of fetlowship by Rev. G. S.
Ricker. 10.
Charge to the people by Rev. J.

All

People

remedy

PIANOS

R'S widian

A Vantine—J
Vanhise—Miss RP Vincent—E-S
Wood—A W Williams—O M Watkins—J Webb—

-

50 cents and $1 a bottle.

Rev. C. 8. Perkins. 3. Reading of the proceedings of the council by the seribe. 4. Seript-

encouraged

best

Bussell-E

lor—G A Tueker—Vogeler, Meyer &

front diseased kidneys than- of consumption, but
not one fatal case in a thousand would occur if
Warner's Saft Kidney and Liver Cure was taken
in time. By all means try it.
26 ..

The Lime city church, Fillmore Co. have entered upon a seriesof protracted meetings with
prospects of success, under the labors of
good
Bro. eee Reeves. The church has given
Bro. Reeyes a donation of some $52, and
has exhibited other signs of returning -prosperity and zeal bespeaking reformation and
revival.

examination was eminently satisfactory, 2.
That we proceed to install him in the evening

Todd—O H

in order to this there

and

C

:

$30 to $1000; 2 to 32Stops.

W Hassell—

M Keyser—L

Music

Organ Accordeons,
parts
all
express
Sen
failure.
alty. CRY. iry 1 Conall
the U. S. $1 per bottle.” Sol everywhere.. Send, | Hail Ordersa-Speci
Chemist
OWLE,
free. H.D.F
for new pamphlet,pao
i
Oe
326teow
Boston.

cases of

Robson—ED Sniffin—C A Sargent—A Shephard—
S D Smith—T A Steven-—F Storer—A Sargent—M
D Sanborn—N B Shapleigh—M E Thompson—D G

of hard, self-sacrificing

Liver Cure, the purest
discovered.

Minnesota.

That the

I.

be avoided by using Warner's Sdfe Kideey and

Prairie church has been greatly revived; and
Our correspond"5 conversions are reported.
ent adds: * Is* Query’ answered?’

hoMs, his Views of church polity, &e. After
this the council questiotied him oh every essential that goes to take Up anocthodox F. B.

s8ell—G S Ricker—C

Inaction
of the liver canses diseased kidneys,
and diseased kidneys undermine the life quicker than consumption.
All these troubles can

been receivéd into the Scott & Marcellon

have

church,

in all

return the Juoney 24 chiatge it back Io me

o

©

Outfits

p
Stamn
each. Send
822.
iva &trate
Bio
in
d 32 page Cata
of Violus
wets, Flutes, Str pall

iy
883.50,
at
aliiy
for
Guitars,
lins,Bri

to

dealers

all

thank

and

I authomze

ternal use.

M

O J Pettegrew—B ‘P Parker—W F Pinkham—D
Palmer—Mrs A M Pendleton—H Page—L Plummer—C F Penney—H B_Pearsons—J Phillips—C
L Plammer—P § Peck—B F Parker—A Phillips—J
Pelton—Mrs W Pooke—dJ E Rand—Mirs J W Rus®

Hot weather produces inaction of the Liver.

11

labors

Hull's

Bro.

through

that

A Hildreth—G

Business Hotes

tdised whether such division of lubor is profitable of Hot. A correspondent answers it by

D. M. Graham, D. D., chairman and Rev. J.

and

But

deal

wus

question

churches 20 miles apart, and the

‘to examine, and if deemed proper, install Rev.
‘C. A. Bickford us its pastor, met for that purpose in the vestry of said church Wed., Feb. 9,
at 8, P. M. The gouacil ¢rganized with Rev.

are reclaimed.

time.

Decker—Mrs

Marden—H Morey—J Malvern—L Malvern—R R
Moulton—W H Merriman—Mrs
E H Milliken—E
W Norton—W L Noyes—J Nason—W H Ordway—

Rev. B. A. Sherwood

a great

ment that Rev. J.J. Hull {3 caring for two [

Masiatlittsbtis,
.
A council called by the chiirchi at Lawrence

continuing four weeks.
change of heart and,

be

must

Wisconsin.

Star of Jan. 26 “uppeared the

house.

Dodge—J A

O C Hills—L F Jackson—J

work done, which Bro, Cowell is well fitted
and able, under God, 1 believe, to accomplish,
C8 Frost, Clerk.

church.

Inthe

ma

T

Hill—M S Hall—Mrs

gaveus a very comforting discourse from
Deut.
33: 37-—*¢ The eternal God is thy refuge and
underneath are the everlasting arms.” Rev.’
H. Lockhart also preached some sermons well
calculated to awaken religious interest, and before the session closed, fruits of the efforts put
forth were visible. Rev. 8. W. Cowell is the
faithful pastor of the chirch at Newport Center and is toiling hard with a small salary to
keep the church alive. A new start has lately
been given to business in the village, and the
prospect is encouraging for quite a strong

We haves beauti-

his whole time with them.

~vhom had previously been sprinkled. Others
it 1s-hoped. will go forward soon.
Revival meetings have been heldby Rev. A.

I

~~

results,

oF

SCROFULA,
the worst cases of LEPROSY,
SALT
ECZEMA,
SALT.
I
PSORIASIS,
CANCER,
RHEUM, RHEUMATISM, KIDNEYS, DYSPEP'
and
SKIN
the
of
diseases
all
and
SIA, CATARRH
BLOOD. Entirely Vegetable. Internal and Ex:

Brown—L

ball-C i
Loud—Mrs W Loud—W A
Lord—A Lovejoy—J A Lowell—J P Langley—Mrs
€ P Libby—D E Manter—D H Mills—Mrs W McLearn—E
Mowry—M I Mowry—D Morrill—-P C

Next session with the Milton chureb.
eee
iia|. PEDEN, (ler.
y

Bushaw—A

Mrs M Hewett—A G Hill—Mrs HJ Hammer—A 8
Hodge—P Hugg—I Hyatt—A F Hutchinson—C H'

WHEELOCK
(Vt.) Q. M. —Met with Newport Center church Jan. 28. The attendance
of ministers and laymen was less than usual
owing largely to the severe coldness of the
weather. The Spirit of the meetings, however,
was excellent, the congregations on the Sab-

pro-

a

closed

just

T. B. Taylor has

re

have

Vandeventer of the seminary there,
been valuable assistants in the work.

rupt church. He did not remain in Jail, but
James Kimball, station agent at West Burke,

EE

old

49 have come to the Light, including both

FREEMAN, Clerk.

JACKSON Q. M.—Held
its winter session,
Jan.
22, with the Coalton branch of Petrea
church.
Owing to the almost impassable condition of the roads, only two ¢lurches were
represented.
Yet we had an excellent meeting. One arose for prayers, and quite a revival interest was manifest in all the meetings.

been enjoying a pre@jous

here has

The church

on being taken to Jail, saying Latimer and
were martyrs, and that -the spirit of
Ridley
thumb-serews had not yet all died out of a cor-

New

pastor, Rev. H.

Ford, the handsome suth of $138......

M.

Sufficient time to procure bail, but he insisted

Address of Welcome.by

Saturday at the

sa sermons preached not one was written.
‘fhe church, that first applies for the May
session of the Q. M. will obtain it.
:
J. W. SCRIBNER, Clerk.

New

friends of South

and

brethren

The

$150 for his appearance at county court, and in
given
-2300 to keep thepeace.. _Aldrich wag,

11.

Ohio.

Lyme recently presented their

brought before Justice P. D. Blodgett of St.
Johnsbury for trial. The hearing continuedin
until midnight, when Aldrich was bound up

Malvern.

ing—C F Dunn—S

Clark{C. W. Griffin and J. W. Seribner: Of the

Western.
.

§ F

R Daniels—A 8 Durgin—J
H Dutkee—S T Dovoe
—Mrs A C Dawley—E
O Dickenson—Mys M Davis
—Mrs E Durfee—M M Ellis—W H' Edgar—BM
Fwards— Miss A S French—G D Fry—A Fernald
—H M Ford -+J Ford—C C Foster—W
C Frochley
—G A Green—Mrs D Graffam—J C Gardmer—YW
E Galloway—B A Gurney—G W Gould—S Griffeth
—G
W Gray—J H Greeley—Mrs M Gorton—G
Galloway—G
W Greene—E W Harrington—E E
Harvey—Mrs E Hull—H E Hungerford—N E Hale

attendance was small, not exceeding 70 or 7
at any session; but the interest was good and
increased . in spiritual
power to the
end.
Only two churches, viz., Bristol and New
Hampton, reported by letter; four reported:
through delegates; from eighteen there was no
report.
At least six of them are practically
dead and ought not to be reported. to the
Register as churches, The others failed from
negligence or for the want of religious interest
to report. Sermons by C. E. Davis, Revs, E. C.

of our new members to become readers of the

«dozen years, more or less, while he
gs and
-and persistently disturbe:l their meetin avd inannoyed the people by his obnoxious
ceased. to
sane talk and doctrine, forbearance
Rev. B.
be a virtue, and last. week the pastor,
State’s AtA. Sherwood; made complaint’ to
h was
torney Bates, and on Wednesday Aldric

1.

in

be gathered

P Bickford—Mrs

B Clough—S Curtis-2—I B Coleman—W Clement—
P C Cufter—N Clark—S8 A Comstock—E A Coombs
—S M Cleveland—J W Cate—C E Covell-R Deer.

trict,and owing tothe bad condition of roads the

the future. We hope to be able to induce many

es” for
endured Caleb Aldrich’s * eccentriciti
continually

The council resdlved:

—L

a perfect ciire
two to four in

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE
for all the wsrst forms of PILES.

Brown—E F Bachelder—W H Bowen—dJ M Ba ley

SanxpwicH
(N. H.) Q. M.—Held its lust
session with the 3d Holderness church, Jan.
25—27..
This church is situated in a rural dis-

to 28. “Good

seed has been sown, that" may

led
1. B. church bave been soundly conver
The interest is still good
18
There
and it is hoped the work will go on.
:
no excitement.
;
Vermont.
2
The church in Sutton is relieved, for the presas
ent at least, of a very troublesome person,
may ‘be learned from the following extract
‘ (rom the St. Johnsbury Caledonian:
had
After the Free Baptist church in Sutton
a

minister.

we truly feel

4

from

grown

has

ber

greatly

others are seeking.

for baptism,

‘ REV. A. M.

to thank God and take courage, since our num-

the
More than twenty. attending and

‘ quickened.

truth against strong opposition.
the first and only church of our

faith in this part of the State,

Backsliders

have been reclaimed and the churches

‘Money Letters Received.

four members, who have been faithful in defending the
This being

16, 1881.

N S Austin—C B Atwood—A A Allen—American
8 S Union—O H Bradford—W W Bean—C E
Brockway—G Bullock—S B Bordwn—Mrs M A
Bangs—J Bickford—Mrs E C Beal—S H Barrett—
A F
Bennett—S D Bates—Mrs L W Barden—O A
Lesse—W C Burns—E H Butts—T F Butler—T I

in July, 1878, with

little church was organized

Christians and most of
Saviour.

public meeting

respondent who sends this news,adds that ‘‘this

, been with
Rev. Mr. Whittier, Evangelisthas
been
"them nearly three weeks. Meetings have
have started to become

AR. FEBRUARY

ST

on Friday, before the 5th Sunday in
:
Che As GORDON, “Clerk.

cor-

The

most of whom are heads of families.

"union services with good results ever since.
held every afternoon and evening,

oe i

STRAFFORD Q. M.—Held its last Sesion with
the church at North Tunbridge, Vt.,
Beh. 4-6.
Churches all reported by letter and delegates,
and the reports were quite cheering. The business of conicience was transacted in harmony. |
Social meetings very spirited, and made,we be|' lieve, an impression for good. 'The preachiog
was both practical
und spiritual, and we trust
many were profited.
Rev. A.
Shepard from
| the Corinth Q. M. and Rev. E. Blake from

and interest.

gradually increased in numbers

has been

village

at Meredith

church

Thie

:

:

fs

ginning
ay.

.

blessed with the outpouring of the Holy Spirit
in a series of meetings cosmenced early in
Jan.by Bro, W. A. Phillips, ofN. Y. The
meetings which were at, first thinly attended

One young

MORNING

has bee

The First Kanawha F. B. church

been converted. ....+. A seat Effingham
commenced

man has recently
ries ‘of meetings’

THE

West Virginia.

F}

-

+ First Ossipee and WakeSettle a pastor...
under
field. church is enjoying some prosperity

the labors of Rev. H, T. Barnardg

LA

—————————————————

Landscape,
Chromo Cards etc, name on,
10¢. 20
Gilt-Edge Cards, 10¢. CLINTON&
Co., North Haven, Ct
"18d leow
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THE MORNING, STAR,

These fleeting hours, so sly and still,
Have changed the pieture at their will;
For in my mirror I behold
:
The new commingled with the old,

Some white is%hining. mid the gold; Like ghosts thaghaunt our fairest hours,
The frost wind wanders mid the Sowers,
Around

the eye, faint shadows play,

As twilight at the close of day;.
While the dark. distance melts away, fan
A deeper range the vision fills,
And nearer seem the sunset hills;
‘While, peering mid the Summer bowers,

Disrobed of half their sweetest flowers,
The silent marble seems to say:
‘ Thus earthly glory fades away.”
Upon the brow, faint lines of care,
O’er which hang thinner locks of hair;

As Autumn foliage, bending low
Beneath its weight of early snow,
And cheeks, from which the roseate

light

Of Summer bloom had faded quite;
A step less buoyant, heart less gay,
As if less certain of the way;

!

set,

Ne’erfloated through the groves of June,
And over all in words of gold:
¢ These fairer forms grow never old.”

enjoyed it.
ways, and
one young
shipmates:

he must fall into that

sea, and was letting go his hold, ‘when a

or.

brave arm was

¢“ Dat?” said Sam, looking up from
heap of potatoeshe was slicing for the
ing-pan, * dat am ‘Jack. His name
Jack. A sort ob lady's man.”
¢ Isn't he much of a sailor
‘“ Yah, put he’s mighty ’tickler..

his

1

* Trunk packed ?”
“Yes, Sir.”

his

mates,

‘‘Have some,

Bob? said Tom

the treater.

His son Bob was

train feeling oné strong impulse of the
stéam after another, driving ahead rapidly,

\l

but on the wrong track, and there seems

to be neither brake

to stop it nor switch

to turn it.

“I must bring Bob’s train to a standstill and change its course. somehow,”

thought Mr. MacGregor.

* Afd—and—

he shall have a taste of salt water.

Yes,

a whole mouthful! He shall go to sea.
sometimes stops young chaps and

i
a
)
LE

3“etnto thinking.”

And now, Bob's trunk was packed for
the sea, on big) rough, neisy, turbulent

sea, there to find out if a mouthful 8 of salt
water would stop him.
And, Bob,” said his father once more,

We
“

meet on shipboard a youmg

Yet Bs the
ie name of Henry Hunter. He

$e somewhere on our line of packets. If
‘you havea chance do him a favor, for his
father saved my life while I was away at

checked

himself,

said quietly,

“Well,

Grant,

no; if you mean that I have

am still tied to my

mother's apron- string,

and I am willing to say that before all the
world. Look here, boys,” and here Jack
threw himself on the floor of the

forecas-

tle, ¢“ I have a short yarn fer yow.

I had

a father, and I think he was as nice a man

as ever left a bride behind him to follow
the sea. for a living, and a braver man I
know never put foot on a ship's deck. He
became

a sailor

after. marriage, ‘I have

said, and, beginning rather late in life, he
was naturally anxious to make up for
lost time, and strove in every way to win
the good opinion of his officers.

the

itself, the Gypsy
there

was

yard, clinging with one hand, swinging
over the ocean-chasm, it seemed to him
as if in his life of misdoing he had been
falling with his eyes shpt; but suddenly
that fall had been arrested, his eyes were

opened, and there he was hanging over
an abyss, to be saved by an insulted
shipmate.
“Jack, I owe you everything. Tell
me your whole name, and I know my
father will have you‘ypromoted in the
company’s employ,” said Bob.
“My name? Henry Jackson Hunter.
use

part

of

my

middle

name.”
¢“ Henry Hunter? Did your father save
Robert MacGgregor?”
* ¢ That was one that he saved. He res-

cued several.”
Bob wanted to ask him if Robert Macdared not, and

Henry

Hunter

but he
was

too

he went into the water after aman who
had fallen overboard and, risking his own

life, saved another's.

insulting words

that

day,

and

then

he

went to his chest, took out the ¢‘Navigator,” and gave it to Henry.

Bob

squirm-

ed when he handed over also the temperance advice; but he toed

did his duty.

?

the

mark

and

:

The railroad train was rot only stopped

that day, but switched off on

to a new

track, for Bob began, a bétter life.
though he found the

seh

a

rough,

And
hard

plucky,

upright,

The man he rescu

ed felt gratelul, and being rich, made
him a present. He also offered him a |
glass of wine, intending, I’ suppoge, to
give him what he- fancied was a sil

successful

seaman.—

Christian Weekly.
THINGS BY WRONG NAMES,
« Papa, what kind of wood do they ake

lead-pencils of?” asked Charlie Greaves,
as he looked up from. the paper upon

which he was drawiig an outline map,
“From tlie - wood

Boxwood

of the red cedar,”

the far-away regions
and Caspian Seas.”
‘¢ And
wood
“Yes.

hence

is

is’ largely

used

monod

called

the

Black

Turkish

box-

We have wrong impressions-|
about a good many things, very much
misled by the names which have been
given to them; andthat was mainly what
I had set out to talk about.

For instance,

Arabic figures were not invented

by

the

Turkish baths

are not of Turkish origin, nor are they
batbs at all. They are hot-air rooms.
Prussian blue does not come- from

Prus-

sia’; Brazilian grass does not come from
Brazil ; Burgundy pitch is het pitch, nor
is it manufactured

in Burgundy,

nor

ex-

:

ported frem it.”

“All that sounds very contradictory,”
declared

Charlie.

“Still,

I

read

the

other day that whalebone is no bone at
all.”
“Nor is it. “It does not possess any of
the properties of bone. 1Itis a substance

attaclied to the lower jaw of a whale, and
serves to strain the water, of which the

Queries, in which a correspondent says that he
is anxious to ascertain the name of a town or
small district situated, he believes, in the north
of Asia Minor, the inhabitants of which still
worship
the old Roman
deities y—adheriog,
no end of futile attempts to derive Latin and | even now, to the pagan faith which once ruled
Greek. Further interest was excited when it the civilized world, We do not know whether
becaipe known that this newly found langnage
this correspondent will succeed in finding out
contained an enormous mass of literature anything eoncerning these particular * exists
alleged to be the oldest in the world. Allthings
ing pagans,” as he calls them; but we are sure
thus combined to stimulate speculation as to the
he would not have to limit his research to a
true character of the relationship between
** small district in the north of Asia Minor,”
Sanskrit and the languages of Greece and
were he in/search of men and women who are
Rome.—John Fiske in February Atlantic.
still pagans in many of their beliefs. and
practices,
Who does not know Christian men
HED J th 0 cb
ante
and women who talk in sll seriousness about
“bad luck,” a ‘piece of good fortune,” or
being* born under, a good star *? Who can
not count, in his own community, those who
In Mr, M. D. Conway's last paperon ** Engwill on no account be one of thirteen at table,
lish Lakes and Their Genii” in Harper's, the or who are seriously disturbed if they see the

name of a certain worthy baronet and M. P. “is

given which I have ‘withheld, lest it let the
reader too suddenly into the inner history of a
romantic episode which happened here some
years ago, and is not yet forgotten.
Il.et the

stranger turn to Harper, and find out by instinct whichit is. A brother of this baronet,
while traveling, a stranger in this country;
became the instrument for bringing, by a- very
subtile influence, Boston, New Hampshire and

‘ The Lakes,”

into a clgse relationship

each other. Over

department

with

the magazine and newspaper

of the

Boston

Public

Library

presided a young lady of twenty-five, fair, of
robust health, finely formed, intelligent, and of
excellent address—who was an intellectual

queen in her little domain,
came, but waiting

knowing few’

upon all with the

accomplished Jadyhood.

There was one visitor

maga-

‘“ Here isa glaring instance,” he said. zine or paper in his hand, and it was remarked
[that his attention seemed to be directed more
‘ We call this sealing-wax.
It does not’ to the young lady than to what he was readcontain a single particle of wax¢ It is ing.

made of shellac, Venetian turpéntirie, and
cinnabar, the last giving it its deep red
color. The tuberose is not a rose. Kid
gloves are made of lambskin, and catgut
from the entrails of sheep. ' There is no

sarsaparilla in ¢ sarsaparilla’;, thers is no

ginger in * ginger ale’; there is nothing
water,’

‘ miperal

of mineral character in

and * seltzer’ has nothing it¥'it appertaining to seltzer water except water.”

** Why, papa, you can-detect the flavor
of sarsaparilla in sarsaparilla.”

*‘ Pure sarsaparilla has
all,” insisted Mr. Greaves.

no flavor at
‘‘ The agree:

able flavor of the extract of sarsaparilla is
obtained from a decoction of winter-green
and sassafras.”
Charlie stared at his drawin 2, a bewildered look on his face.

*¢ Things ought to be called by their
right names,” he said.
«In morals as well as

in other mat-

ters,” supplemented his father.
called innocent amusement.
simply to ‘prevaricate’; to

We

don't

* Viceis
To
steal

lie is
is to

cheit

our

neighbors any more: we merely ¢circumvent’ them. Never allow yourself to
be deceived, my dear boy, by such ¢softening’ of terms. Old-fashioned\names for
crimes are the best, however. harsh, they

Now

acat may

look

question that if a cat

upon

a

king,

were to sit every

but I

day

looking over the top of a magazine at

him, his

Majesty would

or sum-

* off with

his head,”

mon some one to do it for him.

A young lady

thus looked at has no remedy, even ifshe object, and the young lady under notice first
tried to feel indifferent, then

she

became

‘noyed, then ingest, and probally
so at the survefflance,

an-

appeared

but had no redress.

He

was a well-seeming man, modest, quiet, genteel
and his attention the most respectful, and his
eyes were unobjectionable as eyes, but decidedly so for the use to which they were put. Byand-by there were overtures from the eyes, and
by other avenues, for an interview, which was
denied emphatically.
Then the intercession of
friends was sought, but without effect, and at
last, by a womanly stratagem, thé two were
brought together—she shy and reluctant, he

ardent and manly-—and in the intdrview he
told her who he was, his position in English
society
‘tion for
begged
until he

(the brother of a baronet), his admiruher, as shown by his attention, and
herto marry him.
This she refused
should show his vouchers, Her shrewd

New Hampshire training difl not encourage so

doubtful

an alliance.

Expecting

however,

from her

whit: unfil

to

supply all proofs, he Jeft Boston.
long,

for

in

a month

or

so he

a

consent,
he

new moon

over

their

should

But ‘not for
returned und

presented abundant testimony of his identity,
with letters from his lady mother and sisters
of-4

very affectionate character, and ‘doubts
d so far as the land was concerned, but
the “ old folks at home ” must be consulted be-

may sound."—F. H. Stauffer, “in Golden fore she would consent. So up he went to
New Hampshire for them to ratify the bond,
Days.
;
oy
ig
.| where he fought harder than 8t. Paul did with
++
the wild beast at Epliesus to secure their asA sailor, talking one day to a friend
ut, and returning, found that «4 brother had
about his conversion, said: “It was Anticipated him a train to get to Boston first
caused, under God, by a story I read in |} d discourage the match. The Indy convine-

left shoulder,

or who

would resort to almost any expedient rather
than begin a journey, or any undertaking of
importance) on Friday ? Making ull due allowange for mere habits of speech, und for jesting
and pretense, there remains among people who
profess to have
a Christian faith in their
“hearts, a mode of thought and uction whiclf has
far more in common with paganism than with
the religion of the Bible.
If there is left but
one little corner in any heart, which is still a
shrine of what the old poets called ** heathengsse,” then that corner ought forthwith to be
réwnscerated to the Lord. —4, 8. Thnes.
“Or

———

AN OPAL,

who

dignity of

‘cupying a particular position, with his

materials,

-

THE LITERARY LADY AND THE ENGLISH SQUIRE.

creature takesup large mouthfuls.”
.| who, from not being specially distinguished at
Mr. Greaves picked up a piece of seal- first, became remarkably so by the constancy,
ing-wax from among Charlie's drawing-|. of his attendance. Every day found him oc-

It is a legend that
Change hue and
| When love is. lost,
Is touched with

the opal will
lose its Hght
or when the wearer's heart
secret blight.

We

only smile, but in our heart of hearts
We lean toward the thought
‘That as we cease to love, in something fair to

us
"A subtle change is wrought.
A rounded cheek
The warm tints
~What meaneth it
There glows no

is our fair ring, where once
wept and came;
that in that circle fair
tongue of flame—

-

No faintest tints! the opaline hath lost
Tts power to glow and change,
And Nature knows no sadder-loss than thia
In all her mystic rages
i
O rounded cheek, we wgtched the warm
fade
§
Out slowly day by day,—
ry
As in the opal pales the shifting tints
That die out ray on ray.
Thou art not fair to us, O

tints

rounded cheek!

We mourn in tender ruth,

O friend, thine eye that seemed an opal clear
Hath lost the light of truth,
— Mss Adelaide Stout,
SWB

The

new

:

Sn

first installment of Mr. Edwin Arnold’s

oriental

poem

India.” appears in

entitled

‘The

Iliad of

e Junuary number of

International Revi. —Lha

the

Sunday $ghout

Times says of it:

:

“The poem is founded on the Mahabharata;
and probably Mr. Arnold will suc ceed in
transforming that extraordinary jumble of
love and larceny, murder and metaphysics,

into something which his admirers will consider just alittle purer and more lofty Yon Whe
gospel of Jesus.”

St. Peter’s Church at Rome, will hold 654,000
persons; Milan Cathedral, 87,000; St. Paul’s at
Rome, 32 0005 Bt. Paul's at London, 25,0004 St.

Petronio at Bologna,

dral, 24,300;
Sophiw’s,

Antwerp

24,400; Florence

Cathe-

Cathedral, 24,000; St.

Constantinople,

23,000;

St.

John

Lateran, 22,000; Notre Dame.at Paris, 20,000.

‘Rev. Dr, McCosh, President of ‘Princeton
replied*Mr. Greaves, as he took a seat a child's paper of
a little girl praying for ed of the integrity of his character and his true | college, suys the three men on this continent
© |, near his son. “It is principally obtained
listentd to no sinister Peréuasion, best dhalitied 10 speak on scientific Subjects
‘her impenitent fithe
I never see a

, sone:
| sone sawed Into “strips, dried again,

be stre and lét rum ‘alone, hor shifiess buofinybd in dhe hd
help him all
I can. And there,I1] aner another. Coming Lome drunk one

then cut to the proper’ ‘size

"They are grooved

for pencils.

be pg of God's

mouths of babes an

hyfnachinery,the Yeads perfected praise.” |

Sucklins- ide. thon
Er

> +e
day, he fell-apon the sidewalk and struck’ are glued into the grooves, ant'the other
his head against!the curbstone, bleeding | half of the wood glued en. Tt is a little| 'In writing for the press, if
put fire into your writings, you
oafully. I happened 10 be

going

home.

odd that, though we, oall them lead-pen-

put your: writings into Whe
[J

AT

hitherto been .generally supposed to be barbarians.
The discovery was emphasized by
the fuct that'no ‘such obvious resemblances
existed'in Hebrew, a’ language much nearer
geographically, and from which there bas been

of

for fine engravings.
The best is of a delicate yellow color, clear and free from
“spots.
It cuts smoothly and evenly, with
no crumbling or tearing,
It is found in

master, he served it faithfully
and madea | ‘appropriate.’

One day

can and

~ wonder: ithewouldn't like that? ”
f
Mr.
r took down a *¢ Navigator” from his book-shelves.

In a few minutes

much of a gentleman to let him know.
not cut loose from my mother’s influence,
Bob made a handsome apology for his
Thaggp't. If that is what you mean, I

1

I will

and clung for life.

Gregor set his father to drinking,

:

ne.

i)Ny

#He graspeda becket

The boys only

are stamped.

hundreds

gauging. rods,
which ‘figures

Arabs, but by the Indians.

had stopped the runtiing-away railroad
,|tfain. Up there on the fore-top-gallant-

and then

: ‘#ea onve. 1 gut into the water and be west thing
hil

the

MacGregor that went up. His life had
met with an abrupt shock. Something

,

Jack

to

Catch, quick.”
And Bob caught.

to see who his friend was, and

“I'm no lady’s man,” thought Bob, and
accepted the invitation.
¢¢ Have some, Jack ?”

head.

on

Jack, the lady’s han!
Bob MacGregor went down from that
foremast a different person from the Bob

ge itr

MacGregor knew it.

him

lifted her masts into position, and the
danger was over. Bob looked about him

¢¢ Can you walk.a rope !”
This was an offer made to the trim la“ Well, father, I strung a rope out in day's man,
He shook his head.
the yard from one fence to the other, and
“No, I thank you.”
‘have been trying to walk it. I couldn’t
In a little “while Jdck passed through
the forecastle again, and the offer was rep
' ¢« Well, have you got your sea-legs on,
peated.
and can you walk a ship’s deck ?”
¢“ No, I thank you,” was his reply.
4 I have been faithfully trying to walk
The brandy was now flashing into Bob's
up and down a plank while Ned Abbott. brain and threw him off his guard. Sneergee-sawed it, and I thought I did quite| jingly he cried out,
well.”
=~
‘ He has not cut his. mother’ s.apronBob’s father laughed over his son’s ‘‘sea- string yet.”
drill,” as he called it. This going to.sea
‘The blood came to Jack's face "quicker
was really no laughing matter,-and Mr. than the brandy had mounted to Bob's

not a positively bad boy, but somehow
the bad that was in him was coming forward at a rapid rate and the good was in
-the background. He was like a railroad

‘his body,

“« God Eive ‘me strength, " whispered
rescuer. ‘Hold on there, Bob.

squall had exhausted

®man,”

had hidden in his chest, and was treating

about

yard.

He
don’t chewsin’, an’ he

be classified ‘as a lady's
man, and had quickly proved it. On the
Fourth of July one of the men in the forecastle brought out a brandy-flask that he

thrown

and somebody dragged

the
fryam

Bob could not

row.”

He open-

ed his eyes once more,
saw that black,
scowling sky, saw that angry, foaming

him.

UP ON.THE YARD-ARM,
¢¢ All ready, Bob ? Ship goes to-mor-

in Connecticut that consume

from

boiling, wrathful

chasm opening to receive him.

Having defined the term ¢‘lady’s
Sam modestly comtemplated once more
the mysteries of the potato-heap before

Family Circle.

feet

the cook, and pointing out the young sail-

don’t swar, an’ he
don’t drink.”

Chide not my mirror, tho’it seem
To play me tricks, for I must;deem
It truthful, and shall ever bless
The glory of its truthfulness:
‘What was, what is, it shows to me,
‘With the fair view,—what is to be.

Bob's

abyss of the sea, clinging to a becket only
with his left hand. There he swung: He
tried to throw himself back and grasp a,
becket with his other hand. He failed.
He grew dizzier. It seemed to him as if

He always looked trim about: his dress,
and was trim in his talk, and trim in his
habits generally.
« Who's that?” asked Bob of his friend

flowers whose wealth of rich perfume,

sir.”

rough

shown him, and Bob rather
He adapted himself ‘to their
that they enjoyed. There was
sailor who differed from his

A form more fair to mortal view,
Than earthly glory ever knew;
A Spring, to whose diviner light,
These years are as the shades of night,

4 Yes,

were a pretty

shook

their hold upon the foot-ropes, and flung | tons every year for rules,
him out so that he hung over the awful and similar articles upon

sea-lions that went on two legs.
As Bob
was an owner's son a little deference was

But lo, as through the heavens afar,
Comes the sweet light of some new star,
So golden and so strangely bright,
It fills the soul with purer light;
Another fairer scene appears
Beyond the circuit of the years.

And

The crew

| es.

How can the mirror bring to view
Seenes of such ever varying hue?
Can frost and flowers and fruitage be
‘What mystic touch, beneath the ny
_Can make the changeful picture one?

were a toy boat,

over, and he began to make acquaintanc-

Or as the pilgrim, doomed to roam,
Halts in the nearer view of home.

re.

you toad

had better

#
hdd She Is now
the wife: ‘of nu] of Montreal, and Professor Guyotof Princeton: :
“Spulent English squire, by the beutiful’ lakes,”
‘Prof. Hill, Principal of the Normal Behool
is beloved by all who know her, and adorns the at® Oregon, Hall county, Mo., will be private 3
distidguished family eircle to which she was secretary to President Garfield. - Mr, Hill.was
called.- And thus the conneciton exists be- one of the faculty of the college at Hiram, O.,
:
tween Boston and
* Wordsworthshire,”—
when General Garfield was President of thas
Boston Letter to the Hartford Post,
Institution,
x

ES

ett

The other has its mystic birth
Upon the sad and shadowy earth.

Fa

~

One end upon the tossing sea,

pe

a

children plays.

All this I see, and fair and bright,
Across the azure of the sky,
A bow of promise bends for me—

—

Around whose door in Summer days,
A: group of merry

Seid

f

FA

Beside a clear and silvery stream,
As pictures in a morning dream,
A cottage, trimmed with purest white,
Stands in the mellow, golden light,

pon

The measure of the Summer hours,
And sunshine sleeps upon the flowers.

Put

A

pat

Straying in wildness everywhere ;

Fair Summer gonches all the hills,
‘While sweetest music ever fills

ide

bowers Where roses grew.

step as buoyant as the air,

£5

And cheeks that wore the living hue
Of Summer

Ve

2A

-

Fb

An eye of light, undimmed by years,
Unstained by sorrow’s blinding tears
A brow, untouched by lines of care,
Beneath a wealth of golden hair;

Ca

BARKER.

Ge

BY PROF. J. W.

ov

“go

— What saucy tricks my mirror plays;
It seems a few uncounted ddys,
\
(As fleet as Summer*clouds at morn,
It hardly seems that they are gome,)
Since in #his mirror bright and fair,
.The form and glow of youth were there;

LG

MY MIRROR.

A OOMMON MISPRONUNCIATION,

Wisallny,

as A RIN

7.

Fin

a

‘1

—

drawing a sled a boy lent me, for drunk- cils, there isi not a particle of lead in
ards’ children are not apt to be sled-own- them.”
{
“* There goes Parnell, the Irish agitatorI"
ers, and on that sled, helped by another
Master Charlie looked keenly at his
-| observed a gentleman on the seat before me,
in a railroad car. “ Parnell, is it?” replied his.
father,junder a suspicion that he was
it among my friends.
You have one al- boy, I drew home my poor father. He
INTELLEOTUAL RESULTS OF THE companio
n. * That is Mr. Parnell,” whisperquizzing him.
.
| ready, and this, if you see Henry, hand to died that night, and that night, when
ed the lady behind me to her daughter. “ Mr,
ENGLISH OONQUEST OF INDIA.
*‘ Why, papa, 1 can see ‘the lead,” he
him. You may not meet him, true, but ~mother was crying, I told her I never
« Ah!” "Now here were four person
s,
No event of modern times has exertéda
there will be room in your trunk for it, ‘would touch liquor in any shape, from affirmed. *¢ And. what" else makes it
educated people evidently, who in the cou
more
profound
and
manifold
mark?”
influence
upon
beer to brandy and anything beyond.
and you can bring it home again if yn
of two minutes mispronounced a plain English
‘ Red lead is an oxide of lead, white the intellectual culture of mankind than the name, It is always annoying to hear the acAnd if to keep my word to my mother is
don’t see Henry. n
English conquest of India. The enlargement
cent misplaced ona name, whether local or
Bob was elated at the-idea of going to | to be tied to her aproh-string then I am lead is a carbonate of lead, but the black of our mental horizon
which has resulted therepersonal. We Americans seem to have taken
lead
used
in
pencils
is
neither
4
metal
nor
sea. Every spare moment he was outin fastened for life, and, God helping me, I
from is not less remarkable than that which ata compound of metal. * It is plumbago, or tended the revival of Greek studies in the a fancy for (throwing the accent in family
‘the yard bruising himselfin his attempts will never cut the string.”
names on the last syllable, if possible, in de“No, no, don't yon!” ‘implored old graphite,—one of the forms of carbon. The fifteenth century. It is-not simply that obser- fiance of all sound rales
to walk a rope or stand steady on a seaof good sense or- good
sawing “plank, and he received several Billy Minard, who was rough-handed but graphite is ground fine,calcined, and mix- yation of India is making ‘us acquainted with taste. These two qualities, by the bye, are
an enormous multitude of primitive social,
¢“ That's a yarn that ed with pure clay, then baked in a crucible
very closely allied. You can never have good
cuts in his hand trying to * swing,” as he not rough-hearted.
linguistic, and religious ‘phenomena Which
taste without good sense as the foundation,
called it, his sheath-knife. Ife went on fetches water,” and he drew his tarred The different proportions of graphite and, formerly were
hidden from our notice. In
False taste is inevitably absurd, Now this
clay produce the various grades of péncils. contemplating
board the Gypsy semewhat hilarious over sleeve across his eyes.
these phenomena, we have be-. common .mi spronunciation of names
ending in
Leads
intended
for
very
fine
work,
such
several glasses of ale; presenting himself ‘+ I'guess, I guess,” ejaculated the own-_
come possessed of a method of study which. ell has neither
good sense mor good tasie in
as
architectural
drawings,
are
reheated.
has
already
er
of
the
flask,
‘‘
we'll
put
this
by.”
wrought
in ‘sailor style,” as; he thought, and
aksuch wonders as to vie
its favor.
It is opposed to: the spirit of our
The men had: now been. ordered on after the baking, and immersed in melted with the ointment of the Arabian dervish, that mother tofigue. Last year I had a nephew in
ing use of the temperance advice ith
enabled its ower to detect all the buried treas- ‘love with & charming
which he went loaded to sea for Henry deck, and up they scrambled one after wax or suet.”
girl, Miss Brownell; of
ures of the earth. This mighty talisman is course she was Lily
the
other.
"Bob
had
said
nothing
and
“Red
cedar
must
be
a
very
light
Brownell to her lover.
Hunter's benefit.
the comparative method, or the attempt to in- For three months I heard
Tom 'mispronounce
wood,” surmised. Charlie, as he balanced.
¢¢ Pooh, who am dis comin’ ?” queried made no apology for his words, though
terpret a fact-by comparing it with a series. of ber name, or that of her family,
a dozen times
have slipped his pencil on his fingers. * Where does similar facts, which different circumstanc
the old ship’s cook, running his big dark he felt small enough
es: a day. A few months later, as ill luck would
rosewood
get
down
into
his
boots
and
"hidden
there
if
its
name
from?
Its color is have caused to vary in different degrees. I do have it, his sister was courted
eyes and woolly head out of his warm caby Harry Benot mean to imply’ that mankind have not dell, pronounc
not rose color.™
boose, -and eying-the swaggering Bob, they had been an inch wider.
ed Bedell of course. Now
always
used.this
method
more
or less, both in Brownell and Bedell are good English
Look here, Juck,” said Jerry Martin,
*¢ Older persons than you have been , |
who felt his imponfance as an ‘‘ owner's Los
|
names,
me
science and in\matters of every-day and should have
a good English pronunciation.
| som,” and was decke .in all the ostenta- a fellow with a small, half-shut tiger- puzzled over the matter,” replied Mr. life.
Nor do. I mean to claim *for modern Bedell is no doubt the-same
as Beadle. Many
tious sailor-gear possible. ** Salt water ye, ‘* thatall you going to do ‘bout that Greaves. *‘‘ When the tree is first cut,the _ Philology any exclusive title to the honor of
fresh wood possesses a very strong rose- having shown what can be done by studying English names ending in ell were originally
will take de nonsense out ob dat chap.” insult? Sha'n’t you take it up?”
connected with the common nouns well or
like fragrance. Hence the name was phenomena in this . Way. Ido not forget that wall.
‘I shall take it up as I think best.”
By night the Gypsy was fairly at sea.
The governor of the State of
New York
‘“ Lay, aloft and furl that fore-top-gal- suggested by the odor, and not by the the classification of living and extinct animals to-day is Governor Cornell. The university
Overhead it was cloudy and grim, No
in
by Cuvier, With reference to paleontological
lan’-sail!” roared the eaptain, poinkvg at color.”
Western New York is Cornell University.
stars that night.
gigantic
was
a
epochs,
act
of
comparison,
which
We bave knowua Judge Hubbel. LiddelZ
“ Where are the trees found?”
‘ "Twould ]look sort of homelike, as the the foremast.
first made it possible for us to understand the
and Waddell are instances of the same fancy.
‘In South America, and in -the Last
* The weather had suddenly + become
land lights have all faded,” thought Bob,
past history of life on our globe. 1t -is none Littell’s Magazine travels over half the
country.
“to have a few stars shine overhead. squally. The sea was tumbling about Indies ahd neighboring islands. Some of the less true not only that the systematic em- But the propensity to throw the accent
on the,
and the ship with it. Ugly black clouds the trees grow so large that planks four ployment of the comparative method on an last syllable is not confined to names
‘Wish one star would light up.”
ending in
feet
extensive
scale
is
theanost
notable
philosophic
broad and ten feet long are cut from
ell. Barnard is frequently pronounced BarNot a star lighted up though for the rolled along the heavens. There was the
young sailor. Below it was uneasy, rough; sound of a growling and roaring all over them. These broad planks are ptinci- achievement of the nineteenth century, bys nard, Tricketts becomes Tricketts, General
also that its first great triumph was the estabthe billows tumbling around and smiting the rigging as if a lot of bears were climb- pally used to make the tops of piano- lishment of the Aryan, or lndo-European, Steuben is General Steuber, inipite of his
German birth. That distinguished gentleman,
fortes. When growing in the forest, the
their heads together like a mob gone mad. ing the ropes.
family of languages. This triumph was pre- the present Secretaty of State, is spoken
of, in
rose-tree
.
¢
Lay
aloft
there,
men,
ny
aloft!
Be
is remarkable for its beauty.”
The wind was blowing fresh and howled
pared by the study of Sanskrit, which ensued
rustic parlance, as Mr. E-varts.
Not long
*¢
I
should
think
the
spry,”
shouted
the
captain.
forests
upon
the
English
conquest
of
India.
Previous
would
be—
all sorts of dismal tunes through the rigsince we were ‘shown a collection of the fa-°
Up, up went several of the men, Bob be—depleted,” Charlie said, not. quite to this, indeed, the close resemblance between mous caricatures-of Ho-garth! A year or two
ging.
Greek and Latin had beg n. often enough resince we were introduced—with a flourish—
¢¢ O dear,” thought Bob, leaning over leading off. He felt light-headed, but he sure that he had used the right word.
marked, and theories had been entertained con“So
they
“to nn Assembly man from a Western State,”
are,”
replied
his
father.
“In
the ship’s rail, with an indescribable feel- pushed on and reached the top-gallant |
cerning’ a primeval kinship between the peo““ I
yard. Work on the sail was almost Madras, the government" prudently has ples of Greece and Italy. Butin the case of the Honorable Mr. Hub-bard!
ing of discomfort in his stomach,
. Oh shade of old Mother
Hubbard.—Febhad
great
plantations of the tree set out, peoples 80 similar in aspect and se cjosely conwould like to see the top of father’s old over. - Bob was the farthest out, his feet
ruary Atlantic.
in
order
to
keep
up
the
supply.’
Do you nected with one another from'ti
mmemorial,
hat coming along the back yard at home.” planted on the foot-ropes running under
O--B-0-0
+0
this similarity of speech did not provoke much |.
¢¢ Sick, young man P Hab a limun ?” the yard and clinging with his left hand know what boxwood is?”
curiosity.
It
was
quite
SUPERSTITION.
otherwise
Charlie did not answer at once.
when a
It was the old cook hailing Him, and to a becket or rope on the sail that "the
Are there still left upon the earth any.wor“Yes, papa.
A carpenter's rule is language unmistakably akin to Greek and
Bob welcomed him joyfully, as fidesery: hand can grasp. Bob had been feeling
Latin, both in grammar and vocabulary, was
shipers of the gods and goddessess of ancient
dizzy, when suddenly, a squall struck the made of boxwood.”
traveller sights a fountain.
discovered in Such &h out-of-the-way country
Greece and Rome? A curious, letter appears
*¢ Just so, my boy.
There are factories as Hindustah, and among a people who bad ‘in a recent number of the English
It bent the Gypsy over as if she
After a while Bob's sea-sickness was ship.
Notes and
¢ That was given me the other day by
.the publisher; knewing I wasa shipowner,
I suppose, and that I might make use of
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and religious support that comes from the

coronal region. - He had all the sensitiveness of a girl, with a quick, strong temper, great benevolence and little venera-

There was in him much of the God-

like, there was in him

He was left an orphan at the age of four

out becoming convinced of Poe's rare’
genius for imaginative composition. They

years, and the beautiful and precocious
‘boy was adopted by John Allan, a wealthy

have

of Richmond, Va., who in the

merchant

gemained six years.

After his return

home he livéd with the Allans at Richwond for three or four years, pursuing
his studies under private tutors.,
Charlottesville, where

of Hawthorne,

weirdness

fgworks included- among

in his

his miscellanies

through the influence of Mr. Allan he se-

on

to

PARTICULAR

1834, leaving a will which did not even
mention the young man’s name. He was
thus obliged to fall back upon his own resources, and.he determined to devote himself to literature. His success at first was
not remarkable. = But in 1833 the struggling author began to be recognized as a
rising luminary in the literary heavens.
In that year the publisher of a literary
journal at Baltimore offered two prizes of

at

The

school

school

committee

committees

of

the

now

Lewiston,

begin

reading, writing, mathematics

graded schools, in which

of
of

their

(not

be-

additional

higher branches may be taught.
Lieutenant-Governor Fay, of

poems.

In 1835 be was employed to assist in
editingthe ** Southern Literary Messenger ”

Island,

has

been

making

‘a

and

Rhode
sensjble

speech in which he advocated the establishment of sci®ntific schools, and the
providing of industrial education in all
correctional institutions for the youth. He
pointed out the absurdity of keeping boys

published at Richmond. While in this position he married his young cousin, Virginia Clem, whom he had always lovHe next quarreled with his published.

eight or ten years

in a

Reform

School,

ers and left Richmond for New York, cane-seating chairs or putting heels on
‘Where’ he lived two years, gaining a pre. shoes, and then sending them out into
the world with no trade wherewith to
carious livelihood by occasional contribu- earn an honest living.
Mr. Fay's sugtions to the periodical press. His fiction, gestion as to the eStablishment of scientific schools

Pym,”

He turns up as an editor again in 1839,

this time of Burton's * Gentlemen's Magoccupied
azine,” nt Philadelphia, He
that post about a year, when he leftto be-

of ‘Graham's Magazine.”

But his intemperate habits were now such

that no dependence could be placed in him
and so he was dismissed from Grahany's;

after a year's service. He served for a
time as sub-editor on the “Evening Mirror” of New York, then conducted by N.

P. Willis and Geo. P. Morris, and

:

editing, the

There are 66,000 schools

and colleges’

in India, with an attendance

of 1,900,000

literature, kjstory and all included

~left-him;~

It was in
'““ The

ly competent native surgeons and physcians,
The natives are said to have re-

tentive memories and ‘expansive imagination, but not sufficient steadiness ‘and
maturity of thought.
iy

after-

¢ Broadway “Journal,”

a

1845 that his famons

poem,

lished in that periodical,

with the

excep- | railway from the city to

*

the summit
Mount Royal Park, Montreal.

A numberof Wisconsin

thai anything else he ever wrote, «* The
Raven” made Poe popular, That jingle
of slightly varied repetition introduced

“TERR Gots ha plo 3 He aot. |So
CT

i

the

grandeur that

was

Poe's wife, to whom he had
Eg

5 Eh Tr
ob
144
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has

lost

one of its best and truest friendsy-yet we
mourn not without hope.
Funeral services
by the writer.
:
CAROLINE KERR, wife of G. W. McKenzie!
was born in Clarendon, N. Y., April 24, 1837,
and:died in Kewanee, 11l., Dec. 19, 1880, At'the

age of eighteen she was converted

and

greatly felt in

the

church,

and the
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deep interest in the poor snd needy and cheering them by her frequent benefaction. A. large
circle of relatives and friends gathered to: pay
the last sad rites to her memory.
The undersizned conducted the funeral services, assisted
by Rev. J. S. Burgess.
No words are gdequate to’ portray the greatness of the loss
sustained in the home to which she brought
go much
comfort and joy. It will also be

a

faithful member, as he Was a consistent Christian, to the last. Bro. Herbeper was a loving
husband, kind father, kind neighbor, agreeable
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Write, ‘‘ Blessed are the,
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In 1856, she came to Ill., was married to G. rest and reward.
stool,book & music ONLY
dead who die in the Lord.”
J. J HALL.
W. McKenzie at Peru in 1858; in 1869 they
This offer is special in orderto introremoved to Kewanee; in 1871 she united with
MaRrILLA H. SMITH, wife of Nathan W.
duce this new instrument. lt is a trifle
the Kewanee F. B. church, then under the
above the actual cost to huild.
Harris, died in Auburn, Me, May 5, 1880, aged
Every one who has examined this style
pastorate of Rev. O. D. Patch.
She had been
22 years.
She was the only daughter of David
o wonders how I can produce so fine anorgam
sick for the last six years and a great sufferer;
forso small amount. My reply.to them is.
which,
however was borne with Christian "H. and Esther S, Smith, and granddaughter of
Ihave the very best facilities for manu.
the late Rev. Thomas Perkins, of New Hamppatience.
She left a husband dnd two chil
facturing, and in my enormous and inFreasing trade Tusually get out from 1 tos
Little more than one year and a
dren, a son and a daughter,to mourn their loss. ton, N. H.
2thousand f one styleat a time, and it is
JFuneral services attended (in absence of her half since she left her childhood’s home where
perfectly plain to be seen that Ican manufacture at a much less cost than smaller
pastor) by Rev. J. IF. Loba of the Congrega= . she was the especially * cherished and be-lovA little margin on each satisfies
« concerns.
ed,” to find a new home with him she had chos<
tional church.
me. Every instrument sold isa standing ude:
en with whom to travel life’s journey, and the
wv.
selves go highthat often 25 sales are traced from the first one sold.
vertisement, they are snreta recommend t
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daughter, Mrs. Henry Smith, Lee county, Ill, ion, speaks plainly of the wisdom of their mutDvery instrument is shipped on’test
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ual choice, and reveals
how
overwhelming
Jan. 23, in the 67th year of her age.
Sister A.
Toney cheerfully refubded and freight charges paid by me both
trial and fully: warranted 6 years.
must
have
beew
the
stroke
to
the.
survivor
or my Catalogue’s &c.
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was converted in early life and had been for
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Stephentown.
For several years a widow, she
tenderness and affection.
We ‘are no advocate
WILL YOU DO THIS!
fore yon decide to buy elsewhere.
had been dividing her time between her only
Address or callon DANIEL F. BEATTY, Washington, N ow Jerseys
living children, a daughter here and*a son in for studied eulogies of the dead, even though
they may be those whom we have fondly loved,
N:Y.
Her life was said to be an exemplificayet all who have known her of who we write
tion of the gospel of Christ.
Thus are the
workers‘falling ; may God raise up others to will parden all'we are capable of offering as a
If personal loveliness,
fill the vacant places and bless the friends of tribute to her memory.
the deceased with the joy of His great salva- an active ahd vigorous mind expanded: and
strengthened by high mental and moral attaintion.
M. B. FELT.
ments, a meekness and sereuity seldom disturbed,
could combine to form a character attractESTHER B. YOUNG died in Thorndike, Me.,
OUNTRY, WILL
ive for its excellence, then may we express
Jan. 24, aged 77 years, 1 month and 14 days.
She leaves a truly bereaved husband, Jesse ‘what we have often thought, that we had nevSe
TS
TSS
wr
Le Sw
LR
ermet one equal to héf to whom so few years
Young, in his 80th year, with whom she had
had been given for maturing those characlived and struggled together in life’s rugged
A
teristies which we most highly prize and love.
path for sixty years; besides children, grandShe
graduated
from
the
Girl’s
High
and
Norchildren, and great-grandchildren and many
mal School in Boston, in 1876; and her power
kind neighbors, to mourn their loss.
She emof application, and the rapidity of her advancebraced religion in early life, lived and died
)
7 La
ment during her student years, indicated a
Torthimgton oer Lea 2 M075
with hope in the Saviour, and has gone to her
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reward.

mind

Fuueral services by Rev. E. Ware of

praiseth her.”

of remarkable ‘ strength;

and

had

her

a
Sheldon

life been grolonisd, we think it would “have
developed a character eminent for Intellectual

Thorndike. Text, Prov. 31: 28.—'“Herchildren
rise up and call her blessed, her husband also

progress and

C. E, W.

attainments.
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Croix Q.

who

liberally

and as such we would present him as an exemulation by the members of the
ample for

St. Croix Q.'M. Although we deeply feel our
loss, and miss his presence, his words of counsel and encouragement,
we would
bow in
humble submission to ‘the Father's will, realizing that our loss is h

ht

W

essed by the emotionsof our suffering hearts
tad our earnest pravers for Heaven's blessings
upon those who ‘mourn the loss of husband
and father. That a copy of - these resolutions
be sent to the Morning Star for publication.
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business
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10 an=
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The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the
Malan
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: kind, for
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We recognize that in the death]

the interests of the Q. i

a

VA)

Lil.
N | & Chenoa

M.,

sponded, both by his prayers and means, to
its demunds, and who was thoroughly indentified with all of its aggressive Christian work;

Nora

==

8LOOMINGTONTSS

ser-

of Bro. Jacobs, the Q. M.-loses a good mun, a}
warm friend and an earnest Christian worker,
one whose heart beat in sympathy to- all of

/

SA

providence has removed from our number our
highly esteemed and mych beloved brother,
Wm. Jacobs, therefore,

Resolved,

FIA

+ay,,,

L. A.H. WELCH.
St.

=\)=)! R ae

Noro " &

©,
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ting out of all these endearing promises and anBERTHA, daughter of Bro. F. M. and Sister ticipations of what the future years would reA.J. Roberts died in Newport, Me., Dec. 10, veal, came tothe husband who is drinking of"
the bitter cup, as without warning the tempest.
1880, aged 3 years, 5 months, 7 days,
She was
cones at noonday to one who is basking in un# beautiful child, a precious gift, and had won
her way to the hearts of all who were familiar clouded sunshine; and the ** thick darkness” |:
obscured all the beauty, all the joy, all the hapwith her. The fond parents and the aunt who
in the
had watched her tender life, feel deeply their piness that was garnered up for him
loved one in whom he had placed his heart’s
loss.
But as
believers
in him
who said,
best hopes.
She leaves an infant. daughter
¢ Suffer little children to eome unto me and
forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of who must walk the rough paths of the world
heaven,” they do not-feel to murmur or com- unshielded by a mother’s love, As we gazed |.
on the beautiful face of the dead, nur bleeding
lain at this second break in their little group,
hearts conld but ery out: *“ Shall man, O God of
Pe seek to kiss the rod; and pray that. it may
grave P’
be sanctified to the home, that all may meet in life and light, forever molder in the
and then to soothe the hopelessness of human
the better lund.
James Boybp.
grief, we gladly turn to the utterances of him
WIDOW SABRINA LEIGHTON died in Dia- who declared, ** [ am the resurrection and the
mound Bluff, Wis., of pneumonia,
Jyn. 6, aged
life,” and we know he pitied dying men too
92 years,6 months. She had been a widow for 40 much to mock them in their woe, or to promise
years. She was born in New Durham, N.H.,
that which he will not fulfill; and thus we can
and was well acquainted with Elder Randall, Av
trust that he doeth alt things well, thongh he
the age of 16 she claimed to have found’, Christ, has ordained that to attain to the ** waking in
but neglected to unite: with the church, but
heaven,” there must first be the sleep of death.
said she held on to Christ.
Ini her last ‘sick:
N.S. CHENEY.
ness she said she was willing
to die that she
and bring the welcome day.”
Fuderal
mon by the writer, from Eccl. 8:8,

Mason
z

+

blot-

group
of States, Indiana -is’ and family, -our heart-felt: sympathies, ex- mre

It'seems that certain provisions of an
absolute law in’New York State for imprisonment for debt have been hbused by
designing lawyers. ‘Pnblic attention is

CURES

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

Diabetes, use Warner's Safe Diabetes Cure.
For Sale by Druggists and all Dealers at 81 25

far

homes and hearts of others, always taking a

30, 1871, to Elving Rolierts, whom he
with

but

two

His

loyalty and soldierly qualities are attested by
many of his comrades.
sie was married

March

church,

and wide her benefieent spirit carried goodwill and aid to others; our colleges and missions always found in her a friend,and a loving
ing heart ever met the pressing calls which
came from many directions. Tor the past 19
Joars she was the companion of our worthy
rother, James Dingley.
Ie has lost a noble
wife, and has the deep sympathy of all who
know him.
Sister D. not only lived a happy

aged 45 years, 5 months and 21 days.
Bro. H.
came to America in 1855; in Aug., 1862, enlisted ingGo. F. 124th Ill. Vol. Inf¥’y., and was a

s

square mile.

.

interest cease with her own

July

born in Germany,

of

the organs that make the blood, and hence is the
best Best Blood
Purifier.
It is the only

to his service. ‘In years gone by she was a
worthy member of, and an ardent worker for
the Main St. F. B. church, Lewiston.
But
for the past twenty years she brought her experience, wealth and heart to promote ‘our interest at Auburn,
being one
ofthe founders of the
church, and ever ready to render it aid..
Her
benevolence, industry.and zeal for her people
will not
be soon forgotten.
Neither did her

be
over

‘the most thickly settled, having 58 to the | P*

Ree.

“The glory that was Greece
And

FOUR

difficulties

the Kidneys, Liver and Urinary Organs. For
Female Diseases, Monthly Menstruations, and
during Pregnancy
it has no equal. It restores

E.q.,

peated, *“ Fly swift around, ye wheelsof time,

‘not long ago complied with the request of
a temperance lecturer to sign the pledge,
have just been astonished Be
return
of
the
documents,
which
prove
be
.in the poem caught “at once the popular promissory notes instead of total toabstiear and held it captive. In ‘* The Bells” nence pledges.
+
:
the same trick is perpetuated with a slight-Massachusetts is now, as she has long
ly varied cadence. These two “are still been, the most: densely ‘populated State
. considered Poe's best poems, though both ‘in the Union, having 228 people to the
in the opinion of the best critics, are in- square mile ; Rhode lor comes next,
with, 211; New Jersey is third, with 135;

ved:

Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all

A project is on’ foot**for building a “Sept. 18, 1880: = Whereas, God in his wise

pub-

To.

should
excess

the

For

Resolutions passed by the

tion perhaps of Bryant's « Thanatopsis,”
has been so popular asthis has. More

ferior to his exquisite sonnet,

Dingley,

might be released trom suffering; and often re-

An institution for the training of hospital nurses is projected in Chicago.

‘¢ North

American Review.” No poem ever

a]

ITEMS OF INTEREST:

"

Raven,” appeared in the

under

the general term of the ‘‘humanities.”
The natives prove themselves very proficient in languages. Scientific education
in India chiefly consists of instruction in
| medical science and civil gngineering,
4 and in both these branclies great success
has been attained.’ The medical colleges
have sent out a great number of thorough-

. Which he continued alone after Briggs
th

is

boys and girls. The intellectual portion
of the instruction given is extended to

wards was associated with C, F. Briggs

in

for industrial education

one which can not be made too often.

a highly imaginative though father te:

dious tale, appeared at this time.

Obituaries

companion,
and in his death, society

yond algebra), geography, English grammar and the history of the United States;
provided that cities and towns may have

It remains to day one of

Mrs. LYDI14, wife of James

the hand.

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

Is made from a Simple Tropical Leaf of Rare
Value, and is a POSITIVE Remedy for all the
diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
body—for Torpid
Liver—Headaches —Jaundice—

died in Auburn, Me., Jan. 10, aged 64 years, 8
months. She was the daughter of the late Rev.
Joseph Hutchinson.
In early life she sought

26.'1835, died near Kewanee, Ill, Jan. 17, 1881,

¢

tale received within a‘certain period. Poe
heard of the offer, competed, and won
both prizes. His poem *‘ Lenore,” when
it appeared in the *‘ Pioneer” took all
hearts by storm. In its irregular melodious
measure it reminded critics of Coleridge's

‘come editor

NOTICE.

PETER HERBENER,

annual report with a little original philosophy, and in the course of this preface
they refer to the influences which ‘derrick
up to a better life.”
The Indiana Legislature is now considering a bill makiug education in that
State compulsoty. This bill orders that
in the common schools only the following
branches shall be taught: Orthography,

$100 each, for the best poem and the best

* The Narrative of Arthur Gordon

of

rate

the

words.

was

Maine, are responsible for the coinage
a newsverb. According to the custom

w#s one

Sold by all druggists.

D. A. TUCKER.

Eh

for the public.

BRIEF and

exup-

are

Street,

1109 aud-3311 Girard

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
1s but just that CASH should’ accompany the copy

The law allowing women to vote on all
school matters was adopted in Vermont
with only one dissenting vote in the
Senate and only three or four in‘ the
House. Women are now eligible to the
offices of town clerk and town superintendent of schools in Vermont.

:
dets.
Poe's adopted father, Mr. Allan, died in

¥

Pa.

:
brothers and other relatives here.

on 4,275 persons, 2,140 of whom
living.
:

moved to Indiana in 1832, and hence

and all Skin Diseases. Rub
iZ in well with

the Saviour and consecrated all her after days

“EDUCATIONAL.

funds he republished by subscription his
volume of poems including several new
ones, the subscribers being mostly ca-

of Conval-

escents,

leaves a widow

only twenty-two years old,
as a churchmouse. In order to gain some

his most popular

i

Army

ELIZABETH, wife of William Risinger, died.
at her residenceat Delaware, Ind., Oct. 30,
1880, afcera sickness of about three weeks,
aged 83 years, 9 months, 10 days. She had
been blind 8 or 4 years previous to her death.’
Born in Penn, of German parents, and raised
a Lutheran, she was converted and joined the
F. B. church in youth; married in 1818, re-

.

Obituaries.

renown,

Dartmouth College has during its
and as poor be. istence conferred the degree of B. A.

** Christabel.”

Great]

*

Who, after an attack
of disease, get so far
back on the returning way to health and no
One of the most.serious impediments
farther.
which the medical profession has to encounter
is the tendency, in all diseases, whether acute
ie, towards debility and loss of vital
or C

ladelphia,

and yet sometimes it is unpleasant, his
dogmatism is so vehement and his illfeeling so poignant.

cured an appointment to the military
school of West Point. Here his downward course began. He neglected his
studies, drank excessively, and conducted
himselfso badly that he was at last court
martialed and expelled. He was now

.

the

Stapkey & Palen,

studies and was always at the head of show his incapacity in that department,
His standard of critical judgment was
his class. He remained there only a year,
low,
and his opinions in many instances
d
nt
of debts
being oblige to leave on accou
He
incurred at the gaming table. For a year were warped by private feeling.
or two he lived quietly at Richmond, wrote. denounced Longfellow as a plagiarist,
a few pvems, and in 1829 published a vol- gave grudging recognition to' Hawthorne,
ume, ‘* Al Aaraaf, Tamerlane, and other and advised Whittier to preach, while he
Poems.” These poems though possess- complimented such obscure writers as
ing much merit, attracted but little atten- Amelia B. Welby and Estelle Ann Lewis
to the skies. It "interesting to glanca
2
:
tion.
Somewhat disappointed at their recep- through thenr-gnd to note how. those he
tion, Poe determinned to be a soldier, and lauded have ben forgotten, and those he
criticised have marched

for

[]

of the pioneers of this State.
During her
force. To
me t this condition of low vitality, Christian life she was firm and devoted to
the Compound
Oxygen, which acts directly on the right, always carrying the sweet spirit of
the great nervous centers,
rendering them
a loyal disciple of Christ.
She leaves her commore efficient, vigorous and active, and capable
panion (now neatly 84 years of age)
and two
|
which
forces,
vital
children
to
mourn
their
loss.
The Star
the
of
more
of generating
are life and health, offers an agent of help and has been a weekly visitor in this family, nearly
from its first issue. Rev. William Tucker
restoration which acts promptly and surely:
preached the funeral sermon.
So the fathers
One Treatise on Compound Oxygen, its NatDrs.
Address
free.
and mothers are passing to their reward.
ure and Action, is sent

litexary
ecritic\l

was
of

and that
volumes

did not excel in,
crit¥ism. Two

In 1826,

he excelled

the

There was one thing, however,thatiPoe

of Virginia, at

he entered the University

all

the beauty of dictipn of De Quincey, the
dramatic puzzles and complications
Wilkie Collins, and the metaphysical/nsight of Balzac.

following year took him to England and
placed him at a school near London where

he

Help

with-

Facts in the case of M. Valdemar”,

NANCY W. BARTLETT
died in
N. H. Jan., 12, aged 89 years, 6
8 days.
She bad been a member
ehurch for over 60 years.
O. P.

Joving sisters and a brother and many friends.
Funeral attended by the writer at Massawippi,
P. Q. We sorrow not as those that have no
hope, for her dying words were: “* My peace is
made with God.”
W. H. LYSTER.

eS

“and ‘¢ The

Descent into the Maelstrom,”

more of the devil.

whose present claim is for $1,180,—princi-

pal and three years’ interest, —would get
a promise to pay $250 some time, and
meanwhile to receive 87.50 a year, instead of the $60 formerly promised.

ue
the
Letter,” *‘A

Ushers,” The Murders in
Morgue,” ¢The Purloined

spindles running in the country and

Bruises,

Ns

aphysical treatment of the passions, and
constructed his talés with wonderful iugenuity and finished them with consummate art. No one can read ‘The Gold
Fall of the House of
The
Bag,”

ble that he was easily influenced against
his interest, aud wanting in that moral

tion.

met-

was eminently successful in the

He

988,077.
:
:
In 1870 there were seven million cotton

ah
iy,

ST

the beautifal, with a nature so suscepti-

or

to

:

of

a large sense

exquisite, with

now;

SISTER *
Deerfield,,
months and
of the BF. B.

men

=

fine and

and his subtle faculty of analysis threw
terrible strength into his glowing fictions.

peculiarly

a high degree a temperament

His morbid imagination,

his prose tales.

business

For Man and Beast,
«4 sure cure for ¥ounds,

e

stances, born

circum-

inheriting in

of an actress,

$7,-

failures

:

The rhetorical merit of his verse is nearly equalled by the power and brilliancy of

« The Bells,” which you all have read.
the child

6658

there are eleven millions. - Ten yearsago
JULIA M., daughter of Rey. C. Heard and
the looms in Maine, New Hampshire, beloved
wife of Jonathan . Leavitt, died in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connec- Hatley, P. Q., Jan, 24, of cougestion of the |
ticut numbered 114,354; or 78 per centi of lungs, in the 40th year of her age. About 20
all inthe country. Now they number years ago she professed faith in Christ and
baptized by Rev. T. P. Moulton, then"pas184,568, or 80 per cent. of the whole, was
tor ‘of the Coaticook church. She was a worIn the South there are now 16,3806, an in- thy member of the Hatley /F. B. church till
crease of about 7,000 since 1870.
about four years ago, when she took a letter
and joined the E. Somerville, Mass., church,
Memphis proposes to *‘ scale” her debt, which relation she sustained till death. She
asking ‘the creditors to give up their .was a person of superior mind, highly reclaims for interest for the past three spected and dearly loved by a large circle of
years, and to accept now a new bond for acquaintances and friends. She leaves to
a devoted companion, two little ones
25 per cent. the face of the old, to bear mourn,
and un aged father, who can say, *‘ All thy
three per cent. interest. That is, a man waves and thy billows are gone over me,” two

:
:
fer
city.
Poe excelled both in prose and poetry.

all. Next to Hawthorne stands Poe, the
author of ¢¢ Lenore,” * The Raven,” and
Poe was

against

firms—with liabilities amounting

a costly monument was erected over his
remains by the school-teachers of that

most of

of peculiar

$65,752,000;

—one among every 64

in Westminster churchyard, where in 1875yg

Longfel-

and Hawthorne

on

posed to have died from his excesses,

Brown had a touch of the.divihe spark,
more,

pro- ties,

was

carousal

though for a number of years separated from
the people of her choice, yet she followed her
Saviour to the end, and when death came she.
was found ready and peacefully fell asleep in
Jesus, ‘having made all neeessary arrangements for her funeral. She leaves a husband
and a son (an only child), to mourn their
great Joss, a daughter having preceded her
some two years to the spirit land.
Funeral
attended by the writer at her late residence in
Quincy.
z
J. RAND.

—one among every 158 business
men or firms—and the aggregate liabili-

the 7th of October, 1849,at the age of thirtyeight years. He was buried at Baltimore

of talent rather than of genius. Brockden

have

the writer and united with.the 2d Lebanon
church, of the York Co. Q: M., in Me. Al

with $98,140,000 liabilities, in 1879. In
longed to a late hour, and Poe is sup- Canada
there were last year 907 failures

A real genius is a rara avis.The larger
number of our authors have been persons

low

The

some. friends:

:

POE.

and so_had Cooper ; Bryant and

|

4

HENRY & JOHNSON'S
ARNICAD OIL

Quincy, Mass., January
17, aged 49 years.
Sister
Jones
experienced
religion
some
‘27
years.
ago,
and
was = baptized . by

co

COLBY.

IX.

MARGARET, wife of Oliver L. Jones, died in

The wedding day was
to be married,
appointed and Poe started for New York
to make arrangements
for his marriage.
At Baltimore he stopped to drink wit

— EMINENT AMERIOAN AUTHORS.
EDGAR ALLAN

he

engaged

fancy for a lady, and they were

1 ed

- BY FRED MYRON

year
formed

He there

wentto Richmond.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1881.

J eye

following

-

< wou

by

The

spring of 1848.

the

¥

The Horning Star.

in

died

years,

twelve

ried about

win
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A
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Remarkable

Stroke

thousands of dollars,

been

has

full a balf million dollars of damage

done to property, but the worst is now over
there. Another great snow-storm has occurred
at the northwest, completely suspending rail-

of Economy.

TO MAKE GRANULAR

HOW

BUTTER.

Cream should be taken off before it ig sour.

The

Constrained

ment to his subjects.

a financial crisis of no ordinary severity, he
has shown the true believers submitted to his
rule the way to * reform their household bills”
in a highly spirited and thorough-going manner. Havingreompletely drained the imperial
treasury during his successful efforts to suppress
the rebellion that raged throughout his dominions last summer, he has just cut down the

state ‘expenses’ by sonie

is intensely cold.——The
Coutts #nd William S.
were married in London

cream to pour this warm milk or water into the
cream after the cream is put into the churn, provided it is poured in slowly and the cream kept in
Ifa the cream is very thick it should be
motion.
thinned ‘before churning. Churn slowly at the
start. Don’t try to hurry churning at the beginning. Increase the speed as you go along, and
have the butter come ‘in about thirty minutes.
Stop the churn when the granules or pellets are
about the size of hemp or sage seed. The particular time to stop the churn is when the butter
will all float on the buttermilk. Then put into the
churn several giiarts of ice-cold water. Put in

”

All the monasteries in Servia are to be closed.

hands upon distinguished officers of his army,
whose pay, in cousideration of the high favor
thus conferred, he docked to the tune of some,
A pleasing feature of
five and twenty per cent.
this arrangement—to all, ap least, except the
especial grace—is
his
of
immediate recipients
the fact that his majesty has made his matrimonial dispositions in such sort that all his
older moieties have got new husbands, while
he has reserved the younger ones to gladden

Cannon

y

It is
Russian
he will
service

-

ps

:

been

dissolved

Feb.

7.

The Southern Oil
Works, at Memphis,
Teun., have been destroyed by fire; loss, $200,

009.
The Weavers’ Union in Fall River,
decide to strike in several mills.

John P.

to

Leist was

arrested at Chicago for

PO

Congressional district of Florida;

“By a vote of 61 yeas to 94 nays the house of

Jesse

J.

The London News states that a plot exists to
blow up Windsor Castle, and that precautions
have been taken to protect the Queen, who has
delayed her return from Oshorne.

1,000 majority.
Mr. Bisbee is contesting the
seat, and his attorney, Gen. H. Jenkins of
Jacksonville,
went to Madison, Fla., on the
8th inst., accompanied by Mr. Eagan, notary
ublic, to take testimony for use in the case
Pore the elections committee of the next
House.
A disturbance took place in which a
colored Republican witness named
Savage

was attacked and his assailant was

killed

by

ao

The Irish coercion bill was passed to “its
second reading in the British house of commons
by a vote of 359 to 69.

a

Casualties.

.

General Colley’s forces

The: casualties of the past week have «been
..numerous and great. The steamship ¢‘ Bohemian” from Boston to Liverpool, was wrecked

attacked

in Dunlough bay, Ireland, on the night of the
Grundy.

35

were

The coast

lost,
guard

57

persons

including

Captain
to

aid

the persons on the wreck, but owing to
heavy sea it was impossible to do much

attempted

the
for

by

cthe 'boers:

eu’

the 8th

near

their relief. The boats were Jaynched from
the steamer, but most of them w.
roken to

Ida Lewis, the Grace Darling of America,
the other day saved the lives of two men who
came near drowning near her residence at
Newport, R. I. This makes seventeen people

pieces against her sides or overturned in the
heavy sea. A steamer from Havana foundered

near New Orleans on the 8th and with the cargo was a total Joss; value of the vessel, $200,
she has saved from drowning by ber bravery.
000; no lives lost. A passenger train was telThe business men of Montreal are very much
escoped on the North Pennsylvania Railroad {
excited over the transfer of a large block ‘of
at Rock Hill Station, Pa., Thursday
morning,
and two persons were killed and nine injured, Montreal Telegraph Company stock to William
four fatally ; the damage to property was ex8. ‘Hunt; of “New York, a_ director of’ the

tensive. Thesnow-storm which prevailed at the

Weston Unione This purchase is thought to
foreshadow the absorption of the Montreal

i
last week disabled telegraph lines in
all directions and, seriously «interrupted = railway travel. The roof of a portion of the New
York Central Railroad depot in Buffalo, N. Y.,
was crushed in by the weight of the “snow,
burying trains and passengers in the debris,
Five employes of the road
were crushed to

death.

The snow-storm. was followed
at thaw and¢ disastrous freshe!s in

>

ey Pennsylvania and
Thursday an ExPlosion took

bins

mines ' néar

Cleveland,

Ohio.

terrorism has not diminished in the west and
south
of Ireland, there is inother respects
a decided change for the better in all parts of
the country.
Muuy tenants who have heretofore refused to pay rents are now settling up
with the landlords.

a

About

six

|

of

whom were killed outright and a number dangerously wounded. A mule and train of cars
were shot out of the main entrance as if from
‘a cannon.

Attother

mule drawing

a

car

by the great consolidation.

A dispatch from Dublin says that although

Ohio,
New York.
On
place at the Rob-

twenty men were at work at the mine,

\

by

company

Congressional.’

A bill for the relief ofthe Ponca indians has
been prepared at the “Interior department. In the
Senaté, a joint resolut ion was introducert

on

ing an amendmentto the constitution,

propos-

forbidding

which a man was seated, was blown on top of
a sar, kitlig. the driver. Seventeen persons the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors
ed by an explosion in the Whitfield sok after the year 1900. Mr. Hoar, of Massachusetts,
n the
introduced a resolution, which was laid over,
Sn fery at North Staffordshire, England,
-Tth. A fireon the Victoria docks, London, 1 directing the judiciary committee to inquire,
;
Eng., on the 8th., cal caused damage estimated at whether
the assembling. on inauguration day ef

. : over twomillion
Bremen was
:
hedollurs. inThe the ship Shetland
rs
Is.

|
CL
Latest News.
_, The Scoville Mfg. Cos button shop at Wat‘erbury,
Conn., was burned Sunday; loss, between $175,000 and $200,000.—Further reports
from the flooded districts show additional
1

would

have

been

of

less

vinegar with two table-spoonfuls of pulverized
borax, made a wash that has given relief which

the best doctors

in Boston

and

elsewhere

and

Now, Mr..Editor, I do‘not proposeto buy a
“puff” nor ask for ‘‘ postage stamps” for a
‘¢ Great Secret,” but if any afflicted Star readers
are relieved you may share ‘the pleasure of good
will to man

with a would-be

:

HERE AND THERE.
Light is one of the most effective agencies in enlivening and beautifying a house.
est, choicest and sunniest rooms
In saving flower

serds

for

-Live in the airi-

planting

always se-

lect the most perfectly developed. Throw away
all poor-enes. It is only good seed that produces
good result. - «
The long, cold winter will bring some benefit to
farmers, inasmuch as the larvae of cotton worms,
‘the eggs of the grasshopper, and other pests of

the agriculturalist will be destroyed.

a

nilla, and make

Beef Hams, 1750 @

til it is covered.

covering of straw, marsh hay, etc., that is recommended for them, is not so much to shield from

as to prevent frequent freezing and thawing

of the soil.

w

:

Lantanas require rich, strong soil, a liberal
amount of water, plenty of sunshine, free circulation of air. They are easily grown from cuttings

stuck in moist sand in a warm place.

It is hard-

ly worth while to attempt the growing of cuttings

in the Fall or Winter,
The

successful

is

the

readinz

one

in

nine cases out of ten. Itis only by reading that
one can keep up with the times in which we live.

, compass.—

without

»

rudder

When

you want Pearline, be sure you

| New York.

|

Place

get

what

CARPE

grew as readily, with as little work or care, as fodder corn, with as large yield. The canes ywere
prim and rather beautiful, averaging seven to ten

feet in hight, as the soil was more or less fertile,
and from one-fourth to one and one-fourth inches
in diameter just above the ground. Owing to the
lateness of receiving and planting, but little seed
of the canes were

stripped of leaves and crushed ia a hand-power
sugar-crusher for want of better apparatus and
more: available power.
About eight quarts of,
juice were obtained, which readily boiled to one
quart of thick amber-colored syrup. (It was care.
fully skimined in boiling.) * There was a little vegetable taste to the syrup, otherwise very nice and
palatable, and every way was apparently a good:
substitute, in the household, for the syrup of coma portion

of

the seed made a still nicer syrup by applyinga
little soda in boiling, to clarify it. My conclusions

are, that with

horse

or water-power

ple, inexpensive “machinery
at some

happy one.

"

;
Guaranteed

S
by all dealers.

and

sim.

to crush’ the cane,

versal
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JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
412 J19-F16-MO&23
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Marblehead, Mase,
;

Fine FARM and HOME
With the BEST MARKETS almost at your door.
r raring temente.
the World. Easy pasments.
300.000 ACRES Sn
Long

08

time.

Low rate

of interest. For terms,

address

C0. WM. BARNES, Lansing, Mich.

uzcists, or sent by mall (“ree of postag™)

on receipt of
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Cl
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of this new Ciscovery,andalor:
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For sale by B. F. RACKLEY, Dover, N. H.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO,, GENERAL AGENTS,
BOSTON.

FLOWER SEEDS,
VECETABLE SEEDS,
Cladiolus, Lilies, Roses,
i;
Plants, etc.
:

WEBBS

\/

«3

Syracuse, N. Y.

Guaranteed by all druggista.
J.

J.

H.

GREGORY'S

SEED

CATALOGUE.—Mr.

columns)

opens with several fine engravings of new vegeta.

Beans, 23 of Beet, 54 of Cabbage

and

of
ot

Caulifiower,

26 of Corn,
28 of Cucumber, 28 of Lettuce, 41 of
Melon, 17 of Squash;24 of Tomato, 36 of Turnip. |.
Catalogues are ad.
&c., &c., all duly described.
vertised free to all.
—
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The Brightest and Funniest Story,
The recent great reduction in the price of Cocoa
enables the manufacturers of Chocolate, Broma,
For
Winter Evening Reading.
&c., to furnish these nourishing beverages at prices within reach of all. What has heretofore been
considered a luxury by many, to be indulged in
only occasionally, may now be enjoyed regularly.
Elegant Cloth Binding, 320 Pages,
The Chocolate, Cocoa and Broma manufactured
By MARY W. PORTER,
by Josiah Webb & Co. bave long been considered
very superior.
‘Author of POOR Para,
Illustrated,
Price, $1.00,

Will be mailed Fux to all app

orderingit.

It contains

h 50

five

"“ D. M. FERRY &C0., Detroit,

Lich.

MRS. POTTS

[

tosl .

Invaluable

mang

y

sod Hower Seeds, Plante,

0 Eo vireir of Vegi

bow

Sdrtean

Send for it.

«
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D HANDLE SAD Ii

1s Creating a Sensation North and South.

Dr. N. G. White’s Pulmonary Elixir
Is warranted to relieve the Croup in thirty minutes: To relieve a common Cold immediately : To

Boston:

Elixir,

By

which

invariably gives speedy relief and ultimately
effects a complete cure in all cases where the breathing organs are affected.
Use it in time, and prevent serious lung difficulties.

-

Sold by all Druggists.

since

Goliah,

and

have

died

that time

Co.,

Publishers.

4

Rev. C. G. Finney,

D.

D.

BEST IN USE ANDARE CHEAP

Christ. Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue Chicago, Ili.
Price in paper covers 35
cents.
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Mason-

FOR

and carried away.

THE

FIVE

dissolved

2t6

eggs,

and

dealers

in

beens, dried apples,

Report.
& CO., Commission
butter,

&c.

cheese

Cellar

No

and

cy Market, Boston.

3

:

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Feb. 12, 1881.

FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
Western superfine...coseeeeee resin
Common

extras.
qe
seseess ..

8,@

400

@
@

47
65H0

haas ses 42>
450

Minnesota, baKers.ceeseeseceanes vessned ma
Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy..... £50 @
WINTER WHEATS,

60
80

Patents, ChOiCe..cv tevassnranins
Patents, common to £00d.....

@
@

175
72

@
a

550
600

$7125.

@

serene

[0) 111) FO
Michigan.
Indiana

.ceeessiaeiiansanadens.

Illinois
St. Lonis..... essnsssrriens
Corn Meal
# bbl........oes

@
@
@

weer

Ry@ Flour. .ces socvecsnsninensecennnanndd26
Oat Meal, common to good Western...600

Oat Meal, fancy brands.........ee0e006.00

Buckwheat,100 1S. ...... EE ven 190

@
@

@

550

650
650
260

67
575

625

@ 200

CORN. The tendency of prices is upward. There
is a good demand from the trade and exporters,
and we notice sales of mixed and yellow at 57 8
59c¥ bu; steamer
at 57 @ H8¢ for mixed and
yellow; and no grade at’ @ 565 ¥ bu. Toy arrive
Corn is held at 57 @ 58c ¥ bu for mixed, with sales
01 25,000 bu at 57c.
.
OATS. There isa firmer feeling, with a better
demand and prices are a shade higher. The sales
of No 1 and extra white have been at 49 @ 63¢;

2 white, 48 @ 43%¢; No 2 mixed and No 3 white,
@didc¥bu.,

No

46

:

ceived,
Splendid
OR th $45, 850, 800Ss
up.
ficent ROSEY
Stool
6 ye

and

AFR
New York.

Cover only S160.
Warranted
Tllustrat:
atalogue ma 4.

HOE= KER

Box 3580.

hd

(#2.) Grand Opera by VERDI. Compos« edwin the first instance for the ruler of
ypt, and first given in that ancient kingdom,

where, also, the scene of the story is laid. The
strange life of old forgotten ages comes before us,

and is made vivid by the thrilling music of one of
the most brilliant of composers.

Al
BIZET.
By GEORGE
($2.)
. Spanish Opera, introducing Spunish

I

A

Gypsies, Soldiers, Spanish Dons, a Torreador, and
Spanish Contraband Traders. We are in contact

with the bizarre ways and incidentsof the Spanish
Peninsula, and the music is quite in consvnance
p
:
with the prevailing brightness.

| MEFISTOFEL

($2.)

Ry A. BOITO.

Mefis-

, tofele is the] true fiend, according
to Goethe, whose poem is closely followed
throughout.
A daring
composition, romantic and

wierd, und now widely given,
BUCCEss,

and

pronounced

a

($2.)
By F.vQN SUPPE, whose
FATINITZA, music is most taking, and who introduces us,in n u free and easy and humorous way,

to Russians
popular,

and

Turks

during

the

war.

J 0 YFUL Nows for Boys and Girls}!

Young and Old!!
“A NEW INTON just patented for them, .
for Home use!
1

Very

Any book mailed, post-free, for retail price,

GRY

Boring, Drilling, Grind

OLIVER DITSON & €0., Boston.
2tf

SE

+

PI h ll;
|

© special

SH

:

departmen

Instructions

; 19) Commercial College
N. H, 8end for circulars

.

dangérou
i6€; and whether
take an-action in the matter.
The “hyacinth;or : an-ivy*vineinthe the" living-room; adds

en

an

ELHRALN BROWN, Lowell, Mass.

¥

a spéeial

Telegraph Departmeni, New Hampton, N. H,

ixcuddil

TRADE

RIANA EGAN of EXIRADRELY

OPERAS.

EE
lk iy
mercial College.
The
only place in New Eng.
land where Telegraphy is practically and proper.
ly taught. Young men or ladies desirous of be.
coming Telegrapl Operators need look no farther,
Expenscs reasonable.
Send for particulars to

for

' THE

IDA

18

'w

BY

A GREAT OFFER FOR

(83.) Opera by AMBROSE THOMMIGND
AS.
This very successful opera
first
became known in Paris, where it slowly but
surely workéd its way to permanent distinction,
and has become one of the standards. It is very
full, occupies 405 pages, and furnishes to the purchaser quite & library of music of a high order.

MARKETS.
Produce

FAMOUS

SALE

HARDWARE

ic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
16-page weekly paper opposed to secret Societies.

from a single stone in the bladder, which Warner’s
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure would have

~

ADVANTAGES,
COLD DETACHABLE WALNUT HANDLE,
AAEE WITH WTRTARINTING CEMENT,
HEAT QUICKER THAN OTHER IRONS,
RETAM WERT LONGER REQURE WWII,
DO NOT BURN THE HAND, DOUBLE

A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
late President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
He renounced Mason
soon after his conversion to

27

3
A Single Stone
from a running brook slew the giant

&

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!

2t7

EPIDEMICS.—Just now, coughs, colds, lung and
bronchial complaints seem to be epidemic.
In
these cases of sudden colds the best thing to do is

to get a bottle of N. H. Downs’

D. Lothrop

LEGANT PRESENT A] 48-Page Gilt-bound
Autograph Album, 47 select quotations, and a
32 column Slory paper, all for 15c..
American
Home Journal, West Haven, Ct.
4t7¢ow

relieve Asthma at once:
To cure all Coughs before ulceration:
To cure sore throat:
To cure
Hoarseness of singers or speakers:
To always
loosen a Cough:
To cause the patient to raise
freely:
To always produce rest at night:
To

the stock in winter, five or six bundred-weight of
the cane. Thus dried, it proves a most excellent
Western—
food, eagerly devoured.
The juice which the
Creamery, choice, fresh made, ¥ 10¥783@ 35
stalk retaios at this date, though a little sur, perdo
ir to good. .eeee
7
”
0
haps, is still very temptingly sweet, and the stalk
more easily masticated than corn
fodder.
.
| Dairy packed, choiC@......vsvs.
0
©, ‘common to go
Do * do
", From this little experience I am greatly inclined
Ladle packed, choice...cossiaues
to believe it aay ba raisedas a grand substitute
do
common to g
for,.or in placeof, corn for soiling, and also for. “Do
| PPPS
curing for winter “feett.— W. D. L., in Manchest ter |

si08

The

Phin. .

NEVER
WASTE
oe
oh GWA Tick fo WRENS 8

satisfaction.”

For sale by

and a

central point in a neighborhood, as good

in the same way I do my fodder corn

;

compla! *,

My wife has been troiibled with biliousness,
bloating of stomach and bowels, swelling of the
limbs, constipation for years, but ali has vanished
from the use of three bottles of D. R. V. G. Dyspepsia Remedy.
:
D. G. Barber, Real Estate,
\

the very best strain.
NEW VEGETABLES

Policeman, Lancaster, "a.

i a great sufferer from Kidney

.
ee
Miller, Insurance,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Johnston

seed directly from the grower, fresh, true,

end after wearing your Pad 25 days I feel
better tian 1
have in 15 years.”
DR. A. J. STONER, Decatur, IIl.—* Your I'ad is
doing great good here, 1¢ sells every day and gives wil

with Consti-

a product in the eyrup form could be obtained in
this way as from the maple orchard and not’ more
expensive. The process of orystallization may be
a little more difficult. Anyway, it seems worthy
of more trial. And there is another thing about it:
1 cured

EITZEL,

~4T have

tles of D. R. V. G. has made me a well man

erchants

and gardeners to test its growth on different soils,
in different states of fertility and cultivation.
It

A neighbor to whom I gave

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetables and
Flower Seed for 1881, rich in engravi
from
photographs of the originals, will be sent FREE to
all who apply. My old customers need not write
for it. 1 offer one of the largest collections of
vegetable seed ever sent out by any seed House
in America, a large portion of which
were grown
on my six seed farms. Full directions for cultivation on each package. All seed warranted to be
fresh and tree to name; so far, that should it

remedy we ever sold.”

It can be used without fear of harm and with the

Reported by HILTON BROS

AMBER. SUGAR-CANE.

merce.

@

For Dlacascs of the KIDNEYS, BLADDER, URIN
ALY OLUANS and NERVOUS SYSTEM.
CIIAS. DAVIS, 124 Myrtle Street; Boatont
“i
have now used Day’s KIpNeY PAD thirty days, and ii has
done me moro good than any remedy
I ever tried.”
R. BISHOP, Spencer, 0.“ The doctors had glvea
me up with what they calles Bright's disease, and two ols
your Pads have entirely cured me.”
LARIMORE & DEAN, Druggists, Niles, 1iich.
~ (30 years in business)—* DA¥’8 KIDNEY PADS havin~a
Iarze sudo and fives better general satisfaction than a..y

:

" Boston

ww

Some 50 to 60 pounds

2600

ve otherwise, I will refill the order gratis.

certainty of permanent cure—DAY’S KIDNEY PAD

or

The. writer received a package of amber sugarcane geed from the department at Washington,
last May; for sxbrimenta trial, etc. He distributed small portibns of it among a dozen farmers

matured.

tongues,

ney's Melon, Marblehead
Cab
8,
€;
Corn, and scores of gther vegetables, I invite the
patronage of all whe ‘are anxions to have their

Cultivator.

,

|

at sea

18 50; Beef

original introducer of the Hubbard Squash,

you ask for. The market is full of imitations. The
genuine is manufactured only by James’ Pyle, of

It has been aptly suid that an agricultural community without books and papers relating to

farming is like a ship

@

ops

in a buttered dish to cool and harden, Chris. Intell,
es

millions of noble men

farmer

1850

bl. 8950 @ 9 75; Westra'plate, 11 00 @ 12 50.

these

Do this witha silver fork.

York.

Randolph Street, Chicago.

Western

extra clear, 1750 @ 18 00; Boston clear,
19 00; Boston backs, 1% 50"@7$0
00.

it into balls, laying them separate-

give satisfaction to all who use it.

Many plants are killed by too much protection.
For example, strawberries are hardy, and the

cold

mess 15 50 @ 16;

receipt of 25 cts.

39 East Ninth Street, New

te

5 LITTLE SOUTHERNERS.

GOOD SAMARITAN.

large numbers of armed men not under command | Mirror.irs
.

Mix

bles, after which follows an immense variety
flower and vegetable seed, including 47 kinds

in South Africa were

Newcastle,
and. an
engagement
of ‘six
hours’ , duration
ensued,
resulting finally
in a repulse of the boers.
The loss on
both sides was heavy.
Nearly one thousand
troops from England have arrived at Cape
Town and will proceed at once to the relief of
the forces under General Colley. About 4,000
colonial troops, who have been operating in the
Tradskei, are also marching to Basutoland.
A
thousand boers are advancing to intercept these
re-inforcements.
EN

mess, 14 00 @ 14 50; New

SONG.

SCHOOLS JN- =
:
5
pink

BICLOW & MAIN,

Western Turkeys, choice

\let them boil about

solved to-try white oak bark, which is such a perfect cure for chilblains. One ounce of dry, pulverized white oak bark, steeped in strong pure

A largely attended meeting of sympathizers
with Ireland has been held in Faneuil hall, and
was addressed by Mayor
Prince,
General
Butler, Wendell Phillips, and others.
Resolutions were adopted
endorsing
the present
agitation in Ireland and the principles of the
land league.
]

him. Eagan’s life was threatened and he ‘fled
to Georgia.
The proceedings were discontinued and great excitement prevails.
The Sheriff called out the militia who restrained the

board

and

representatives ‘of Massachusetts
defeated a
bill to abolish the law against the credibility of
atbeists in court.

Finley, his opponent, was declared elected by

6th during a dense fog, and of the

guilt,

restored $15,000 which he bad stolen.

in Florida.

H. Bisbee, Jr., (Republican) was a candidate for re-election last Nov., in the second

Serious

have

¥anilla.

Gregory’s Catalogue (advertised in our

Sitting

Bull, with forty-three lodges and many horses,
has crossed into Canada, and the United States
troops have given up the pursu:t,
v

widows
and
destibacon and corn in
do, and that must
from now.
I wrote
last storm—I mean it

mob from further violence.

by

dissolved in the wa-

winter rendered the suffering almost unendurable:
All sources of relief seemed unavailing and I re-

Three hundred and fifty hostile Sioux Indians

L Col.

i

The Cortes has

robbing the mails; he coufessed his
Trouble

of dollars

value in my family than this simple remedy.
For 25 years I have suffered in cold weather very
much from Eczema or Salt Rheum upon the
hands; and the sudden severity of the present

scores of specifics never began to effect.

surrendered at Fort Buford,

We need
Mrs. Comthey were

They in-

haled the vapors of good vinegar poured upon a
hot brick, and were cured. Its trial in many cases
since, without a failure, and in some cases of
Asthmag increases the certainty of general utility.
Thousands

AND GAMB.

NEWEST

in paper covers, senton

ern Turkeys choice 14 @ 16c; Common to fair 10 @
13¢; Chickens, choice 12 ® 16¢; Fowl 10 @ 12c.
PORK.
Extra prime,
bbl, $1250 @ 13 Ov; Old | .

and

tablespoonfuls of arrowroot

For five years I have been troubled

even dangerously affected with catagrh.

as saying the other day:

royal decree.

POULTRY

pation, Liver and Stomach troubles, coupled with
loss of memory and sleepless nights.
Three bot-

Last night while wakeful with nervous prostration (it was Sunday night), and querying with reference
to any
possibility
of usefulness,
the
thought of publishing the following facts occurred :
Two members of my family were seriously, if not

There is another change of government in
Spain, Senor Segasta being the head of the new

it.”

on

but there is no

3 SPY.

Hay

Po 3 Rye Straw 23 00 @ 25 00; Oat Straw $10 00

BEEF.
Western ness,
ern extra, 10 00°g 10 50;

ter, and one tablespoonful of

.

or

$18 @ 20c; Swale

SUNDAY

Good
as Gold. =»; Lowsr & pears.
339 Songs; Price, $30 per 100 copies.

175;

13 @ l4c; Commen to fair, 10 @ 12¢; Chickens
choice 10@13¢ ; Fowls and Chickens 9 @10¢; No

ly on a dish till cool. Take a ball and put it into
the chocolaté while it is warm, rolling it over un-

and
care

worked

@

;

MAINS

; 15 cents each by mail,

Choice, coarse $2100 @ 23 00;

Ordinary, $19
@ $20; Five
Ey

$150

,

FOR

Hymn
Service No. 2, 2550
my, Doaxe
O per 100 copies

¢jght minutes, stirring all the time. Take from
the fire immediately, stir it untth.jt comes to a
cream, and when it is nearly smooth™add the va-

the butter

bé

Northern,

\

all together except the vanilla,

pre-

SUFFERING RELIEVED.

The beginning of operations on the Panama
canal has been announced to M. de Lesseps.

black

Let

butter should

>*

Land League.

faces come to me in sleep calling for aid. All
we ean do is to give them the gjothes and bed-

This

mer » in the Manchester Mirror.

The New Jersey and Illinois legislatures have
passed resolutions in sympathy with the Irish

ministry.

been

Peas,

CHOCOLATE .CREAM-DROPS. Take half pound of |
Baker’s chocolate and melt if by putting in a bowl
stood in*boiling water.
Do not add any water
to the chocolate. kor the inside or créam two
cups of sugar, one cup of water, one and a half

or muslin,

has

Green

APPLES. Choice,¥ bbl,

HAY AND STRAW.

To tell just when to stop working butter can no t

Before the Whittaker court-martial General
Schofield intimated that the assault had its
origin. beyoud the limits of West Point, and
stated that he should continue to investigate
the matter as long as he lived, or until he
should ascertain the truth of the assault. He
declined, however, to disclose his theory or
suspicions to the court.

and must continue to suffer, the, best” we can
do. Over 300, I estimate, are frost-bitten,
bleeding and sick. A person or animal suffers
most from frost when starving—any farmer
knows this. We have no help for these poor
people at home and no one seems to care for

that

GREEN

Common $1 @ $1 25.

in cooking

confectionery,

&5c;

75 @ 30c; Peerless, 60 @ 65c; Chenangoes, 55 @ 60c.

be done. It can be known only by experience |
Do not delay, but bear in mind that Conand practice. This brined butter can be made
sumption often begins with a neglected Cold or
salter by adding salt at the last working if it is not
Cough.
.Adamson’s Botanic Balsam wins
salt enough, but extreme caution is needed so as
the day in curing Coughs and Colds.
Price,
to not overwork.
Do not touch the butter with
35 and 75 cts. Trial bottles, 10 cts.
the hands ig any of its workings.—** Country Far-

* Gambetta can not live long, and he is the
greatest hinderance to the logical development
of the Republican idea. You know he suffers
from fatty degeneration of the heart, and I
frankly tell you' that I look forward with
pleasure to his death.”

all they could for them, but they have suffered

swear

be over worked.

name or inscription of any kind. Outside of
Brigham’s personil graveyard the grounds are
80 shabby that they might be taken for a dumping place for garbage.
Henri
Rochefort
is mentioned
by
The

weather was the coldest I have ever seen here,
after a fifteen years’ residence, and they were
thrown out of work and soon began to suffer.
Mrs. Comstock and our noble Governor..and..a,
red
company of noble men and women, have done

brine

in

tionalist.

fill the tub with

by pressure, and not by a slipping or plastering
process. When worked. just right,mold and print,
or pack.
-

Brigham Young’s grave is in the corner of
the Mormon cemetery at Salt Lake City. Itis

grain, and worked well. They are somewhat
clumsy + and. ungkiliful, but are willing to
work. When the present winter began the

It is also used extensively

and good judgment are requifed or the butter will

“ Certain correspondence between Russia and
Afghanistan, which was found in Cabul after
the massacre of the British Embassy, bas been
published and reveals intrigue between those
two nations against Great Britain.

Whitehall Review

and

add the

various poisons are used in coloring confection:
ery. Mills in various parts of the country are
now grinding white stone into a fine powder. Itis
stated that they grind at some of these mills
three grades—soda grade; sugar grade and flour
-grade. One
Remedy 18 to purchase only of those
who are known te sell pure goods.—Congrega-

then

remain in this brine one hour; then take out
work out the surplus brine ; but now great

understood
that
Gortschakoff,
the
Chancellor, will resign in. April, when
have completed his twenty-fifth year of
in that capacity.

covered by a slab of granite,

follower,

thie follower ifthe butter rises.

ruler under British protection.

Can-

the

a cream,

eggs,

contains fitty per cent. or more of ‘terra alba.”

viously made from the best salt (Higgins's Eureka
is best) and clear, pure cold water. There should
be no salt in this brine that is not dissolved. Weight

\

Candahar, and has decided to appoint a native

:
The Distress in Kansas.
Dr. W. 8. Newlon, a physician of Oswego,
Kan., gives the following statement of the destitution of'the colored refugees in that State:
We haye 1,208 such people heré—the poorest
simple Texas fieldof the exodus people;
hands, whip-marked, and with Southern shot
in them in Some instances; believers in witches frequently ; the most devout Baptists and
Methodists vnder the American flag. In three
counties here there are nearly 7,000 ot them.
“Last year they planted gardens, cotton, and

as a physician and honest man—will

puton

clear, strong, strained

-It is” reported * that the British government
has reconsidered its policy with reference to

non’s disabilities prevent him from legally
holding it. He has taken the question before
the courts and obtained a mandamus ordering
the Governor to either grant him the certificate or;show cause for not doing so.

not enough.
To the
tute we have been giving
the ear. Itis all we can
give out-in three days
that four perished in the

then

to

large part of our cream of “tartar used

take the butter

lightly, and cover with a piece of linen

A company has “been formed to provide »
steamer to £urry emigrantsto Liberia in place
ofthe present slow sailing vessel.

in this respect before the 4th of

ding sent us, and dftend their sick.
200 or 300 pair. of shoes and food.
stock bought 150 pair of shoes but

.

quite clear;

sugar

and

of three

ADULTERATIONS. Thousands of barrels of “‘ter-

out of the churn with a ladle and put in a stone
jar. This tub or jar should be smaller at the bottom than at the top, and should be fitted with an
.inside cover or follower. Pressdown the butter

The pork-packing establishment
of J. C.
Furguson & Co., in Indianapolis, Ind., was
burned on the 7th inst., the loss aggregating

March. Consequently his opponent, Mr. A. G.
Campbell, was given the certificate. Mr. Cannon was fairly elected by a majority of votes,
and it is not clear how his opponent can be

their

until the water runs

The remains of the late Thomas Carlyle
were buried m the family burying-ground
at Ecclefechan, Dumfriesshire, Scotland.

{hat Mr. Cannon was foreign born and bad
never been naturalized as an American citizen, and that it was not possible for him to

I goto bed at night, and

Paroell

the girls to perish by cold and hupger.

the granules of butter,

just chill

enough to

yolks

Canada, choice, ¥ bu., $1 00 @ 1 05; Can80 @

&

BOOKS
CLUDE

PQTATOES.
Ardostook Rose, ¥ bu., 80 @ 85c;
Maine Central Rose 75 @ 80c; \'t. Rose 75¢; New
York Rose, 70 @ 75¢; Jacksons, t0}@ 65¢; Prolifics,

ra alba ?or white earth are every year mixed in
various forms with our sugars-nd other substances. Its use tends to produce stone, kidney complaints and various diseases of the stomach. A

give a few turgs, and draw off the buttermilk. A
‘small portion of the butter will run out, but it can
be skimmed off and put back in the churn. Wash
the butter with pure, clear, cold water, that has
been strained. At this washing the quantity of
water must be about the sane as there was of the
mass of cream wheo it Was ready to churn. Wash

The Ural Khirgiz tribes in Siberia are selling their maleschildren for grain, and leaving

present Mormon representative in the Nution_ al House. The grounds of this refusal were;

them.

taken

summoned
:

It is reportedin London that Mr.
will sail for America in a few days.

Case,

justly entitled to the seat, even if Mr.

have

* The German Reichstag has been
to meet on the 15th instant.

A short time ago Governor Murray of Utah
refused a certificate of re-election to the U. 8.
is the
who
Congress of George Q. Cannon,

qualify himself

insurgents

possession of Mitrovitza.

list with provision for these superannuated ladies, he has united them to gallant warriors at
a positive saving to the public purse, forthe
gift of each ex-Sultana has been by him decreed to compensate her respective recipient
for the loss of one-fourth of his income. Muley
Hassan’s popularity, it appears, has been inereased to such an extent. by this noble selfsacrifice on his part, that a few days ago as he
rode from his palace to the chief mosque he
was greeted with enthusiastic acclamation by
the whole male population of Fez, his capital.
This. is quite a new experience for the Moroccan Sultan, whe has been for some years past
at open odds with his subjects.
The

Linky

A band of Albanian

Insteadof saddling the civil

his own hearth.

.

Miscellaneous.

their

bestowing

one week’s armistice.—— Additional resent from England to

corded

butter

eggs,

PEAS.

ads, common

them in, lastly the whites of the eggs beaten to a
stiff froth. Bake in pans to slice or cut in blocks.
When baked, make a frosting, mixing in one-half
cupful walnut/meats, and pour over.—Ibid. .

the

to

It does no harm

water or warm milk.

four

BIGLOW

idneys 1 60 @ 1.70.

milk, flour the meats and raisins (stoned) and stir

The cream should be warmed gradually. and not
by a quick heat. It may be warmed with warm

is in possession of all the important secrets of
Irish land league, and fresh arrests for
the
sedition are anticipated as soon as -the coercion
bill is passed.——The Basutos have been ac-

ing measures, the first of which was the reduction of his own domestic establishment to about
He dismissed
one-half of its normal strength.
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